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INTRODUCTICaS 
Since the latter part of the nineteenth centxuy a concerted effort 
has been made to adopt a scientific approach to problems of management. 
The guiding objective has been a more efficient and effective use of all 
resovirces including men, money, materials, and machines. The outcme has 
been increased productivity and a higher level of material well-being. 
The early emphasis was on technological developments, but gradually 
as the science and art of management have developed, increased attention 
has been given to probloas concerned with human relations. 
At the present time management faces many problans. One of the 
paramount concerns is to find ways in vAsdch labor, both as individuals 
ariri groups, and managenent can work together effectively. Another concern 
is to find means to meet the spiral of increased costs and combat the re­
sulting inflationary effects. It is believed by many that the most promis­
ing solution to this latter problaa is increased production efficiency. 
Since the present research enfolds the food service industry, methods 
iunproveiient, and work simplification training for workers, various 
aspects regarding these areas are presented before defining the purposes 
of the present research. 
The Food Service Industry 
The food service industry has been slow to adopt the scientific 
approach being increasingly utilized in many other areas. The possible 
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explanations for this fact are numerous. It is veil to review the place 
of this industry in our total industrial picttire and scane of the char­
acteristics of the industry vrtiich influence the extent to \rtiich a more 
scientific appro£u:h toward problems of managanent is adopted. 
According to data based on the 193^ cens\is of business the 
food service industry is the fourth largest business in terms of dollar 
volume of personal consim^tion e:q>enditux%s. Excluding the food pro­
duced and constmed on farms^ which does not enter into ccmimercial trade, 
about 25 per cent of the value of food consumed in the Ifeiited States 
passes throu^ food service establishments. In tiae more than half a 
million food service units^ an average of 73 million meals are served 
daily. Of the total number of establishments, about 10 per cent do 
nearly 80 per cent of the total volume of business. The food service 
industry ranks first among retail trades in the number of people enroloyed. 
The volume of business by the food service industry dining the 
period frxM 1930 through I950 increased from over three billion dollars 
to seventeen billion {1*8). It is expected that there will be a continual 
rise in the volume of business as current trends increase the need for 
group food service and as the demand for ready prepared "taie hcane" meals 
glows. 
Meuay of the food sei^rice units are extremely small, represent a 
very limited capital outlay, and are managed by individuals vbo have 
little training or experience in methods of management. As stated above, 
however, most of the total volume of business is done in a relatively 
small px-oportion of the food service establishments. This distribution 
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of establishments is not peculiar to the food service industry, for accord­
ing to I9UT figures, althou^ 80 per cent of all manufactxiring establish­
ments employed less than 50 workers, one third of all wage earners in 
facturing were in plants eaj^loying 1000 or more workers, and over one foxath 
were in plants raploying frcaa 250 to 999 workers {hS), 
A food searvice unit usually performs both a production and a service 
function. Althou^ centralized mass production of sane food itezas is 
possible, and a trend in this dii-ection is evident, it is at present 
generally agreed that there are laany advantages to having food production 
close to food service, both from the standpoint of distance and time. 
There are a variety of problems which must be met. Most of the in­
gredients and the final products being produced are perishable. Standard­
ization of the quality of the final product is a desired objective; never­
theless, variation of quality of ingredients must often be acc^ted even 
though an attaint is made by use of specifications to stazidardize the 
quality of food purchased. In addition in many situations, particularly 
in units that serve the same clientele repeatedly, a variety of menu 
items among meals is considered desirable. 
Food sei'vice is for the most part a nonr^etitive industry as con­
trasted to a r^etitive-process iisdustry in v^ch high3^ standardized 
products are built in repetitive lots by mass production techniques 
(2, 17). Furthennore, the planning and scheduling of a food seanrice oper­
ation must ustially be geared to meal service durixig three distinct periods 
of the day. Eie volume of activities and the resulting demand for labor 
fluctuate gi«atly corresponding to the periods of service. Frequently 
the over-all time of operation per day extends over a fourteen hour\ 
period, and a seven-day week operation is ccsnmon in soae types of food ! 
service. 
The many valuables which exist within the industry, and the de­
centralization of operations have u33doul3tedly contributed to the rule-of-
thumb appzxtach to food service management that has been retained tena­
ciously. Possibly a more important contributing factor has been the 
attitude toward food preparation and service. There is a tendency for 
each person to consider himself a coonoisseur of food, aod a ^ eat 
majority of people have had some experience in pr^aring food. Perhaps 
for these reasons, an awareness has been slow to develop that qiiantity 
food production and service must be founded on a scientific approach 
if it is to contribute to the physical and social well-being of groups 
and still function on an economically sound basis. 
Although the food service industry has been slow to aj^ly scientific 
principles to food preparation, to mechanize operaticms, and in general 
to adopt a scientific basis in managing resources, notable advances have 
been made. Many leaders in all types of food service have pioneered in 
developing better procedures and in raising the stazsdards of food service. 
Advances have been achieved in iiqQ3:oving the equipment and other physical 
facilities. Better food preparation techxiiques have been developed. It 
would appear that owing to the efforts of individual leaders and tz^e 
and professional groups, that the industry is making a concerted effort 
to in^rove the efficiency and effectiveness of its operations. 
Within the last ten years, particularly, members of managaaent in the 
food service industry have evidenced an awareness of the need for ingprov-
ing Job methods as a basis for producing food of the desired quality and 
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operating at an economical level of efficiency. Likewise, as in other 
industries, there has been considerable attention given to ways of pro­
viding for the developaent of labor potential and for the wost effective 
utilization of the possible contribution of individuals to the total 
vork product. 
Methods Is^rovanent 
Increased efficiency in industry has come about largely as a result 
of methods improvement. Much of the credit for the development of im­
proved methods may be given to the work of methods and industrial engi­
neers. The fuDdemental philosophy on which their work has progressed 
is based on two assun^ttions p. 21-22); 
1. There are usually mmerous ways to perform any task, 
but with the knowledge obtainable at any one time, 
one method is usually superior to the others. 
2. The scientific method of solving problems is more 
productive of "better work methods than is undisciplined 
ingeniiity. 
According to MuMel the general procedure followed to determine the 
preferred way of doing a job is the same regardless of the tj-pe of job, 
whether it be in light or heavy industry, on the farm, in a hospital, 
or any other type of production unit. 
No gain can be realized from ii!5)roved methods, however, 'unless the 
method is actually installed and continually used by the wrkers. Fre­
quently workei^ have refused to use improved methods that have been 
developed. Resistance to change is well documented in the industrial 
literature, Gind management as well as labor often resist new methods. 
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Methods changes may appear to those performing, directing, az^ supervising 
work to be a criticism of their efforts (Wf), 
It has been recognized that in order for the motion and time study 
departments in industry, which frequently carry the chief responsibility 
for methods development, to function effectively "supervisors at all 
levels must be educationally equipped to cooperate intelligently in the 
motion and time stx^dy approach, even to the extent of actually applying 
motion and time study as a normal part of their activity" (U4, p. 19). 
The top executives too must acquire an understanding of the basic concepts, 
for the attitude of top management toward change and the procedures used 
to bring about diange is one of the inqportant factors affecting the 
success of a methods improvement program. 
Some successful attests have also been made to include the workers 
in programs of methods improvement training. There is evidence to 
indicate "Uiat workers will more sreadily accept and use prescribed methods 
if they imderstand the work should be done in a particular way or if 
they have developed or have helped to develop the is^iroved methods. 
Fu3rther, it has frequently been proposed that workers derive greater 
satisfaction fr^ their work if they have an opportunity to contribute to 
decisions which affect their Jobs. In addition, e:q>erience has shown that 
workers who are actually doing a Job can make valuable suggestioxis for 
iii^rovoaents, if guided and encoiu^ed to do so. In view of these con­
siderations, reccamnendations have been made that work sis^lification 
training be provided for workers doing the Jobs as well as for super­
visors and top management. 
Sven thou^ the advantages of a cooperative approach toward the 
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development and installation of ii^roved methods appear evident, it must 
be recognized that final decisions concerning the methods used by a worker 
are in loost situations a responsibility of management. This is a necessary 
condition since methods are critical to the total outccHnes, and factors 
outside of a given vork situation may dictate the need for a particular 
method. Management controls the organization of the total work process; 
the quantity, quality, and desi^ of the finished product; the materials 
and ingredients used in the product; and the eq.xiipment and other facilities 
available. All of these factors affect the decisions in regard to wors 
methods. The primary objective of wrk simplification training for workers 
is not to develop skill in iii5>roving methods, but rather to help provide 
an understanding and develop attitudes which will facilitate the process 
of methods iiig)rovement. 
The extent to which workers may determine their iiidividuel methods 
of work varies according to the type of industry. In r^etitive vork, 
methods are usually standardized and are not subject to modification at 
the workers* discretion. In nonrepstitive industi-y, owing to the great 
variability of work, standardization of all methods is neither possible 
ncr practical. For greatest effectiveness of operation in qviantity food 
production and service, management should standardize the methods used 
for all major or key processes, because standardization is a means of 
control; but there are, nevertheless, many situations in \daich workers 
may detemine their own methods. 
Work Sintplification Training for asployees 
The objective of work sis^lification is methods in^rovement, that is. 
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finding a better way. According to Alford (2), work sinqjlification in­
cludes process analysis, sin5)le motion study, and micromotion study, and 
these r^resent in sequence the degree of refinement in the analysis of 
any given work cycle. It would be wasteful, for exaa^le, to attempt a 
micrcHDOtion analysis before a decision was reached on the need for doing 
an operation, or the desirability of a particular se(jtience. 
Training workers is one of the in^jortaat responsibilities of manage­
ment, and it is generally agreed that the results of effective training 
may be advantageous to the workers as well as to management. How to 
train workers effectively for their jobs is a question of primary con­
cern. Much of the training must be done on the job. Some aspects may, 
however, be done more econanically and more effectively by group train­
ing meetings or classes. Sanitation and safety are frequently taught 
in this manner. There has been an increase in the prevalence of short 
courses and series of classes for training food production and service 
workers in all plhases of their work. For small food service xmits, group 
training may be the appropriate me-Uiod when a consultant, part-time 
(shared) dietitian, or area supervisor are en5)loyed to train the food 
service workers. 
Employee training is essentially a process of teaching; therefore, 
to be effective, training should be based on valid principles of learn­
ing. It is believed that the effectiveness of training can often be im­
proved by the use of visual materials, for the visual materials assist the 
process of communication between the trainer and trainee. There is a need 
for development of methods and visual materials for teaching work simpli­
fication to food production and service er!5)loyees. Methods and materials. 
evolved for use in teaching work simplification in som other areas, have 
not heen developed to any extent for application in the food sei*yice 
industry. The anticipated i'esults of teaching food service workers to apply 
principles of work simplification justifies the development of methods 
and visual materials directly related to this area of work. 
Objectives of work 6ing>lificatioa training for employees^ 
On the basis of the work simplification programs that have been con­
ducted which included work sin^lification training for workers, the fol­
lowing objectives for such training for workers were developed: 
1. To provide an understanding of work simplification which will 
make the workers receptive to analysis of their jobs, to 
methods proposed by management, and to adoption and use of 
the methods prescribed 
2. To improve manageaaent-labor relations and increase the 
interest of en^Ioyees in their work 
5. To stimulate eEjjloyees to make suggestions for in^sroving 
work methods 
To assist the workers to improve those methods of work which 
are determined by them 
5. To lower costs 
6, To give impetus to a continuing program of work simplification. 
^he tezm employees is used here to mean workers below the level of 
supervisors. 
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The Present Research Problem 
Many factors influenced the decisions in regard to the selection 
of this research problon. One was the belief that if palatable aM 
nutritious food, prepared and served in a sanitary and otherwise accept­
able manner, is the objective of the dietetic profession and the food 
service industiy, then efficient and effective management of all the 
resources involved in large group food services is essential. Even 
though a food service operation is not a profit meJong ei^eavor, as is 
the case in many hospitals, schools, and public institutions, econoaaical-
ly sound management is necessary. Throu^ the application of principles 
of management, the sciences of foods and nutrition can be effectively 
applied to group food service (8). It was likewise recognized that suc­
cessful group food service offers one of the best opportunities for pro­
moting better food habits (9). 
One of the chief deteiminents in the definition of the problem was 
the conviction that the personnel of an organization is one of the most 
decisive constituents contributing to the accoD5)lisbment of its ob­
jectives. Another factor was the belief that by application of valid 
principles of learning, the possible potential contidbution of workers 
to the organization can be more neeirly realized. In addition, there 
seemed to be unlimited opportunity and certainly a great need in the 
food service industry to siii5)lify and impixjve the methods used to ac­
complish the necessary work. 
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Purposes of the present research 
The present research is exploratory in xmture. The puzposes are: 
1. To select appropriate available visual isaterials and to 
develop additional visual materials for training food service 
azrployees in work sis^^lification 
2. To plan and try out work simplification training for a group 
of food service ai^loyees using the visual materials selected 
and developed 
To secure infoziaation relative to the outcones of the train­
ing program in order to fomulate hypotheses regarding the 
training of employees and specifically in regard to the 
use of visual materials for teaching principles of work 
sls^lification 
It. To provide a basis for recommending methods of research for 
similar studies. 
One problem encountered in research is that the methods necessazy to 
collect evidence may alter or affect the situaticsas or j^enomena being 
studied. This is especially a problem in social science research. 
Management research, in which huaazi pazticipation is an ingoortant part, 
presents not only many existing variables, but the research techniques 
applied to evaluate vaxlous methods may substantially influence the 
outcomes. Xt is difficult, for exazi^le, to measure the effects of train­
ing methods per se. Ec^loyees' perfoimance or attitudes may inqorove 
simply as a result of attention given to the group, rather than from any 
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specific procedure followed or change made. This situation was indicated 
in the Hawthorne studies (^9). It is likewise difficult to determine the 
long term effects of training hecause of the zoaiiy intervening factors which 
may influence the results. It is apparent, therefore, that one of the 
needs is development of research methodology, and it was one of the pur­
poses of the present research to provide a liasis for some recommendations 
in this regard. 
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BEVIEW OF LITBRAa!URE 
Investigation was made of the literature relative to training of 
workers and work sinrplification. Each of these subjects is troad in 
scope, however, and the reports on each topic are necessarily delimited. 
Areas reported related to training include: scope of and need for 
training; responsibility for training; audio-visual materials; and 
training the adult worker. In the reviews related to work simplifica­
tion, examples of work sin^jlification programs are given and related 
research studies rerported. 
Training 
Althoii^ the literature about training is extensive, relatively 
little data based on research investigations of industrial training are 
available. McGehee stated in reference to many of the proposals regard­
ing training that "at the best they leave many recognized uncontrolled 
variables and, at the worst, will pei^etuate the post hoc fallacy" (50, 
p. no). As an exajnple McGehee cited the final i*eport on the Training 
Within Industry program in >Mch outcones of the program were claimed 
without any indication of other contributing factors. McGehee explained 
the problons of evaluating training as follows (50, p. 111-112): 
The failure to make adequate evaluation of training techniqiies 
and methods arises from two sources. First, training personnel, 
by and in large, are not acquainted with the exact methods of 
controlled research and statistical techniques. Second, and 
1 
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pezixaps even more importaat, iMustrial executives have not 
been indoctrinated into the necessity of careful evaluation 
of training as veil as other personnel activities. A new 
material; product, or machine can Ise tested usually in a 
laboratory without undue disruption of the flow of work. To 
evaluate training "by controlled research often involves depart-
ing fnm work routines. 
. . . .  W e  r e c e n t l y  w e r e  a s k e d  t o  h e l p  i n ^ r o v e  t r a i n i n g  p r o ­
cedures in a certain operation aiid took the following steps; 
iiiq?roved initial selection of trainees; revised the training 
syllalsusj made some sli^t changes in the method of operation; 
inserted rest pauses during the training hours; provided for 
progress charts; and arranged for periodic interviews between 
trainees, instructors, and supervisors. We have clear-cut 
evidence that we reduced training time, yet we do iu}t know to 
which of these innovations or to \^t combination to attribute 
this jji^rov«aent. . . . From the standpoint of mDagement we 
had achieved \rtiat was necessary. However, we gained no insights 
for future use on similar problems as to the effectiveness of 
the specific st^s which we took. 
Using abstracts that appesu-ed in Psychological Abstracts, McGehee 
(50) compa3red the liteiataire on industrial training between the years 
1954 to 1938 with that from 19Mi- to I9U8. The literature indicated an 
increased interest by psychologists in industrial training during the 
latter pezlod. She number of articles on industrial training was over 
twice as great in 19Uifr-19li8; however, the number of articles which mi^t 
be classified as research shoved no appreciable increase while descriptive 
articles vera almost three times as frequent. 
McG^ee (50) was in agareoaent with Ryan (60) that if industry eaqpects 
decisive aid from psychology in regard to training it must maintain research 
programs directed toward the solution of the broad fundamental questions 
^^ch underlie its particular problans. 
The subsequent review of literature includes reports of findings 
based on research, but also included are opinions and reccanmendations 
made on the basis of es^erience. 
•15' 
Scope of aiid need for tralalpg of enqployees 
McG^ee definai training as "1^ose formal methods aad processes in 
an industrial situation by t^hich ski3J.s^ knowledges^ and attitudes of 
workers are developed or modified'' (50, p. 84). Planty et said that 
the aim of industrial training should be to build continuoxisly and 
systematically the "knowledge and those skills and attitudes which 
contribute to the welfare of the cca^jany and the engdoyee" (56, p, 25). 
Training was recognized by most authors discussing industrial training 
as being broader in scope than the teaching of specific job skills, 
McG^ee (50) pointed out that all workers from top nsanagement to the 
unskilled worker receive training, and he suggested ways of determining 
those personnel most in need of training. Many different types of train­
ing may be given, and usually the larger a concern the more varied will 
be the aspects of its training program. 
According to the findings of a survey made by the National Industrial 
Conference Board (47), training programs increased greatlj'- during the 
period from I959 to 1946. In Table 1 is shown the percentage of manu­
facturing and nonmanufacturing craigwaiies that reported having ti'aining 
programs for various groups in 1959 2®d 1946. 
Table 1. Percentage of training programs in manufacturing 
and nonmanuf&cturing coQ^)anies 
Manufacturing Nonmanufacturing 
Group 1939 1946 1959 1946 
Top executives 4.6 5.2 8.5 15.1 
Supervisors 15.5 52.4 21.5 40.7 
Production workers 9.4 23.3 15.5 29.0 
Apprentices 12.0 40.0^ 
®Appro2Clmate figure for manufacturing and nonmamfactuiring 
combined. 
"•X6» 
Mitchell, Vice-President - Food Production, The Stoiiffer Coiporation, 
emjJiasized the need for trainiaag of personnel for their respective work, 
and stated that training is one of the in^rtant responsibilities of oanage-
xaent in qjiality food production. She continued (Ul, p. 682); 
Training is the Toasis on which efficiency is "built. In the 
food service industry, training is essential, for our industry 
ranks first in the number of people gainfully ei^oyed per 
dollar volume of "business. Our kitchens are notumechanized 
to the point where human hands and skills are not needed. 
True, we have laany more machines today than we had twenty 
years ago, but they are sijo^)]^ aids in our quantity produc­
tion work. Cooking and baking still require the skills of 
hu22iaa hands and the pride of human beings. 
These workers most be tau^t the skills of their Jobs. They 
must be taught high s-tandards of food quality and sanitation, 
and they must be trained in cooperative group working. Train­
ing accelerates correct learning, and it gives a worker greater 
respect for his Job and greater pride and satisfaction in his 
work. 
Training begins with, and is directed by top msjiagment. Food 
production and service is a detailed business, and management 
people must never foi^et that no matter how much they, them­
selves, may know about the work, th^ cannot operate the 
department without loyal eo^loyees. IQie better trained these 
enqoloyees are, the more efficient will be the operation. 
Lundberg concurred with Mitchell's eorphasis on the particular io^r-
tance of training in the food service industry. He stressed an additional 
characteristic of institution work that made training especially ixsportant, 
that is, that many of the workers deal directly with the public and a mis­
take or the inefficiency of one asployee may cause customer dissatisfaction 
or the loss of a customer. Lundberg classified the advantages of training 
as they related -to management and to the employee (28, p. 97-98)! 
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Advantages of to Itenagement 
1. Increased Leaxtdng Bate 
2. Increased Quality of Performance 
3. Decreased Brealcage and Spoilage 
4. Reduced Nunber of Accidents 
5. Reduced La'bor Turnover 
6. Reduced Absenteei^ 
7. Increased Production 
Advantages to the Es^loyee frcsn Training 
1. Increased Saming Power 
Pr^ares for Advaaceaent 
5. Enhances Self Respect, Increases Peeling of 
Security and Sconcmic Ind^endence 
Other benefits cited by Plenty ^  al, (56) included reduction of super­
visory burden, reduction of overtime costs, reduction of machine roain-
tenance cost, and redaction of grievances. 
Responsibility for training 
All writers in the field of industrial training seem to be in agree­
ment that any training program to be effective must have the si^port of 
t^ management both in tangible ways^ such as the facilities provided, 
and intangible ways, such as aanagonent's attitude toward the training 
pe3rsonnel and its willingness to have e&^oyees attend classes on company 
time. There was in addition general agreement among the writers that two 
types of training, both on-the-job and class instruction, were useful in 
a training program. 
There was, however, some difference of opinion in regard to who 
should do the training. Some authorities claimed that training is a line 
and not a staff responsibility. The more freqjient view expressed is that 
\^en an prgEuiization is large enough to have a trainixig department, re­
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sponsibility for traiMng should "be shared by the line supervisors and 
the training d^artment. Planty eb al. described five alternative pos­
sibilities for fixing training responsibility (56, p. 50-55): 
1. The Supervisor Trains Without Assistance. 
2. Supervisor's Assistant Does Training. 
3. Supervisor Does Almost All Training, Coached by Staff and 
Training Specialists. 
Most Training Done by Staff Assistant at Request of 
Supervisor. 
5. Initial Training Done by Training D^artment Before 
Ercployee Reports to Supervisor. 
When supervisors function as training instmctors, they need to know 
how to \ise effective methods of instruction This generalizatiaa is 
in agreement with a report by Mair (35) who cited a study indicating Idiat 
trainees* rate of learning a stitching operation was distinctly more rapid 
after trainers had received special instruction than it was before special 
teaching methods had been introduced to thaa. McGehee (30) likewise re­
ported an instance in wiich the average learning time was decreased from 
18 to 6 days by developing a definite training program and instructing 
the trainer in techniques of adininistering the program and teaching the 
trainees, McGehee concluded that the question of who is to do training 
becomes one of "selecting frcan aiziong plant personnel those individuals 
who have the greatest aptitude for instructing others and training them 
in best available techniques of teaching" (30, p. I09). 
McGdaee (50) proposal that the responsibility for training should be 
placed directly upon the supervisors. This may be done by the staff 
personnel including the line supejrvisor as a partner in planning the 
training for his department from the initial job analysis on throu^ to 
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evalxiating the effectiveness of the training procedure. Parker and 
KLeemeier e:®ressed agreement with this view when they stated that 
"Effective training depaiiaaents function by iraparov^ing and sdding the 
training done in production departoents by production men" (52, p. 225). 
Morgan (lj-5) was in essential agreement, but he added that it was the re­
sponsibility of the training department to provide the necessary outlines, 
materials, and visual aids needed for training. 
Based on their experience, Plenty ^  coiapared the relative ad­
vantages of having professional and nonprofessional teachers to do the 
training (56, p. 50): 
Advantages of a Professional Teacher 
1. The professional teacher places oigjhasis upon the 
learner. 
2. He is usually broad, flexible, and adaptable and 
can teach a wide variety of subjects. 
3. He is trained to acc^t aaad profit from supervision 
of instruction, 
4. He is usually more capable of developing attitudes 
than is the nonprofessional. 
5. He seldom creates inhibitions among trainees. He 
promotes group discvission and expression. 
6. He has no special bias toward or allegiance to aaiy 
one department. 
Advantages of a Honprofessional Teacher 
1. Use of the nonprofessional broadens responsibility 
for training to many deparfanents. 
2. He Imows practical aspects of jobs. 
5. He carries more "wei^t" in teaching a specialized 
subject. 
h. His own ability is improved while he is instructing 
others. 
5. He can teach very technical subjects. 
In -ttie above comparison a professional teacher was interpreted to mean one 
who has a degree in education or sl^lar qualifications. Such a person 
might be a member of the training department staff or a person not 
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regularly employed "by the organization. 
The professional teacher, not directly connected with an or^nization, 
may afford special advantage in some situations. For example, Odiome (^o) 
reported how joint union-ioEaiagement sponsorship of time-st\jdy classes 
cleared up suspicion of the rate-setting operation in a Hew Jersey ceramic 
firm, but that the Union was only willing to attend the classes if the 
course were given by an "outsider," preferably a professor from the uni­
versity in that state. The work of Kleinschmidt (24), reported later, 
likewise exentplifiisd an instance in which a professional teacher not con­
nected with an organization functioned effectively. 
Audio-visual materials 
Extensive research has been done related to the development, use, 
and evaluation of audio-visual materials. Much of the research has been 
directly concerned with the use of these materials in the formal class 
room situation; investigation has likewise been carried on relative to 
aitployee training. A i-eview of the research cooqpleted during the period 
of 1918-1950 having to do with Hie educjational effectiveness of motion 
pictures was mad.© by the Instructional Film Research Program at the 
Pennsylvania State College (16), This project was Jointly sponsored by 
the Department of the Army and the Department of the Havy. In 1955 the 
staff at this college coopleted an extensive bibliograjdiy on the production, 
use, and evaluation of instructional films (65). 
Cxxrrent editions of texts are available which present various aspects 
of the development, use, and evaluation of audio-visual materials. Perhaps 
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tbe most frequently used include those by Dale (7); B^s and Packer (l^), 
de KLeffer and Cochran (21), Kinder (22), McKown and Roberts (55)> Weaver 
and Bollinger (70), and Wittich and SchuUer (72). Xn addition several 
texts related to supervision or training review the use of audio-visual 
materials in training, for ex£Qzi|»le, the books by Morgan (^3), Parker and 
Kleaneier (52), and Planty efc (56). The present review consists 
mainly of a smooarization of ideas cuid research findings on this subject 
which Bxe of particular pertinence to the present study. 
It is apparent frcai the literature review^ that the contributions 
of audio-visual matesrial to a learning process are dependent on both the 
appropriateness of the materials and the way in which they are used. The 
use of audio-visual materials is only one of several means of making 
teaching effective and may or may not be the best means of contributing 
to the attfilnment of the objectives in a given situation. Sensory 
materials are particularly useful to the teacher or trainer in making 
things clear to the learner, especially ^ en the learner's backgroiind 
gives him no expezlence for visualization. The sensory devices used should 
be made a part of the total learning situation (7). 
Xt is evident that althou^ considerable research has been done on 
the production, use, and evaluation of audio-visual materials, there is 
conflicting evidence, and many problems and questions remain. Research 
in the field of television has br(Md.ened the scope of evidence and problems. 
The authors of the review of instructional film research from I9I8-1950 
steted (16, p. 1-2, 1'3)' 
After our examination of the e:>^eriinental literature, we are 
impressed not with how much we have learned, but with how 
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little we know with reasonable cert&Lnty about films and their 
influences; and we are itirpressed with how little discrimina> 
tion has actually been developed with reference to the various 
factors or processes that influence audience behavior by means 
of films. As a result^ we are in the difficvilt position of 
discussing a medim of ccasminication >Mch has been subjected 
to very little discriminating analysis, even though the medium 
contains many variables that can be anranged in a variety of 
ccHzibinations in any specific lootion pictiure on any specific 
subject, for any specific audience, for any specific pui^ose. 
On the oi^er hand, progress has been made in detemining the 
general effects of the medium and soiae of the factors i^ch 
appeeur to detexisine this result. 
Mcdehee went so far sis to sey (^, p. 108): 
Industrial training units have used widely various mechanical 
aids, particularly visual, for teaching esigployees. Just how 
valuable are visual aids in training industrial so^loyees? 
Are they equally effective in training workers at different 
levels or different jobs? Are they more effective in modify­
ing attitudes than devel(9ing skills and knowledges? Frankly, 
I do not know. And X do not believe that many of the users 
of these visual aids know the answers to these questions. 
^ere are too few carefully controlled studies like those of 
Vander Heer (...) ^ ^ch approach these pTOblems, 
During World War H the production and use of audio-visual material 
incireased tremendously. Much of the increase was in i^e Amed Services 
and in industry. In 19^ a Committee on Military Training Aids and 
Instructional Materials was appointed to examine the teaching aids and 
subject matter materials developed by the War Depsurtment and the Navy 
Departaaent with a view to determining their possible usefulness in 
programs for civilian education and training. She comnittee report was 
maixHy concern^ with progarams of job training in which training aids and 
devices have been principally used. 
The training programs of the Services were based upon three points of 
approach (66, p. X)s 
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1. The utilization of the most modem scientific testiiig and 
classification procedvires ^daereby the skills and aptitudes 
of each serviceman are detexnined aM used as a hasis for 
his assignment to duty and to training. 
2. The utilization of scientific job and operation analyses 
as the bases for curriculum building, and 
3* The utilization of the tools and procedures of expe­
riential learning to the ui^st degree, as especially 
exen5)lified in the widespread use of training aids in­
cluding audio-visual aids. 
The Army and Navy chose to place great reliance upon the use of training 
aids and devices coupled with rigidly dictated training methods. Some of 
the reasons for such reliance upon aids and devices were (66, p. j): 
1. Their use is thoroughly established as an educational 
method, althou^ always regarded in civilian education 
as an auxiliary one. 
2. They eliminate the monotony of verbal Instruction, create 
enthusiasm and interest in the subject, snd assist in 
standardizing training. 
5. The creation and use of aids and devices could be ex­
pedited coordinately with other methods and not at the 
expense of time or the use of other means. 
Planning of the basic curricula included planning for the training 
aids needed, and provision was made by the services for the creation, 
distribution, and evaluation of the training aids. Most of the aids cre­
ated were aimed to assist in the direct teadiing of skills or in the leam 
ing of facts. An atteniipt was made, however, to achieve more abstruse and 
difficult objectives, such as the develc^ent of attitudes and general 
values not directly related to specific teaching situations. 
Following is an outline of some of the specific materials, techniques 
and devices which characterized the development and use of the training 
aids: 
~2k-. 
1. Use of films, film strips, slides, posters, grapihic port­
folios aztd other materials to assist in the creation of 
desired attitudes 
2. Use of huiBor, "eye appeal,and naturalness to stimulate 
an interest in the immediate learning sit\iation 
3. Creation of materiel suitable to the level of ability of 
the learner 
k. Use of a variety of aids and devices in order to reach 
various types of ability 
3, Use of aids and devices to create training conditions \Atich 
are as nearly as possible lllse real conditions of action 
6. Creation of aids ^ diich em^iasize the utilization to the 
maximum of the senses 
7. Creation of materials which are functional; these are closely 
geared to the goals of training yet retain the maYimnti of 
general value 
8. Snphasis upon integrated programs of "learning by doing" 
A r^rt was also made in 19l|-6 by the War Training Program of the 
Division of Visual Aids for War Training on Training for Industry 
(k). This report was concerned largely with the production of films. 
Vander Meer (63) conducted an e:q)erlmemital study of the use of sound 
film in the training of engine lathe operators. Two (null) hypotheses 
were tested; 
1 .  . . .  th a t  p r o s p e c t i v e  e n g i n e  l a t h e  o p e r a t o r s  w h o s e  
instruction in'iiudes the carefully integrated use of 
training motion pictures do not develop the essential 
skills to the regjiii:^ level in a shorter time -aian 
those whose training does not include such visvial aids. 
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2 .  . . .  th a t  t h e  t r a i n e e s  v h o s e  i n s t r u c t i o n  i n c l i i d e s  
motion pictures do not leam more technical informa­
tion related to xoadiine operations than do tminees 
\du2se instruction does not include such experience. 
The ^rst hypothesis was tested on the basis of a cottparison of the number 
of minutes a trainee required per successful trial on twelve lathe Jobs 
and average nimiber of rejections per ^ob. The basis for testing the second 
hypothesis was the difference between the scores on the Purdue Test for 
Machinists and Machine Operators. 
The groups used in the e:q>e3:lment were seven consecutive classes of 
trainees. The first, fourth, and fifth classes were chosen as controls 
and were tau^t -.dth iiie conventional lectuare-dononstration method. The 
second, third, and sixth classes were e^erimental groups received 
training in which films for lathe workers were made an integral part of 
the instruction, althou^ some demonstration was also included. The 
trainees in the seventh class were divided between the eakperimental and 
control groups. The auaiber per class ranged from eleven to seventeen. The 
trainees rsioged in age from 13 to 5^ > about one third had coo^leted 
four years of school. There were three times as many wcsaen as men. 
The e:q)erimental and control groups vera equated on the basis of a^e, 
education, and the results of a battery of tests. The tests included the 
fiiinnesota Paper Foim Board, Wonderlic Personnel Test, Purdue Industrial 
Training Classification, Motor Ability, arui Purdue Test for I4achinists and 
Machine Operators. 
The experimental film and non-film control gz-oup both con^leted a six 
weeks' training cotirse after being told that they were subjects in an ex-
perimeiit. Treatment of the two groups was the same in all respects except 
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that a battery of U. S. Office of Education training films was used for 
the film group. Both groups had actvial work on the machines in the 
beginner's, intermediate, and advanced machine shops. When films were 
used, the experimenter took charge of the mechanical details of the lesson 
so that the instructor could give his ccaaplete attention to his class. 
Following are the fiiadings and conclusions made regarding the gimip 
whose instruction included the use of motion picture films (68, p. 88): 
a) They reqioire on the average less time per successful trial 
on the projects they are asked to turn out on the lathe. 
b) They do not sacrifice accuracy for speed in their wrk, 
for they do not on the average turn in more under-size 
jobs. 
c) They leam significantly more factual information on 
lathe operation. 
d) In view of (a), (b) and (c) it should be possible to 
shorten their training period by including motion pictures 
in their instruction in the manner described in this study. 
The data supported scaae confidence in the following statements (68, p. 88); 
a) Insofar as their learning problems are similar to those of 
lathe trainees, time can be saved in the training periods 
of other types of machine operators throu^ the use of 
motion pictures as training aids. 
b) Films are even more effective in saving time in teaching 
the more ccanplicated skills and those in which a greater 
degree of precisian is required, than they are in teaching 
less coc^licated and less exacting skills. 
c) A technique of film use involving careful timing and 
integration with other teaching; pleained motivation, 
discussion, and evaluation in the actual film pre­
sentation; and efficient, unobtrusive manipulation of 
mechanical details is an effective method of visual 
teaching. 
Incidental findings supported by the data included (68, p. 89); 
a) The trainees rate motion pictures superior to the lecture 
and reading in "helpfulness in learning," but inferior 
to teacher d«nonstrations and actxial work on the machines. 
b) The best predictors of success in learaing to perform 
lathe operations quickly and accurately are measures of 
motor ability, mathaaatical skill, aiad technical 
knowledge. 
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Vffloder Meer enqohasized that neither films nor any other cxirriculum 
material can "be evaluated apart frc® the methods "by \diich they are 
utilized. He recoQ&aended that film lessons should be timed to come at 
the point in the student's progress at vdiich they will "be most helpful 
instead of grouping -tiie shoving of various films. Information needed to 
interpret a film should he given in advaace, attention should he directed 
to important things to look for in the film, and there should he a ireview 
of the film following its showing and a continued reference to the film 
to help in wsaldEig the transfer from the film to the application in actual 
situatioiiB, 
In tlie event his study were repeated, Vander Meer suggested that the 
number of trainees be increased in oi'der to achieve greater statistical 
reliability, aM to require stifflciently more trials on each ^ob so that 
it would be possible to get an adegjaate notion of the learning curve for 
each lathe operation. 
0*Herron (51) developed and evaluated a training program for student 
waiters and waitresses at Whittier College. Forty-six students par­
ticipated in the study, and moare than two thirds of the group had less 
than one year of food service es^erience at the college. She prepared 
an instruction sheet, 2^ colox-ed slides, and a set of black and white 
photographs as instiuctional aids in the training program. A paper-and-
pencil test was designed and administered before and after the training 
period to detexiaine the extent of learning during the two and one half 
months of the ti-aining program. A rating scale was also developed to 
use in evaluating the on-the-job performance of the waiters and waitresses. 
Ratings by three persons we:L*e made in September and December, before and 
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after the cong)letion of the four training lessons. A third rating was made 
ty two of the three raters the following March. AcLdLitional infomatioa 
collected aTxrut each student included year in college, age, sex, major 
in college, grade point a'\rerage, past food service experience, number of 
training lessons attended, hours worked, and percentile lating on the 
MacQ^ar^ie Test for Mechanical Ability. Four group training sessions 
were held, and there was in addition on-the-job follow up of instructioiis. 
In an attssupt to get the student employees to attend the training lessons, 
each session had to be repeated three or four times. 
The mean scores on the pre-test and final-test were respectively 
21.5 and. 27.7. It was concluded that there was scane positive relationship 
between the number of training sessions attended and Imovledge acquired 
about the job. Food service ejgaerience seemed to be an advantage to 
students on the pre-test but not on the final-test. There appeared to be 
8<me positive relation between grade point averages and final-test scores. 
The iise of the pre-test appeared to engender the interest of the waiters 
and waitresses for the training program and also gave a basis for Imowlng 
some of the points that needed to have special ea^hasis during the training 
and supervision. 
Mean ^ins in rating scores between Septauber and Dscaaber were 
highest for students vbo attended four, two, or three sessions In sequence 
of hi^est gain, and between Septaaber and March for students who attended 
three or four training sessions. According to the ratings made, food 
service ejroerience seemed to afford some advantage to on-the-job per-
fonnance. Although there vr&s scine indication of hi^er rating scores for 
students with hi^er grade points, there were jootable exceptions. Evidence 
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vas lzis\ifilcient to support a concliision in regaxtl to the relation be­
tween mechanical ability aad quality of vorX as saeasured by the rating 
scales. 
No relationship was evident between years in school and personal 
appearance and personal qualities;, and the analysis made on the basis of 
sex in relation to other data collected did not provide evidence on ^rtxich 
conclusions could be made. 
The aisa in food ser^/ice in which to date the greatest use has 
probably been iinade of audio-visual raaterials is that of sanitation. This 
fact is evidenced by an instructor's guide for training food service 
personnel, published in 1952, which included outlines for eight classes 
on the subject of sanitation and a comprehensive review of related visual 
aids available (67), 
Some use has been loade of visual aids in other areas of food service. 
For example, Pfeiffer (53) 3ms reported the use of 4 by p inch color 
transparencies to instruct worlcers in a hotel in the proper preparation 
and plating of various food items. These transparencies were found, after 
some experitnenbaticn, to be laore s^access^^il for this purpose than hand 
colored pzlnts. Hiotogmphs vere likewise used to instruct workers in the 
correct table place settings. Sizailar uses of photograi^ in another 
hotel food service were reported by Qoldrath (l^t-). iteymond (57) produced 
two types of visual aids for the teaching of quantii^ food production 
and service, a series of 23 colored slides. How to Make Muffins, and a 
colored inotion picture, Alice a Good Waitress* Bummel (l3) prepared 50 
slides on the operation of the floor-model mixer and 28 slides on the \ise 
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oS the slJigle-tarJlc dishvasher as means of instructing stiidents and train­
ing oaployees. In addition it is ]sio\«i that the food service imits in 
many branches of the Artaed Services aa:e using aiidio-visyial aids as a 
hasls for instructing the food service vovkev in various j&ases of their 
food service operaticms. 
Training the adult worker 
WiLIieaason and Lyle (71) reconanended that the jaethods used to teach 
adults should very acco3?ding to the intellectual and educational level 
of the group, the type of develc^ent desired, the siae of the group, and 
the facilities available. Consideration should also he given to the fact 
that adult groups have a tendency toward self-consciousness. It was 
reccaaaended that adults take part in planning any program for them. 
These authors presented the follovicg fundamentals which have applica­
tion in training es:5>loyeea. Interests of individtials can "be nodi fled; 
even if individuals do not have particular interests, it may he possible 
to develop thaa. Likewise, individuals rsay not recognize certain needs; 
however, they may be guided to recognize these needs. Adults are usually 
hi^ily selecti're of subjects to Tdiich th^ will give tine and effort; there­
fore, one inust edapt a prograa to the adults. Often afixilts have fixed 
habits and habitual vra^fs of thinking which they will change only when they 
can see the vclue cf dolr^ GO. "Whether or not the rmterial offered adults 
will be accepted or rejected rnay be jjifluenced by their past er-roerience. 
Recent expeiriments suggest that it is not the capacity of adtilts to 
learn that declines, but rather the rate of learning. The slowing process 
may be due to lack of practice. Accordicg to Kioules (25) and many other 
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authors in the field of euiult education^ mental ability reaches a peak 
during the late teens or early twenties, and then after forty years of age 
declines at the rate of about one per cent eedi year. Since adults may 
have physical inqjaiments, it often is particularly important to have good 
lighting, good ewoxistics, audible speech, short meetings, and to proceed 
at a relatively slow pace. 
Williamson and Lyle (71) did not agree with Khowles' siiggestion of 
short meetings. They stated that adults can apply themselves to a task 
for a rather long period of time. ®ie determining fector may be the 
motivation of the group. 
The following incentives for adtilt learning ^^ch have been sxm-
marized by Lorge provide a valuable guide in planning a training program 
(27, p. 16): 
People Want to Gain 
1. Health 
2. TjUne 
5. Money 
4. Popularity 
Zii3>roved appearance 
6. Security in old age 
7. Praise from others 
3. Comfort 
9. Leisure 
10. Pride of accomplishment 
11. Advancement: business, social 
12. Increased enjoyment 
15. Self-confidence 
lU. Personal prestige 
They Want to Be 
1. Good parents 
2. Sociable, hospitable 
5. Up to date 
k» Creative 
5. Proud of their 
6. Influential over others 
7. Gregarious 
8. Efficient 
9. "First" in things 
10. Becognized as authorities 
possessions 
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They Want to Do 
1. Express their person- 5* Appreciate oeauty 
alities 
2. Resist dcCTination "by 6. Acquire or collect things 
others 
$. Satisfy their 7. Win others' affection 
curiosity 
Emilate the admirable 8. Iinprove themselves generally 
They Want to Save 
1. Time 5. Worry 
2. Money 6. Doubts 
3. Work 7. Risks 
it. Discomfort 8. Personal embarrassment 
On the basis of an investigation, McGdiee and Livingstone (jl, 32) 
concluded that a carefully planned training progiram to maiify en5>loyee 
attitudes and actions tomrd a production problem carries beyond the 
initial training pexlod for a considerable period of time. The effect 
of the initial changes, wiich resulted from training four eagtloyees in a 
textile plant to reduce waste, persisted for a period of 9k weeks. During 
the first l4 weeks there vias some follow up of the original training pro­
gram. There was also evidence that the effect of reinforcement of train­
ing at the end of the weeks resulted in increasing the effect of 
training. A 61.6 per cent redaction in waste resulted from the first 
training, and this effect continued for 9h weeksj then when the training 
was repeated in a subsequent 26-week period a reduction in the waste 
ratio of per cent was secured. 
In the initial training the need for reducing waste was explained to 
the operators in a conference with the mill superintendent, the svipervisors, 
and the operators. There was, however, no special effort to involve the 
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operators in group decision making, nor were any nonetary rewards offered. 
Special instruction was given the workers for two weeks^ and afterward 
there was follow up by the instructor-super'-'lsor. Waste figures were 
posted, a33d, as a resialt of the success of the e:q)eriment, the operators 
received increased attention. McG^ee and Livingston noted the fact that 
they used no control group and stated that this condition was typical of 
situations in industry viiere the outccsne is the priiaary consideration 
rather than the means of achieving the outcomes. 
The investigators concluded that the fo3Llowing hasic principles 
accounted for the success of this training program (51* p» 121-122): 
1. P3:^5enting frankly, fully, and sincerely the reasons for 
any change to all who will he affected by it. 
2. Enlisting participation, at "taieir level of conrpetaace of 
individuals involved in the plan by assigning -Uiem 
specific tasks to perfoim. 
3. Keeping the individuals involved informed concerning the 
outcomes of the project. This is the old principle of 
the knowledge of resislts. 
4. Special recognition of individual workers assists in a 
program such as this. There are, however, liaits to 
which special recognition merely accentuates Idae process 
and its withj3i«wal does not cause a reversal to the con­
dition existing before such a plan was inaugurated, 
Watson stated that to date the research about group decision sub­
stantiates the following conclusions (69^ p. 26): 
1. People are more likely to accept a changed pattern 
of bdbavior when they, thonselves, have participated 
in planning it. 
2. People are more likely to change their beiiavior if they 
see that other people like themselves are also plarming 
and endorsing such a change in behavior. 
3. People are more likely to act upon scsae request if they 
can be persuaded to commit themselves to a positive 
decision at the time th^ hear the request. 
Sane of the reseewch suppoarting these generalizations is presented in the 
subsequent paragra]^. 
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Of particular pertinence to the present research is the stucly by 
Coach and French (6, 3^) of the use of group decision and participation 
in overcoDiias resistance to Job change. In the ccaspany in which this ex­
periment was perfomed, it x-ras often necessarj' to mke changes in indi­
vidual Jobs or transfer workers froza one job to the other. These neces­
sitated a change in work patterns, and the workers resisted making the 
necessazy changes. The workers were on piece i^tes, and when changes were 
made it was difficult for thea to regain their previous rates. Transferred 
eugployees took longer to leam a new Job than ne^; easjiloyees. Various 
incentives had been offered to correct the situation, but these flailed to 
prevent the hostility, grievances, low production, and quitting •whicdi re­
sulted \ih.en changes were soade. As a result of this condition an in­
vestigation was made, the primaiy puiposes of xdaich were to detemine 
why pestle resist change so strongly and what can be done to overcosae 
this resistance. 
When changes were to be made which iawlved a large numbez' of workex-s, 
groups of workers were handled in three different ways. The control group 
was treated in the usual way; after management had worked out the details 
of the change, they were e::g;>l&ined to the esiployees, and assurance was 
given that the nsw rates established for the job made it possible for 
thoa to Biaintain their usual earnings. :]S:q>eriBiental group I was told how 
managment would like to go about setting up the change. There was no 
participation in the planning, but the group was told of the changes and 
acc^ted them befoire they were put into effect. For esqperimental groups 
II and III the need for a change in operation w^ presented; then the 
groups participated in planning for the change with the time-sttuiy nsan. 
Certain members of these groups participated in setting the new rates. 
As a result the control group exhibited the usual hostility and re­
sistance when tiae change was effectuated; the usual slow job iaqprovement 
for the new method was e^daibited; and 17 per cent of the group quit within 
iiO days, llaere was practically no resistance to the change from eaqaer-
imental group I which had limited participation. IBieir recovery in rate 
of production was not as rapid as in the other two experimental groups, 
but none of the workers quit. For groups II and HI, where participation 
was greater, liiere was no apparent dissatisfaction, a high rate of pro­
duction was soon achieved, and none of the vjorlcers quit. 
Later the control group was transferred to new jobs, and the total 
paiticipation technique, described above for groups II and III, was used. 
This time there was lads of resistaace during a 19-day period, and there 
was a rapid recovery in rate of production. 
It was concluded frran the results of tbis stvidi^ that "change can be 
acccmplished by the use of group meetings in which macagsflent effectively 
cdzaminicates the need for change and stimulates group peurticipation in 
planning the changes" (6, p. ^31}• This esqperiment also confirmed the 
finding of earlier investigations that skill was a minor factor and 
motivation a major factor in determining the rate at vialch a worker 
learned a new procedure. 
In another study on group decision, conducted by Bavelas and reported 
by Maier (yh, 56)* three experimental groups were used. Production goals 
were set in each group. The production attained was greatest, and the 
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hi^ production rate was maintained longest by the group which set a 
production goal using group decision. When the goals were suggested Tsy 
the leader or when the goals were discussed but no group decision was 
reached^ there was no significant increase in production. It appeared 
that discussion without group decision led to little change in action, 
althou^ it seemed to result in attitiide change. 
On the basis of these two studies and other supporting data, Maier 
(5^) concluded that the concepts derived have important implications for 
training. Democratic leadership was proposed to replace autocratic 
leadership. In maojy situations this will necessitate not only a change 
in procedural techniques but often also a change in the supervisor or 
trainer and his conception of his role in relation to the workei^, 
Work SisQplification Training 
The benefits of work simplification and work sin^jlification training 
are well supported by a review of the literature over the past fifteen 
years. Hudson (I7) and Lipscoisb (26) have reported on scMe aspects of 
this subject. Selected for review here are saae exaagjles of work sia^li-
fication programs and specifically work sin5>lification training, Probloas 
encountered and recamajendations nsde are given. There were many available 
reports of work sin^jlification programs in industry): however, most of 
the programs reported which related to qjxantity food seivice were those 
conducted in hospitals. Althou^ loudi of the litensiture was based upon 
the experience of individuals or organizations, two research studies were 
reviewed, namely those of KLeinschmidt (24) and Hudson (17). A report 
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of a survey made "by the Sears, Roelmck and Ccaapany (6l) is also given. 
Work simplification programs in industry 
Mogensen (42), \iho has had considerable e^^ierience in vork siiig)lifica-
tion, in 1935 suggested ways to set up a program for motion economy. He 
"believed that the benefits of motion econojay \dien proposed "by an outside 
"expert" may m«et with antagonism because it is a common human trait to 
resent criticism. He s\iggested, therefore, that in order to achieve the 
objectives of motion econi^ny it is necessary to enlist the cooperation of 
every single member of the organization, and in order to do this, one 
must work throu^ the foremen. A tmining program in motion economy 
for foremen and supervisors was recomnended. Such a program vould make 
the work of the methods engineer or the time-study man eeisier and more 
effective. 
According to Mogensen the training psrogram for the foremen should 
consist of a definite series of meetings. In order to get the necessary 
background, the lecture method will probably need to be used for the first 
few meetings, but as soon as the men begin to try out the tools used in 
motion econoo^, the meetings can become a conference type. The subject 
matter being discvissed during these meetings shoxild be applied as quickly 
as possible to the group*s peculiar problems. Xt was recosmnended that 
(1»2, p. S-ll^6); 
The best possible means of putting the training program into 
action is to devote at least one half of the time to finding 
specific solutions to plant operating problems, work them out 
to coB^>letion, and then use them as case material in instruct­
ing the giroups. After each of these case problems has been 
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carried -Uirough as a grcmp project, the ease with which 
further applications will "be made, either in the seaae 
department or in different departments of the plant, is 
axoazing. 
The program for the foremen may he conducted by men trained to teach, 
such as instructors in university extension courses, by a consultant, or 
by qualified men from the plant group. 
Aids sxaggested for use in the training program included: an outline 
of the material covered in each meeting so that the foremen would not 
need to take notes; process charts drawa larije enou^ foi' the whole group 
to see; and motion pictures, particularly of operations before and after 
in^jrovement. The value of pictures and sintple motion pictures was ea-
phasissed. It was recommended that if possible the instructor visit each 
foresaan on the job and go over with him the exocgjles on which the foreman 
was working, !Phe foreman groups should consist of individuals with a 
iinity of interest. Meetings evejry two weeks were siiggested. 
The executives and top management personnel mst likewise be trained 
in methods of motion econaay. Mogerxsen ea^jhasized the belief that fre­
quently much of the time lost in industry is not aa much the f&ult of the 
operator as of the management. I^ck of planning, poor instruction, poor 
equipment or equipment maintenance, all responsibilities of management, 
are contributors to inefficiency. 
Sears, Roebuck and Ccaapany (6l) made a survey of 75 connpanies in 
a variety of types of industry, vhich had work simplification programs, 
to detemlne yhy scaae of these programs were successful and others were 
not. From the relies made to the questionnaire distributed to these 
con^janies the following findings were r^rted. 
2he greatest benefit of the programs was stated to oe improved 
htiman relatiorss; lower costs wei-e also cited as a benefit. The way in 
which the progreai vras started was considered crucial. Mast car^janies 
sent representatives to courses held outside of the plant to "be trained; 
others brought consultants into their plants or trained their ovn 
personnel. Most of the ccacpaales used training meetings as a regular 
and continuii^g part of their programs. It vas believed essential to have 
a coordinator to run the program. Awards, refresher courses, and the 
like were used to ke^ the programs active. 
For hourly eanployees the average number of hours in the initial 
work si25)lifi cation courses was l6j the average for refresher courses 
vas 15 hours; and the average frequency of refresher courses was every 
18 months. The average hours for the initial courses for the supervisory 
and managaaent groups was 22 and IS respectively. 
Of special interest to the present study was the question "How do 
you use photography to help your program?" following is a svmanary of 
the responses to this question (61, p. 125). 
73 of the 75 coiiipaQies use motion pictures as a work simpli* 
flcation tool. And 3d^ of the cons^^anies feel that j^otogra;]^ 
is either essential or iniportant to the effectiveness of 
their work siiig>lification programs. Almost aH of these \ise 
it for tz-alning and methods analysis. But scane cmtpanies use 
it for showing "before-and-after results, to give recognition, 
and for inter-plant infomation. 
38 ccstg[)anies have made their own motion or slide films for 
their work simplification programs. 
An exaznple of a work simplification program in industry is that of the 
Maytag Can^any (4o). Shis ccmpany began a formal work siugilification pix>-
graa in 19l;-7. At the beginning of the program a specialist in work sirapli-
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ficatlon presented the possibilities of such a progaram in about twelve 
hours of conferences J during a three day period, to the executive group 
for their approval. Later similar conferences vere rai>eated for the top 
men of the or^nization. 
Subsequently tvo men froa the coigjany received additional training 
in work simplification and returned to the organization to provide train­
ing for approxinfflitely 200 line for«aen and supervisors. An executive 
introduced the first session in order to indicate management's support of 
the project. For this group nine foioal conferences of two hours each 
were presented. Each conference was Umited to 12 conferees, and was 
conducted during working hours once a week. During the period of the 
conferences the leader made two visits to each supervisor on the job, to 
assist him in preparing a Flow Process Chart of sme job under his 
jurisdiction and to develop an ingoroved method. Supervisors were given 
considerable recognition for cost reduction ideas, but no cash awards were 
given. 
Since the training of supervisors in work simplification was de^ed 
to be so successful, it was decided to extend this training to the oper­
ator level in conjunction with a plan which paid cash awards to non-super-
visoi^ who suggested methods of reducing costs (57). Two additional men 
were trained to conduct these sessions. 
A 10 hour program, four conferences of two and one half hours each, 
was presented. An illustrated booklet was prepared for use in conjxmction 
with these meetings. Twelve conferees attended each of the sessions ^ ich 
were held during working hours, once a week for a month. Attendance was 
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ccMirpulBory, and en^loyees were paid base rate for hoiirs in conference. 
A member of management introduced the first program. Training in one 
department was coo l^eted before it was begun In another departaaent. 
These confeii^nces were built around the theme of eliminating waste 
of supplies, materials, tools, scrap, and effort. Films of super­
visory projects, showing the original and ingiroved methods, were shown 
as well as varioxxs physical exhibits. As in the supervisor's training, 
preparation of a Flow Process Chart was included in one of the sessions. 
Standardized procedures and forms were established for processing 
ideas sulsmitted by the supervisors and operators (33). A detailed 
statment of policy was set up to cover the payment of awards to oper­
ators. In general the award was defined as one half of the first six 
m.onths net manufacturing cost reduction in labor, materials, and sup­
plies. Only eogployees \iho had attended the 10 hours of conference were 
allowed to sutsnlt ideas as a basis for cash awards. 
Following is a suamiaiy of the outccaaes of the Supervisor's Work 
Siai^liflcatlon Program and the SmployGes* Idea Program, for the six 
year period 191^9 through 195^; in 195^ the company had approximately 
h,0(X> employees, (39, p. 1): 
Slqper^rt.sor's Work Simplification Program 
Projects sulmiltted 
Projects installed 
Gross cost reduction 
Cost of installation 
1985 
Q6k 
$1,183,206.1«) 
i 211,237.9l^ 
Enployees* Idea Program 
Ideas sutmLtted 
Ideas installed 
Gross cost reduction 
Cost of installation 
Average award 
Total amount of awards paid 
1931 
626 
$275,950.37 
i 32,^19.20 
$ 101.12 
$ 63,298.74 
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Kleinsdmidt {2k )  developed an industriGLl training program, the 
objective of was to assist smaller industrial companies toward 
more effective cost reduction work. The training program ws£ applied in 
two selected conpanies. Personnel inclxaded in the training groups were 
the purchasing agent, the methods or time standards man, the chief 
designer or engineer, the superintendent of production, and a r^re-
sentative frcan the cost accounting de^rtment* 
Al'Uiou^ neither the area of training nor the group being trained 
was con5>arable to that in the present study, the conclusions reached by 
Kleinschmidt have scane pertinence (2l+, p. lllb-112): 
The results of this investigation indicate that within the 
limits of the experimental testing of the training program, 
the following conclvislons axe valid: 
1. Smaller industrial concerns may benefit financially by 
use of the training program. 
2. The training can be effectively undeztaken within tiie 
plant, and without -Qie xise of elaborate training aids. 
5. Personnel with widely varied training and esqperlence 
backgrounds are able effectively to participate in the 
same training group. 
4. It appears to act as a "catalyst" In securing iniproved 
inter-departmental cooperation by those participating, 
and it furnishes a definite procedure which facilitates 
effective use of personnel in the problems investigated. 
The results secured m^ be attributed to the following 
factors, some of which are a direct result of the training; 
others are contributing factors. 
a. The stimulation of group action. 
b. Technical skills of individual members of the groups. 
d. A new perspective for members of the groups. 
e. New channels of catamini cation within the ccaopanles. 
f. Use of an "outsider" to lead the training. 
g. Active support frcxa top management. 
h. Greater facility in Initiating operating changes. 
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Work siiig)lificatlon prograas In hospitals 
Hiidson (IT) studied the application of management engineering to 
nonrqpretitive work using hospital nursing at the State University of 
Iowa as an exazi^le. The main purpose of Hudson's research was not 
parallel to the present research, hut some of the considerations^ tech­
niques ^ and outcc»Qes have implications since much of the work in a food 
service operation is nonr^etitive in nature. 
The distinction "between r^etitive work and noiirepetitive work was 
said to "be essentially one of degree. She extent to which all of the 
major direct considerations affectisag the work can "be preplanned was a 
distinguishing factor. Specific criteria were given for identifying 
repetitive work. 
Hudson pointed out that industrial engineering techniques have been 
applied to work which is considered to be nonr^etitive. He cited three 
areas of such application, namely, auxiliary factory sex-i^ices sucsh as 
maintenance and transportation, office work, and agricultuz^ work. 
According to Hudson, the work done in these areas has been on a specific 
basis. He believed that a general viewpoint and appi'oach was needed. 
Among the principles of analysis for nonr^etitive work, projwsed by 
Hudson, the following one is of particular significance here (17, p. 2U): 
Adequate attention must be paid to securing the cooperation 
and, if possible, the participation of the group being sttxdied. 
In nonrei>etitive work this is particularly important because 
clear-cut evaluation of individual contributions to pro­
duction is not usually possible. This meaaas that direct 
z'ewards and penalties are not available for insuring con­
tinuation of iioprovssients. Under these limitations the 
hope for perpetuating the changes must rest largely on the 
acceptmice of the group involved. Group participation, par­
ticularly in analysis and synthesis, is to be considered a 
standard procediiral step. 
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The tedmiques and devices used by Hudson in his stxady of the 
cursing service included tlie followirig (17, p. 23): 
1. WcrS sampling (Batio-Delay Studi ) 
2, Process analysis (Process Cbarting) 
5. Process analysic (Flow Diagraming) 
14-. Written stand&rd procedure (in modified form) 
5. fims study, direct observation (considerably modified) 
6. Memomotion study 
7. Layout studies 
8. Job manual (general section only) 
9. Correlation analysis for staffing criteria study 
10. Activity study 
Hudson found during the process of his research in noni^petitive work 
striMng parallels with common group reactions experienced in industry. 
He believed that these findings, excerpts of which are quoted below, have 
pertinence to a hypothesis of the general e:q)ectation of such reaction 
in all human work situations (l", p. 75-81). 
1. E:Q>ectation that the solution to job problems lies 
principally in physical facilities provided by manage­
ment. The worker in both work situations (hospital 
and iiKiUotrial) is quite willing to accept the 
industrial engineer as a resotirce for securing re­
vised layout, new work place design, new tools, fixtures, 
and handling facilities. The worker is correspondingly 
reluctaat to receive suggestions that his own and his 
teams' work habits be revised as a major contribution 
to solving the job problasas. 
2. The conviction that "our work is unique" vdth respect 
to work planning and execution. . . . 
5, The conviction that, uMer the conditions encountered 
in the work, the group has already worked out about as 
good a way of planning, assigning, and executing the 
work as could be reasonably' ejected. . . . 
k. Workers' pressure for action. In both work situations 
a point is reached at ^daich the workers tire of fact 
gathering obsej-vationB aud start exerting pressvire for 
taking action on the basis of facts already at hand. . . . 
5. TrLQ point of sianp iu iaturesv. In Ijoth work situations 
a point is reach^ at which, in spite of careful in­
doctrination, the workers* interest in the project 
slumps. . . . 
6. Essential need for incentives or substitute rewards. 
In both work situations it has been obsexred that the 
workers frequently behave as thou^ they attech definite 
values to freedcmi in planning and carrying out tasks. 
On the basis of his findings, Hudson supported the proposition that 
the common techniques for process analysis and layout are suitable for 
application to nonrepetitive work but that the techniques for operation 
analysis are not likely to be generally appropriate for analysis of non-
repetitive work. 
GibbB (15)> in his introduction to the report of the Coimaittee on 
Methods Iii5>rovement of the Council on Administrative Practice, American 
Hospital Association, eis^hasized the need for methods improvement in 
hospitals. It was recommended i^t a job of methods ingirover be estab­
lished in hospitals to carry on a continuing program of methods isi^rove-
ment above and beyond that which could be done by the administrator and 
his department heads. On the basis of the Goosnittee^s stiidies of work 
sin^lification programs, Gibbs reported -aiat (15, p. 8-9): 
. . . .  t h e  m o s t  s u c c e s s f u l  organized methods iii{p3X>va!ient deals 
with the part of hospital management that gives over-all 
direction to the development of better ways of perfonning 
both individual tasks and those participated in by more than 
one individual or department. It discovered that such a pro­
gram (1) sponsors supervisory training programs in work 
simplification; (2) assists in performing the.* part of 
methods itnprovment that is above the cax>a«ities of individual 
workers; (5) provides planned guidance and specialized help 
to personnel of all hospital departments in evaluating and 
iBiproving methods; (It) is advisory and helpful in its nature 
and has no operational responsibility; and (5) furthennore, 
requires that whoever is responsible for sudi activity 
report directly to the administrator. 
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Gibljs stated some, although not all, techniques developed in 
industry for methods improvement are applicable to hospital operation. 
He said -ttiat although methods imparovement is the responsibility of the 
administrator, it is essential to have all levels of supervision, plus 
all eii^>loyees willing to cooperate. Considerable cost reduction and 
better patient care are direct outccsaes of a methods iirQ>rovement pro-
gzsm, but a valuable by-product lies in greater interest in the Job at 
band on the part of all participants. 
The CoQBOittee report included several case studies of hospitals in 
vhich organized methods jji^rovement programs have been esl^blished. One 
exaiz^le vas at the Blodgett Memorial Hospital (75); Grand Bapids, Michigan. 
Here one of the staff vas assigned to a full-time Job as "Supervisor of 
Methods In^srovement." She functioned qls a staff person, reporting to the 
director throu^ the assistant director of the hospital, fhe benefits 
of this progzm were summarized as follows (75; P> 23): 
We feel that through the methods improvement activities in 
our hospital ve have made tvo major accomplishments. First, 
we have lu^jroved patient care because of: (l) better use of 
physical resources, (2) more effective use of equipment and 
materials, (3) higher norale resulting tram, increased interest 
and training programs, (U) identification of trouble spots and 
breaking of bottlenecks, and (5) cozistant review of present 
methods with iiiq;>rovaaent of i^ecific functions in mind. 
Secondly, we have brought about savings in time, material, 
and equipment within the scope of best possible patient csu:^ 
with our existing facilities. 
On the basis of their experience, it was aoophasized that it is essential 
to the success of a methods in^rovement program that all personnel tindez^ 
stand the "why" of the program so that feelings of Job insecurity will 
not develop. 
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In other hospitals the prograios were organised and admini stered 
differently. She local chapter of the Society for the Mvanceasent of 
Management helped initiate the program In one hospital (73)> another 
iinit of hospitals a new staff position was created in order to give more 
attention to studies of methods in the hospital (3). In addition students 
from the tiniversity, of which the hospital was a part, were given lab-
oratoiy esqperience in the hospitals in methods improvement, and the 
hospital thereby received the benefits of closer analysis of some methods 
th£m the hospital persozmel would have been able to give. Two hospitals 
located in the same city es^loyed & graduate industrial engineer to head 
up their methods pzvgrams, and a methods department, as a staff-level func­
tion, was established in eadti hospital (U). In another hospital two of 
the assistant directors, \ibo were given special tJoining in work simpli­
fication, shared the responsibility for developing a methods in^jrovQaent 
program (4^). In one instance the methods is^rovement program was con­
ducted with the aid of an industrial consultant (12). 
On the basis of the e^^rience in one of these hospitals which was 
purported to have a very successful work singjlification training program, 
the following recommendations were made (73, P* 17): 
One of the pitfalls to be guarded against is to r^nssdser the 
slogan that the person on the Job is the best one to improve 
the job. His ideas and suggestions shoxild be asked and 
applied where possible, and he should be credited for them. 
Education as to what is being atteiiypted must start at the 
top and go down through all persoxmel. Make haste slowly. 
Take eoqployees into your confidence, and always report back 
what has been done. Avoid efficlency-e:^rt attitude. Re­
member that better methods are developed by evolution rather 
than by revolution. 
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DEVEIiOiWr OF THE WORK SIMPLIFICmOK 
TRAHCTG PROGRAM FOR K)OD SERVICE EMPLOYES AND 
METHODS FOR CQUuSCTIKG EVIDENCE TO II5TESPREZI? OUTCCKES 
The present research problem was planned as a result of a recog­
nized need for the develojaaent of methods gmd materials for teaching 
work simplification to food production and service employees. The 
problem was to select appropriate available visual materials, to develop 
additional ones, and to experiment with a training program using the 
visual materials. It was designed to secure information relative to the 
outcomes of the tinning program in order to formulate hypotheses regard­
ing the training of as^jloyees and specifically the use of visxial materials 
for teaching work siE5>lification generalizations. A further expectation 
was that this research would provide a basis for making recMmendations 
concerning methods of research for similar studies. 
In addition to planning the work simplification program and select­
ing and developing visual materials for use in the training it was neces­
sary to devise means for determining the outcomes of the program. A set 
of tests was developed to be administered to the workers participating in 
the training progim. Specific work processes in the food service were 
analyzed, and improvements in the processes were developed^ workers' 
contributions to the development of inqjroved methods and their reactions 
to the new methods were likewise used as a basis for evaluating the 
effectiveness of the training program. The attitudes and cOTaents of 
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workers during the training classes were also noted. To aid in 
inteipreting the outc<»aes, the supervisors were asked to rate each 
worker on selected characteristics, and certain personal data about 
each oaployee were collected. 
Prerequisite to the develoi«aent of visual materials to be used for 
training food service ai^loyees in work siii?)lification was the need to 
define e::qjlicitly the objectives of such training. These objectives, 
presented in the Introduction, were fozrnulated on the basis of ex­
ploratory work done in the preliminary stages of the research planning. 
A review of the pertinent literature was made, and informal interviews 
were conducted with dietitians and food service workers. This work 
culminated in a suimnarization of ideas or basic statements in four 
areas, namely, work methods in relation to the functions of management, 
training of workei^, adult education, and work sin^lification.^ These 
statonents were criticized by four specialists in the respective areas, 
and revisions were made until they were acc^table to those consulted 
as representative of current views. On the basis of these considerations, 
the proposed objectives were formulated. 
Since it is desirable to plan eny program of training to meet the 
needs of a specific group, consideration was given early in the planning 
to the selection of a food service unit in which the training program in 
work simplification might be conducted. It was believed essential, for 
the effective administration of work simplification training for workers, 
that the administrative and supervisory staff of the organization selected 
''riThe consensus of these basic statements are incoxporated into the 
supporting material presented in the Introduction. 
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be interested in improvirsg vork methods and "be willing to cooperate in 
such a program. Knowing that the admiiiistrators responsible for the 
food sezTTice unit in the men's residence iiail on Ihe Iowa State College 
canpis were interested in work simplification, they were contacted, 
and after the purposes of and plans for the work siiaplification ti-aining 
program were e^^jilained, the author was assured complete cooperation with 
the research project. On the "basis of the exploratory work done for 
the present reseai-ch, it was believed that workers do not ge£<e2ully 
see a need for training in the area of work sin^jlification, and that 
it is necessary that part of the training be a develofsnent of interest 
aiHi recognition of need. Workers' recognition of need for work siaapli-
fication training was, consequently, )Qot considered as a criteilon in 
the selection of the food service vinit in which the training piX)gram 
in vork sii!^>lification might be conducted. 
Following is a brief delineation of the sequence of pi-ocedure. 
Conferences were held wiiii the Dietitian and her supex-visorj- staff to 
explain the development of and plans for the training pi*ogrsia before 
its introduction to the workers. Then a group meeting was t<.rranged for 
the introduction of the program to the workers. After this an inter­
view was held with each employee at which time two tests were adiainistered 
and personal data were collected. At selected periods during the next 
foxir weeks, observations were made by the author in the food service 
unit to study and analyze the methods of work being used. Then, over 
a period of three am one half weeks, a work singplification course of 
seven classes was conducted for the workei's. Following the classes 
new methods of work, developed on the basis of "Utie studies made, were 
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introduced during a period of approxiioately four weeks. At the end of 
this period intei^ews were again held with the employees; the third 
and fourth tests were administered, and the reactions of the en^>loyees 
to the training program were secured. Approximately six loonths after 
the first two tests were given they were administered again. 
The develojanent of the training program and the methods for col­
lecting evidence to interpret outccsnes included three aspects: a 
definition of work sin^lification genexalizations on \^ch the program 
would be based, selection and development of visual materials, and the 
development of tests and other means for intezpreting the outcomes of 
the training program. These aspects are presented in the subsequent 
sections. 
Work Sis^ifi cation Genex-alizations 
One of the fundamental steps in the development of the work simpli* 
fication training program for food service employees was the selection 
of generalizations to be used. In order to include appropriate gen­
eralizations, a review of the literature related to work simplifica­
tion was made, and the genez^klizations selected were then submitted 
for consideration to three persons experienced in quantity food pro­
duction and service. These generalizations were stated as guides and 
will be referred to as guides to work simplification. They foimed the 
basis for the organization of the training program and the selection and 
development of visual materials. 
A question considered in the development of the generalizations was 
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the type of changes in Job methods vith -idiich food service workers would 
"be most concerned. Mundel, has done extensive work in motion and 
time study, stated that in order to improve the work method for any 
job it may be necessary to introduce changes in any one of the five areas 
that affect its performance. These areas were given as (hh, p. 25-24); 
1. ^nd and body motions 
The particular motions, their seqjience, and their nature may 
be changed to ease or improve the task. 
2. Work station (tools, workplace layout, or equipment) 
The design of any single work station or the equipnaent 
used for any part of the teisk may be modified. 
5. Process or work sequence 
The order or condition in which the various work stations 
receive the product may reg.uire change or the number of 
work stations may be modified. 
4. Product design or fom of goods sold or material sent out 
The final form of the product, as it leaves the organization, 
may require sligjht modification to facilitate the attainment 
of the objectives of iinprovement. 
5. Incoming sti^plies or raw material 
The materials brought into the organization may require 
change in form, condition, or specification in order to 
allow the desired inqprovements to be made. 
It was recognized that, althou^ workers mi^t suggest changes in 
regard to the fourth and fifth areas, there would seldan be an opportunity 
for them to make direct application of such changes in their own work sit­
uations, for a change in the product or raw material would always neces­
sitate a decision by management.^ Therefore, although areas four and 
^See discussion of responsibility for work methods in the 
Introduction. 
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five vould be essential to consider in a work sin^jlification training 
program for supervisors or top maoaggnent and might be introduced in a 
progim for workers, it appeared wise to SE^hasize the first three areas 
in the present program. The following adaptation of Mundel's classifica­
tion was used as a basis for selecting and organizing the guides to work 
sini^if ication: 
Tools, equipment, and worlgjlace 
Hand and body motions 
Work process or sequence 
The guides were organized according to their expected use in the training 
program rather than in the sequence given by Mundel. Those related to 
tools, equipment, and wor^lace were listed first in the belief that 
workers, during the initial steps in the training program, would be 
more at ease if -aie guides presented relat«i to their tools, equijment, 
and worlsplace rather than to themselves. Furthermore, in the present 
study, the interpretation of the three eu?eas varied to some extent in 
"Uiat certain guides which wotild be classified by Mundel within areas four 
and five were delegated to one of the above areas. 
After the guides were formulated, situations ^ dxLch exeo^>lified each 
guide were listed. The guides and exan^iles were presented for review to 
three persons essperienced in quantity food production and service who 
were asked to consider the following: 
1. Were the guides appropriate as a basis for work simplifica­
tion tinning for food service workers? Were additional 
guides needed? 
-5^" 
2. Considering the ea3>ected use of the guides, caold any sxig-
gestions Tae made to improve the wording of the guides as 
they were stated? 
5. Were the exai3g)les for application of the guides in large 
quantity food service appropriate? What other exsarples 
mi^t be added? 
One of the persozis who reviewed the proposed guides question®! 
whether workers should he given an opportunity to make decisions in re­
gard to methods used. Before complete agreement was reached it was 
necessary to review the objectives of work simplification training for 
workers.^ The ejcplanation was made that the objectives were proposed 
with recognition of the following fundaiaentals; that the methods used 
are critical to the outcomes expected; that in any operation close 
control by management of the meidiods used is essential; and that the 
over-ail organisation of the work by management and the facilities pro­
vided by managoaent are often the chief determinents of the methods 
used. The question raised indicated the importance of emphasizing the 
points concerning the responsibility of majaagaaent for work methods^ 
in relation to iiie objectives of a work simplification training program 
for workers. 
The three persons who reviewed the guides aM the exas^les for each 
guide made some suggestions which helped in detextnining the final state­
ments of the guides and in selecting appropriate exanQ;>les. Kone of 
%ee proposed objectives of work sin^Ufication training in the 
Introduction. 
2 See discussion of responsibility for work methods in the 
Introduction. 
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•fche proposed guides was deleted, however, nor were any guides added. 
The exeaaples were used in developing colored elides, in preparing 
an illustrated TsooJsJLet, and in the discussion of the glides during the 
training classes. 3!he ©Jides developed are given 'below: 
Guides to Work Sing>iification for Food Service Workers 
A. Tools, equipment, and workplace 
1. Use the available equipment that is best for the job 
2. Keep tools, equijaiient, stoz-age and worl^jlace in good 
working oMer 
5. Have equipment and supplies within easy reach at the 
place where they are used 
B. Hand and body zootions 
1. Let both hands do useful work at the saiae time, when 
possible 
2. Perfoim wor-k in a rhythmic way - use sinooth continuous 
curved motions 
5. Use the fewest, shortest, and siaiplest laotions 
4. Maintain a comfortable v/orking position, and bring the 
work you are doing right in front of you if possible 
C. Work process or sequence 
1. Arrange work areas to eliminate unnecessary walking 
or reaching 
2. Eliminate or combine parts of a job, if possible 
5. Plan -tiie order and time of work for best results 
U. Standardize procedures to eliminate need for repeated 
decisions. 
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Visual Materials 
Having selected the generalizations, the work simplification 
classes were planned, and appropriate visual materials were selected 
or developed, A description of the visual materials follows; each 
class is described in the section on Work Sio^lification Classes. 
Visual laaterials selected 
Two types of visual materials were selected to contribute to the 
objectives of the training program: motion pictures asad an illus­
trated booklet. A review was made of current periodicals, lists of 
visual materials published by professional organizations, and film 
catalogs to detemine what visual materials were available that could 
be used to advantage in the work simplification training program for food 
service workers. 
On the basis of the information given about the motion pictures, 
filmstrips, and slides in the various listings, 21 motion picture films 
or filmstrips were previewed. Five motion pictures were selected for 
use in the training classes. During the training program one additional 
short film, that had to do with methods of sweeping, was shown to the 
men workers who were specifically concerned with cleaning of floors. 
These six films are described briefly in Appendix A. 
The criteria used for selecting a film were as follows: 
1. The fili& should exsi^)lify the application of scmie of the 
guides to work simplification, provide evidence of -Uie 
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benefits of work simplification, or demonstrate briefly the 
procedures followed to siisplify work. 
2. Preferably, the film presentation should be related to work 
similar to that done by food, service workers. 
5. The film should be short enough to be used effectively in 
a 30 minute meeting. 
k. The main puipose of the film should be related to some 
aspect of work simplification. 
Althou^ many excellent motion pictures were available that could 
be used to advantage for training food service enployees in other aspects 
of their work, only one of the films selected met ail five of the cri-
teriaj this was the film Skill Counts at the Sandwich Counter. The 
other films were selected from those previewed as being the most useful 
of the ones available. Consideration of the use aisd relative merits of 
the films selected will be found in the description of the training 
classes. 
The booklet Easy Ways (lO) was selected for distribution to aH of 
the workers during the training program. This booklet is related to 
work siiz^lification applied to homemakers* 3?outine tasks. One of the 
bases planned for securing the cooperation and interest of the workers 
in the trainiog pi'ogram was to point out that work sin^lification could 
be applied to advantage in theii' personal lives as well as on the job. 
The great majority of the workers for whcan the training program was 
planned were women with homemakiug responsibilities, and it tos believed 
that this booklet could be used effectively to demonstrate the applica­
tion of work simplification to homanaking. 
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Colored slides developed 
Two series of colored slides were developed for use in the train­
ing classes. A total of 125 slides were made; froa these 6h were 
selected, and three of these were used twice. The slides are described 
briefly in Appendix A in the order used. One group, No. 1 throu^ 19, 
was made to depict the application of work BiE5>lification principles 
to the work process of table setting. The remainder of the slides ex-
eQ5>lified ways in vdiich the guides to work slinplification could be 
applied in quantity food production and service. 
Data from Lipscoab's (26) study were used as a basis for the 
first series \diich was related to the improvsaent of the table-setting 
process. After studying the work process, as presented by Lipscomb, the 
slides were planned, and a description was made of each proposed slide. 
The pictures of the actual work process were taken in the dining room 
of the Institution Management Tea Boom \diere Lipsccanb originally made 
her study. Flow diagrams for the original and improved methods were 
photographed frcm the original drawings of diagrams in her thesis, slides 
Ko. 11 aaad 15. The slides of the process chart ajod of the table con­
cerning the original and iii5>roved methods were developed on the basis of 
data given in the thesis, slides No. l8 and 19. The purposes in usiiag 
this series of slides were: to motivate workers to accept the work of 
a Job analyst and to become interested in work simplification, to 
motivate workers to accept and use new job methods as they are developed, 
to provide an exan^jle of how a job may be siurplified to make it easier 
and less time consuming, and to exen^jlifi'- the work of a job analyst and 
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the procedures followed to develop an ing>roved work method. 
The second group of slides, those developed to exenqolify the applica­
tion of the guides to work simplification, were made to t-e used as a 
basis for discussion duriiag the training prograci classes* Situations 
were selected which were appropriate for a relatively large food service 
unit such one in which the ti-aining pz-ograi& was to mc condacted. 
Further, the slides were planned to supplement the viijual aids which had 
been selected, and an atten^t ^as made to choose sitiiations whicli could 
be portrayed effectively by colored slides, A difficulty encountered 
was the unavailability of situations to be photographed that would be 
suitable according to these factors. In soiae instances alternative 
situations or laethods for one job were photographed; in a few cases, 
however, only one situation was used. 
Most of these pictures were taken in the kitchen of the Institution 
Management Tea Rooa. Those situations which did not include food were 
photograi^ed at times when the kitchen v;as not belog used by classes. 
Vihen situations did include food, pexmssion ms secur&i frCMn the in­
structors to teuse pictures during the laboratory classes. By studying 
the menus, a schedule was made for taking -i;he pictures, out a few times 
it was not possible to take the exact situation planned. Also occa­
sionally situations were observed which were eqviall.y as appropriate; so 
they weie photographed instead of or in addition to those which had been 
planned. A few of the slides were taken in the food sex-vice unit \^ere 
the training program was to be conducted. Arrangements were made in 
advance with the Dietitian regarding the most convenient time to take 
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the pictiires. Two slides. No. 6l and 62, were made frcaa the original 
drawings of diagrams in Lipsccsob's (26) thesis. 
It was reconmended to the author that she he the person photographed 
in order to eliminate the distraction to viewers of the slides of having 
different individuals included. With a few exceptions, it was possible 
to follow this reconanendation. 
The arrangement of the layouts for the pictures was often very time 
consiiming. In sc^e instances^ too, in which food was a part of the 
situation to he photograjtoed, it was possible to take only one or two 
situations at one time "because the taking of these pictures was de­
pendent on the food production schedule. These prohleas "becaaie apparent 
as the arrangoaents for the slides developed; consequently the original 
plan of having a professional photographer was abandoned. It was not 
practical to secure a photographer to take pictures of only one or two 
situations and to wait during periods of food production until the 
specific time that a situation occurred. 
Owing to the problems Just described, the author photographed as 
many of the pictures as possible, even tJiough she had had practically 
no previous photographic e^ijjerience. More than half of the pictures 
were tak^i by her directly or the situations were anranged and the 
camera set by herj then whoever was available was asked to activate the 
camem while the author posed in the picture. The remainder of the 
pictures were taken by two persons with xsore ex^rienoe. The pictures 
were taken over a period of approximately three months. 
Two 35 nm. Kodak cameras with Kodachrome film were used. Plash 
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exposures were made, and for most of the pictures the camera was placed 
on a tripod. Two or th3ree pictures were taken of each setup; sometimes 
variations were made in the setup for these repeat pictxires in an attanpt 
to find the "best type of arrangement from the photographic standpoint. 
The slides made from diagrams and printed material were produced "by The 
Iowa State College Photo Service Department. 
A discussion and evaluation of the slides are included in a later 
section, Work Sin^lification Classes* Prints of two of the colored 
slides are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
Illustrated training Taooklet develcgted 
An illustrated Txjoklet was developed to be used in the classes on 
work sin5>lification. Specifically the "booklet was designed to aid in 
introducing the program to "be followed in the classes, and in presenting 
the guides to work sln^lification. It was e:xpected also that, by 
reference to this booklet at each of the classes, continuity from one 
class to the next mi^t be acccxiiplished. The booklet was planned to be 
attractive in appearance and of interest to the group of workers. Simple 
tezisinology was \ised, and the ideas stated were illustrated with line draw­
ings. The exao^les chosen for the application of the guides to work 
sin5)lification were ones that were appropriate to the food service 
organization in vhich the tz-aining progz^ was to be conducted. A 
copy of this booklet is in i^ppendix A. 
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Pigure 1. Colored Slide 20. Placing Pilling for Meat 
Turnover, Using a Spoon 
Figure 2. Colored Slide 21. Placing Pilling for Meat 
Turnover, Using a Scoop 
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Situation Tests 
Four tests were designed involved work situations that could 
"be in^roved by application of work sin^jlification generalizations. The 
problems were presented through motion pictures, and the subjects to 
\daaa the tests were administered were asked to give suggestions for 
Blmplifyins the work processes involved. These tests, hereafter re-
ferred to as situation tests, were to be one basis for deteimining the 
outcomes of the work simplification training program for food service 
workers. 
The first two of the situation tests were administered individually 
to the workers participating in the training approximately one month be­
fore the trainijig classes be^m, and the third and fourth were presented 
one month after the classes. Tests niaziber one and two, given before 
the training classes, were rqoeated approxijnately four months after the 
conclusion of the training classes. As one basis for analyzing the re­
sponses of the workers to the situation tests, the fotir tests were also 
administered to another group that did not participate in this training 
program. 
Work situations planned 
The objective, when planning the work processes to be used for the 
situation tests, was to d^ict jobs done in such a way Idmt there wovild 
be considerable opportunity for sxjggesting ways of improving the methods 
used. It was necessary also -Uxat the possible siiggestions for improve­
ment involve application of the guides to work sin^lification \diich had 
been previously developed as a basis for the training program. In 
addition the work processes were to be ones normally done in quantity 
food production and service. An atten^t was made^ however, to present 
work processes which were not a regular part of the Jobs of the workers 
participating in the training program, but it was possible to plan only 
one sittiation which was not at sane time a pax1> of the work done by at 
least a few of the workers. The taux work processes selected were as 
follows! 
1. Serving soup at a cafeteria counter 
2. Making sandwiches 
3. Eyeing potatoes 
4. Setting up trays in the floor kitchen of a ho^ital 
Preliminary to filming the pictures for the tests, the four situa­
tions were demonstrated before a group of four college students, two 
laboratory attendEmts, and one instructor. Each work process was demoiv 
strated twice, and after each demonstration the group was asked to record 
suggestions for iti^roving the methods used in the work process. The r&-
sponses of the group were studied to ascertain \diether application of 
every work simplification guide was exemplified in at least one test. 
These demonstrations also provided an opportunity for the author to 
practice the work processes in preparation for the later filming and to 
deteznine the approximate time necessary to perfozm each task. 
Motion pictures laade 
Arrangements were made for filming the motion pictures in a hospital 
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in a nearby city. By visiting -Utie hospital before the time of filming, 
it was possible to plan the locations for taking the pictures. Proper­
ties needed to structure the work situations were selected^ and a 
schedule for photographing was worked out with the dietitian in charge 
of the food service. 
The actual photographing of the work processes was plamed with the 
assistance of The Iowa State College Film Production Unit, and the motion 
pictures were taken by a photographer from this depaiiansnt. A Bell and 
Hovell 7QDL l6 nm. motion picture camera and Eastman Tri»X negative film 
were used. For only one of the four situations filmed was it neces­
sary to provide li^t in addition to the regular light in the room. The 
author perfoxmed all four of the work processes for the filming; in the 
sai^wich making process she was assisted by two of the hospital em­
ployees. 
After the films were developed and one print was made, the motion 
pictures were edited. Then a duplicate print of each work process was 
made so that the situation could be shown twice for each test without 
rewinding the i^el. 
The decision was reached to use the motion pictures related to 
serving soup and making sai^wiches as a pre-test and those of eyeing 
potatoes and setting trays as a post-test following the training 
classes* This decision was based principally on three facts. First, the 
running times of the films were 1.57# 5*00, 1.U4, and 5*22 minutes re­
spectively. The above ccanbination of pictures made it possible to have 
a short a3ad a long process for each set of tests. Second, since one 
of the motion pictiures to "be used in 1^e traiziing classes was spe­
cifically alx)ut sandwich making, the saodvich maMng process vas not 
considered appropriate as a test soon after the training progi-am. Kxe 
reason for this belief was that the exact methods reccManended during 
the training class could he easily transferred to the test situation, and 
the test would therefore not provide an opportujaity for application of 
generalizations, ilhird, the above combination of films provided for a 
food production and a food service job in both the pre-test and the 
post-test. 
Since each motion picture was to be shown twice, the two prints of 
the picture of serving soup were followed on one reel by two prints of 
the picture of making sandwiches, Two prints of the pictures of eyeing 
potatoes and setting up hospital trays were similarly conibined on a 
second reel. The notion pict\ires developed are on file in The Iowa 
State College Institution Management Department. A picture taken during 
the filming of each work process is shown in Figures 5, 5, and 6. 
Administration of tests to workers planned 
It was planned that the situation tests would be administered 
individually to the workers participating in the training program. 
After an oral introduction the motion picture of each work situation 
was to be shown twice, and after each showing the worker was to maJke his 
responses orally to the author* A second showing of the film was con­
sidered desirable in order to remind the worker of points not covered 
in responses made after the first showing and to give an opportunity 
to observe the work situation further. Having the responses made orally 
Fig. 3. Situation Test. Serving Soup at a Cafeteria Counter 
Pig. k. Sitiiation Test. Making Sandwiches 

Fig. 5. Situation Test. Eyeing Potatoes 
Fig. 6. Situation Test, Setting Up Trays in the Floor Kitchen 
of a Hospital 
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•was believed desirable in order to eliminate the effect of any dif­
ferences among the group in ability to e3q>ress their ideas in written 
form. The author was to record their responses in writixag and by a tape 
recorder. The actual administration of these tests to the workers will 
be described further in the section on Acbninistration of Tests to 
ployees and Collection of Additional Data. 
In order for the author to secure same practice in adininistering 
the tests and recording the oral responses, the four tests were given 
individually to four persons not in the training progireua. The responses 
made were recorded both in writing and by a tape recorder. 
Tests administered to Bt^ldent group 
The four situation tests were administered to a group of ^  college 
students in an Institution Management class during part of a laboratory 
period. Half of the group was given the pre-tests first and the other 
tests last. The sequence was reversed for the other half of the class. 
Varying the sequence in which the pictures were shown was done in an 
atteo^t to e(pate the effect, if any, of the order in vhida. the tests 
were taJsen. 
To e<3ualize the two groups to sme extent frc»a the standpoint of 
their urderstanding of work sin^jlification, the students were divided 
according to the number of courses which they had coo^leted that were 
known to include instruction in work simplification. The names of the 
Ik students \flio had had two courses were arranged in alphabetical order, 
and every other name was selected for group A; the remainder were placed 
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in group B. The names of the 12 students who had con^leted only one of 
the courses vere likewise axranged in alphabetical order and were dis-
trilimted azQong the two groups in a siiQilar manner, ^e names of the 
four students who had had neither of the courses were also distributed 
equally between the two groups. 
Each test was introduced by a short oral description of the work 
process to be shown. The students were asked to give suggestions for 
inqproving the job or for making the job easier or more efficient and 
were instructed to record their suggestions for each test on a separate 
sheet of paper. The plan for showing the films and the way in which 
they were to record their responses were explained. Five minutes were 
allowed for writing responses after the first showing of each work 
situation; and three minutes were allowed after the second showing. 
In addition to the 30 students, two instructors wrote responses to 
the tests in order to study the tests and evaluate the procedures used. 
Score sheets made 
On the beisis of the original plans for each test and the responses 
of the student group and two instructors, score sheets were developed 
for scoring the responses to eacda test. The criteria for scoring the 
situation tests and the scoring procedure followed will be described 
in conjunction with the interpretation of the scores. Copies of the 
score sheets are on file for inspection in The Iowa State College 
Institution Management Department. 
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Collection of Information about Bniployees 
It was considered desirable to secure scane infoimation about the 
individual employees participating in the training program to use in 
analyzing and interpreting the outccmes of the program. Data to be 
collected about each ea^iloyee were of two types: the supei^sors' 
rating of the employee and personal data. 
A rating scale was set up to seoire the supervisors* rating of 
each e3ig)loyee for the following factors: disposition and cooperation 
with supervisors and co-workers; quantity of work; quality of work; 
dependability; ingenuity; job satisfaction; and effort (physical and/ 
or mental in performing work done). An estimate of the skill re­
quired for tJae job which -Qie worker held was likewise requested on 
the rating scale form. A copy of the rating scale is in Appendix A. 
Since it was known that the aJ5)loyees varied greatly in may re­
spects, it seemed desirable to collect certain information about than. 
Personal data secured about each worker included a description of his 
present Job, his previous work ejqjerience, education, work preference, 
age, sex, and physical defects. A form was designed on \^ch to record 
the personal data about each engjloyee. A copy of this form is in 
Appendix A. 
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COOTOCnON OF THE WORK SIMFLIFICASriQN 
TRAINING PROGRAM FOR FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES 
MD COLLSCnON OF EVIDENCE TO INTERPRET! OUTCGMES 
The food service imit in vhich the \fork simplification training 
program for food service workers was conducted, was in the men's resi­
dence hall on The Iowa State College cactus. 
Approximately six months before the introduction of the program, 
the main kitchen and dining unit had been eigiarded, ccacpletely re­
modeled, and new equipment had been installed. The kitchen vas located 
between two dining rocans wilda two cafeteria counters between the 
kitchen and each dining room. la addition to the two main dining 
roaas there were several smaller roans for special meal service. 
During the period of the training program, there were seldom more than 
three of the four cafeteria counters used at one time. Three meals 
per day were served Monday through Satvirday, and breakfast and dinner 
were served on Sunday. The usual number served per meal varied firom 
approximately 500 on Sunday morning to lUoo for a lunch or dinner meal 
during the week. Non-selective menus were served. 
In addition to this main production and service \jnit a supple­
mentary service was operated in another part of the bxxilding frcaa two 
o'clock in the afternoon continuously to ten-thirty at night seven 
days a week. 
There was one Adiiilnistrati\'e Dietitian, assisted by three full-
time supervisors and one part-time supervisor. Twenty-seven full-time 
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food service employees each worked 4o hours per week. In addition 
approximately lii-5 student en^jloyees each worked fourteen hours per week. 
The work sinplification progrem was designed for the full«time food 
service workers. 
Conferences with Supervisors 
Three conferences were held with the Administrative Dietitian and 
the supervisory staff before the introduction of the training program. 
The purposes of these conferences were to review work simplification 
generalizations, to develop interest in work sin^tlification, to ac­
quaint them with the tentative plans for the work sin5>lification train­
ing program for workers, to secure their cooperation and their sug­
gestions in regard to this program, and to instruct thesa in regard to 
the use of the rating scales to evaluate the workers. 
During the first conference the purposes and ejqpected outcoaes 
of the work siE5>lification program for workers were explained, and 
there was discussion among the group alaout the program. &>lored slides 
No. 1 through 19^ were shown to aid in the explanation of the pro­
cedures that wouM be used in the kitchen when analyzing work methods. 
The time schedule for -Uie program was discussed to assure the best 
coordination with the work schedules of the food service vinit. There 
was a brief disciission of work processes in the food service unit which 
the supervisors suggested were in need of iiaprovement. A management 
text, which included a discussion of work simplification in food service, 
^A list of colored slides is in Appendix A. 
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was made available to each member of the group for reference. 
At the second conference it was requested that the supervisors 
evaluate each employee on a rating sheet. The procedure to follow in 
checking the rating scales was explained. Half of the sheets were 
distributed since it was believed that more discriminating ratings 
would be made if only 15 or l4 workers were rated by a supervisor at 
one time. The sheets were so distributed, however, that diulng this 
first period of checking at least two supervisors rated each worker. 
The rating sheets, identified according to workers, were given to the 
supervisors to be filled in prior to the third conference. Following 
the explanation of the rating sheets two motion pictures were shown: 
y 
"In^roving the Job" and "Motion Study Principles." A discussion of 
the films followed, and the group concluded that the two films were 
appropriate for inclusion in Idie training classes for workers. 
At the third conference the rating sheets previously distributed 
to the supervisors were collected, and the remainder were distributed. 
These were collected frcsn the supervisors within a week or two follow­
ing this meeting. Final arrang^ents were made in regard to the time 
and place of the training meetings for workers. The major part of the 
conference period was used for consideration of work procedures or 
situations which according to the supervisors afforded the greatest 
opporttmity for in^TOvement. The discussion was initiated by the 
author, but interest developed until it was largely amoxig the super­
visors. Much of the disctission was concerned with the best method of 
locating service utensils used at the cafeteria counters and resulted 
^A list of motion pictures is in Appendix A. 
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in a proposed solution. It appeared to the author that "by the eM of 
this third conference there was increased interest among the super­
visors in vork sin^jlification. In addition it seemed evident that 
they were willing to give ccanplete cooperation and support to the 
proposed work simplification training p3X)gram for workers. 
No attenrpt was made to provide work sia5>lification training for 
the supervisors in three conferences; this was not the objective of 
these conferences and was "beyond the scope of the present study. The 
ass\jir5)tion was made that the piirposes of the research as previously 
defined, could Ise achieved \d.thout encon^jassing supervisory training 
in work siiaplification. 
Another conference was held with the supervisors after the sixth 
work sin^lification class for the workers. The purpose of this con­
ference was to discuss stsae possibilities for work singilification 
vhich had developed as a result of the studies made of selected work 
processes and of discussions with the en^loyees. 
In addition to these four group meetings, there were frequent 
individual discussions with the Dietitian and the supervisors throxi^-
out the entire work 8iii^>lification program; they cooperated throughout 
the program. A concerted effort was made when scheduling individual con 
ferences amd group meetings with employees and t^en working in the 
kitchen and dining rotans not to inipede operations of the food service 
unit in any way. Special care was taken to discuss all of the pro­
posals regarding work methods with the Dietitian l3efo3:>e such changes 
were tiled out in the unit. 
Introduction of Program to Workers 
It was considered desirable to meet with all of 1iie food service 
workers and explain the proposed research program before any observa­
tions were made in the unit or before the individual interviews to 
administer the pre-test were begun. The objectives of this general 
meeting were to infom the workers of the plan of procedure, to 
indicate to the workers that the program was supported by the manage­
ment, and to solicit their cooperation in the program. 
Zhe meeting, \diich lasted appzoximatel^ 33 minixtes, was arranged 
by the Dietitian. la order for all of the workers, exc^t those who 
had that day off, to atteM the meeting, the Dietitian rmained in 
the kitchen during the meeting, but the food service supervisors and 
the Director of Residence attended. A brief condensation of the 
material covered is given in Appendix A. An attempt was made to 
es^hasize the importance of the project. 
The subject of work s2i:g>lification was not definitely mentioned 
because it was not considered desirable to introduce the actual sub­
ject of the program until after records of work methods being used by 
the workers were secured and the pre-test was administered. It was 
difficult to introduce the program without actually telling spe­
cifically v^t the program was about. This situation exen^lifles one 
of the major problems throughout the planning of the researdi project, 
that is, to set up research methods for collecting evidence to inter­
pret outcomes concurrent with the procedures used in the training 
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program without having one significantly influence the other 
without confusing the workers. 
Administration of Tests to 
Employees and Collection of Additional Data 
Individual conferences were held with the 27 full-time workers 
at the heginning of the program, one month after the training classes 
were completed, and approximately six months after the first inter­
view. The puiposes of these conferences were to administer the situa­
tion tests and to secure supplementary information fxm the workers. 
The questions to "be asked and the instructions given during the 
three series of interviews were written in advance and used as a 
guide for each interview. The formal interview was lisually preceded "by 
scaae conversation in oixier to put the en^jloyee at ease and to estab­
lish rapport. In addition there often was continued conversation 
following the interview. The introduction to each situation test is 
included in Apperuiix A. The motion picture, which presented the work 
sitviation for each test, was always shown twice. The length of the 
interviews was determined hy the extent of responses to the situation 
tests, the questions asked by the author, and hy the amo\mt of con­
versation that preceded and followed the interview. The average time 
for the first interview was ahout 55 minutes. Time between inter­
views varied fron 10 to 50 minutes. During this period the film was 
rewoxmd, the tape on the tape recorder was changed when necessary. 
and the next employee was contacted. The time spent for the second 
inteirview with a worker was usually less than for the first, and the 
thiisi interview was the shortest of the three since only the situa­
tion tests were administered, 
The responses received from the workers during the interviews 
were recoixied in writing by the author. During the first two series 
of interviews the responses were also recorded on a tape recorder. 
Before the third series of interviews, the responses to the situation 
tests during the first two interviews had "been transferred onto the 
score sheet and scored. It was decided not to use a tape recorder 
for the third interview, for it had "been found that the written record 
had been sufficiently conq?lete to score the responses. 
For all three interview periods the order in which employees were 
interviewed was not predeteztnined; the chief detenainent was whether 
a worker could conveniently leave the work he was doing trtxen it was 
time for the next interview. An attenipt was made, however, to see 
all of the workers from one work area before interviewing the workers 
in another area in order to lessen the opportunity for a worker to 
leam the nature of the conference before his interview. 
Four days after the introduction of the pirogram the first inter­
views with the workers were begun. Interviews were held with the 27 
full-time e25)loyeeB over a period of four successive days. Ths first 
three days were during the period between winter and spring quarter 
classes. This period was selected because the workers were more 
readily available for conferences. 
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Certain personal data about the worker were secured and recorded 
on the personal data form, and the two situation tests were then ad­
ministered. Following the tests, each worker was asked if there were 
any Job that he did frequently that he would like to have studied to 
see if there were a "better way to do it. He was also asked not to 
discuss the conference or motion pictures with the other workers until 
after every worker had had the same conference. The reason for this 
request was explained, and each worker agreed to the request. The same 
request was made at the end of the second and third interviews. It is 
the belief of the author that for the three series of conferences the 
workers cooperated and did not discuss the conference with workers who 
had not been inteznriewed. 
The second series of interviews, which were held one month fol­
lowing tdxe last tzuining class, were scheduled on three days when the 
nimiber of meals served was considerably reduced. Two of the 27 workers 
who had originally been interviewed were no longer employed in the 
food service; the total nvmber of second interviews was therefore 25. 
After the two situation tests were administered, questions were asked 
to secure the workers' reactions to the work sin^dification program. 
The thiM set of interviews was held at the beginning of the fall 
quarter before the regular number of meals was being served. All 25 
of the workers were interviewed for the second series participated 
in the third series of conferences. In addition, one of the workers 
who was not available at the time of the second conferences was inter­
viewed, The two situation tests which were given during the first 
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interviews were administered eigain using the same procedure. The 
workers were instructed to give all of the suggestions they could 
think of to make the Job easier, including those they might have given 
during the first interview plus any additional suggestions. 
Work Sin^lification Classes 
Seven classes were planned which were designed to iii5>lement the 
objectives for work sia5)lification training for workers.^ The specific 
objectives of particular classes were as follows; 
Classes Objectives 
I To help the worker recognize the need for simplifying 
woi^ methods azid motivate him to want to sis^lify work 
methods.^ To help the worker understand how work 
methods are studied in order to develop improved 
methods.^ 
II and in To help the worker learn how tools, equipment, and 
workplace affect the way he works. 
IV and V To help the worker learn how haxid and body motions affect 
the way he works. 
VI and VII To help the worker leara how work process or sequence 
affects the way he works. 
^ee objectives of work simplification training for employees in 
the Introduction. 
^his was £in objective for each subsequent class. 
-Wis was also an objective for class II, 
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There was recognition in the planning of the classes that food 
service workers, such as Idie group for which these classes were planned, 
mi^t not "be interested in having their work methods siit^ilified and 
improved. Even if individuals do not have particular interests, how­
ever, it is assumed possible to develop these interests (7I). Scxne of 
the incentives for learning applicable to the individuals in this par­
ticular group include; 
1. Pride in work ard. loyalty to the work group 
2. A desire to be up to date, creative, efficient 
3. A desire to improve IdiCTiselves generally 
k. Personal prestige 
5. A desire to gain time and save work and discomfort in their 
personal life and/or in their job situation 
Conversely, it was recognized that possible reasons for resistance to 
learning mi^t be the desire to resist domination by others and to save 
themselves doubts and personal asbarrassment. Both in the planning of 
the introduction of the program to the workers and in the develojsnent of 
I 
the classes these factors were taken into conside3«ation. 
In the initial planning of the classes it became apparent that 
each class would, have to be coDducted twice in order for the en5>loyees 
on early and on late schedules to attend. Classes were planned for 
11:50 iu the morning and 1:50 in the afternoon on a given day. After 
class II had been rejjeated, it was realized that an additional repeti­
tion of each class would have to be arranged due to the fact that 
several enrployees could not attend all classes because their day off 
duty fell on the day of some of the classes. In order to have as 
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many auployees as possible attend class H, it vas held foiir times. 
Thereafter, each class was held thi'ee times instead of two tisies as 
originalli^ plaijasd. For example, one class was held t^d.ce on Tuesday 
arid was repealed again on Wednesday laorriingi the next class was held on 
Wednesday afternoon and was repeated txd.ce on Thursday. 
Attendance was talcen at each class "by having the workers sign an 
attendance sheet. A total of 25 workers attended most of the classes. 
The first series of interviews had incliided. 27 en^loyees, iDUt by the 
time the classes began one of these workers was no longer esi^jloyed in 
the food service. Three other workers did not attend any of the 
classes, two because of absence d\ae to illness and one because his 
regular work schedule did not inclvide any of the hours when classes 
were scheduled. For various reasons some of the 25 workers who attended 
classes missed a class occasionally. The nuntber attending each meeting 
is given below: 
Class I'Tumber 
I 19 
II 21 
III 22 
IV 22 
V 22 
VI 21 
VII 22 
The class meetings were 50 minutes in length and were held in a 
smll dining room adjacent to one of the siain dining rooms. The room 
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was in a convenient location in relation to the kitchen; the ventilation 
of the room was good; and the room was pleasant in appearance. During the 
classes the workers and the author were seated in ccsnfortalDle chairs on 
three sides of two rectangular tables which had been placed together. 
The room had no outside windows and could be darkened cooipletely. Egjiip-
ment neccssary for showing the motion pictures and colored slides could 
be left in this room between class periods. 
Lists of the motion pictures aoi colored slides used in these classes 
and a copy of the illustrated training booklet developed for the classes, 
are included in Appendix A. The booklet provided a basic outline for the 
classes and was frequently referred to during the class presentations. 
Class 1^ 
At the beginning of the class period the training booklet developed 
for use in the classes was distributed. Using the first pages of the 
booklet for illustration, Uie general plan of procedure for the seven 
classes was described, aid the subject of work simplification was de­
fined and Illustrated in terzos of how it applied to the group. 
The black smd white, sound, motion picture "Ii&provlqg the Job" was 
introduced by e:!qplainlng that this film wouM. show how a worker in a 
factory and a worker in an office siii^>lified the methods of doing their 
Jobs, and that the same procedure might be used to sinq^llfy a food service 
Job or a Job in the home. Following the showing of the film, it was 
pointed out that the first st^ in finding a better method of doing a 
Job is to study the method l^t is being iised. 
^A condensation of additional Information presented in this class is 
included in Appendix A. 
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A list of the work processes in the kitchen which the author had 
been studying was distrihuted. The workers were asked to icake stigges-
tions dviring the following classes in regard to how any of these or other 
work processes could be sijai^lified or impitjved. 
The only participation hy the group was some ccajsments hy one worker 
in response to a question hy the author. The workers appeared to "be 
interested in the motion picture, but it mi^t have been more effective 
for this class if the exasi^les of methods in5>rovement had been related 
to food service. Possibly the class would have been more effective in 
terms of the objectives if the class period had been long enough to allow 
more opportunity for discussion. 
ClBBB II 
In this class the procedures follow^ to ii^rove work methods were 
exemplified, and the way tools, equipment, and wor^lace affect work 
methods was considered. Colored slides No. 1 through 19 were shown to 
illustrate how a food service job, table setting, was in^jroved. Workers 
were told that they would see first the original B^thod and that each one 
should try to think of ways in which the Job could be simplified. The 
work process was described as the slides depicting the original method 
were shown. Before the improved method was shown there was a limited 
exchange of ideas among the group regeurding possible ways to is^rove the 
methods used. Then the iJB^roved method was explained as the corresponding 
slides were shown. Two of the slides depicted the routes of travel for 
the original and in^roved methods. Slides No. 1? and l8 were included 
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particularly to exea5)lify the procedure followed by an analyst in studying 
a job and developing an improved method. 
Following the showing of slides No. 1 through 19, the guides to work 
simplification having to do with tools, equijment, and workplace were 
introduced. These guides were: 
1. Use the available equipnent that is best for the job 
2. Keep tools, equipment, storage and workplace in good working order 
5. Have equipment and supplies within easy i-each at the place where 
they are used. 
First the application of these guides given in the training booklet were 
considered. Then slides No. 20 through ^<-0, which exengslified these guides, 
were shown and es^lained. 
A description was given of the motion picture that would be shown in 
the next class in order to develop interest aiaong the group and to relate 
to this filia the work sin^lification guides which had been presented. 
The booklet. Easy Ways (10), was distributed, but there was only time 
to ccxisaent briefly that the booklet was about ways to sio^lify hom^naklng 
tasks and that it would be of interest particularly to those in the group 
who were homemakers. 
!Biis class was held four times, and each time there was seme oral 
response by the workers in regard to the work sin^llfication guides and 
examples presented. By far the most discussion was among a groiq> of four 
cooks who constituted the group for one meeting of this cleuss. This group 
continue to make suggestions about the equipment and arrangasient of 
equipment in the kitchen even after the time for the class had ended. One 
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worker noted a relationship between the table setting process depicted 
by the slides aad a Job vhidx she perfonoed. She stated that she could 
use some of the methods that were developed for the tmpToved method. 
There was reason to believe that the decision to consider the guides 
related to tools, equijaient, and vorkpl&ce first was a good one in order 
to stimulate discussion. There seemed to be little hesitance on the 
part of many of the workers to oiake suggestions in this area in relation 
to their work. The colored slides appeared to be viewed with interest. 
Additional time could have been used to advantage for more discussion 
by the workers. 
Class III 
!inie work sin^lification guides related to tools, eg]aipment, and work­
place were considered in this class by the showing of the color, sound, 
motion picture "Now I'm in Business," Before the film was sho\m, refer-
ence was made to the guides \diich bad been presented in Class H, and 
the relationship between those guides and the motion pictiire to be 
shown was eoiphasized. It was stated that the picttire depicted ways in 
\rf3lch the right equipiDent helps in doing a good Job of food production 
and service. The plot of the film was introduced briefly. The group 
was told that the film was made by an equipnent manufacturing ccHiipany 
to proDote the sale of equipment and this fact needed to be raaembered 
when viewing the film. The workers were asked to note particularly the 
type of equipment and how the equi]^ent was located and used. They were 
also asked to see if they could note ways of improving some of the work 
methods. Following the showing of the film, the author emphasized sooe 
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of the points t3aat were pertinent to work simplification. 
When planning the classes, the use of this film was seriously ques­
tioned because the running time was 26 minutes^ and because the relation­
ship between much of the content of the film and the subject of work 
simplification was not always apparent. The decision to include the 
film was based on the fact that the film did emphasize the ic^rtance 
of eqaipment and layout to efficient food seirice operation and in 
addition showed various food service situations ^ich could engender 
interest and pride in food service work. On the basis of the use of 
the film in this class ^ the author would recommend that it not be in­
cluded in a series of work sinqplification classes unless the class 
periods were longer than 50 minutes. There were a few comments by the 
workers in regard to certain pieces of equipment or the methods \ised, 
but there was insufficient time to relate the film to the topic of work 
simplification. Comaents of the workers indicated that they enjoyed 
seeing the film, but there was little evidence of any other outcomes. 
Class IV 
Most of the time In this fourth class was devoted to a consider­
ation of how hand and body motions were related to work simplification. 
First, however, reference was made to the training booklet, and there 
was a review of the work simplification guides related to the tools, 
equipment, and workplace. The group was asked to give additional ex-
ait^les of how these guides could be applied to some of the work done in 
their Jobs. The author also gave exan^jles, and made reference to some 
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of the points in the motion picture shown in the preceding class. 
The guides to work siii5)lification concerned with hand and body mo­
tions were then introduced. These included; 
1. Let "both hands do useful work at the same time^ v^en possible 
2. Perform woiis in a rhythmic way - use smooth continuous curved 
motions 
5. Use the fewest, shortest, aM siagjlest motions 
k. Maintain a comfortable working position, ajsd bring the work 
you are doing right in front of you if possible. 
Attention was directed to these guides as they were listed in tiie training 
booklet and to the corresponding exan^jles illustrated. The workers were 
asked for other exanqales of ways in vdiich their work might be simplified 
by changing hand and body motiona. Hext colored slides No. i^l throu^ 
^7 were shown and discussed. 
Some introduction was made of the motion picture which was to be 
shown in the next class, and the relation between the above guides aod 
the film was noted. 
There was more time for discvission among the workers in this class 
than in any of the previous classes, and in all three sessions of this 
class there was considerable participation. Many of the ccasaents were 
related to tools, equipment, and workplace; however, several suggestions 
were made in regard to hand and body motions. Two of the workers 
stated specifically that they could not work with two hands at the 
same time. Frequently a situation presented in one of the colored 
slides would stimulate s(me discussion during the showing of these slides. 
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Class V 
The black and white, sound, motion pictiire "Motion Study Principles" 
vas used in this class to continue the consideration of hand and body 
motions. It vas eixplained that £U.thou^ this film vas about work situa­
tions in industry, many of the principles demonstrated could be applied 
in food service work. The content of the film was related to the guides 
discussed in the previous class. The workers were asked to think of 
ways, as the motion picture was being shown, that the principles pre­
sented coiild be applied to their work. It was suggested that they write 
these ideas in their booklet and bring thaa to the next class. 
In one of l^e sessions of this class, there was no time for coaiments 
after the showing of the picture due to some mechanical difficulty with 
the projector at the beginning of the session. In the other two sessions 
there were limited comments. 
In the original plan for the classes, the use of this film vas not 
included because its running time was 2S minutes and because all of the 
exai:9les were related to industry. It was shown to the sv^ervisors, and 
on the basis of their recanmendations the decision was made to include 
it in the classes for workers. The excellent interpretation of motion 
study principles in this film seemed to warrant its inclusion even 
thoiigh the length of the film did not permit discussion and the exan^les 
were not related to food service. 
Class VI 
The work simplification guides related to work process or sequence 
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vrere considered in tMs class. At the "beginning there was soiae discus­
sion relative to the motion picture shown in the previoiis class. Then, 
referring to the training "booklet, the foUowing guides to work simpli­
fication were introduced: 
1. Arrange work areas to eliminate unnecessary walking or 
reaching 
2. Eliminate or ccanbine parts of a jot, if possi'ble 
5. Plan the order and time of work for best results 
Standardize procedures to eliminate need for repeated 
decisions 
The color, sound, motion picture "Skill Coimts at the Sandwich 
Coiinter" was ej^lained briefly and Idien shown to the group. Following 
the viewing of the film there was scsae discussion of it in relation to 
the procedures which were iised by the cooks in making sandwiches. Colored 
slides Ho. ^  throu^ 67 were then shown and discussed. Wh^ an inef­
ficient method was shown, workers were asked to make suggestions for im­
provement. They would often suggest the improved method which T^as later 
shown on the next slide. There was considerable discussion related to 
slides No. 61 and 62 which depicted flow diagrams of routes of travel 
followed by a worker when making a cake using an origiiial and an inqoroved 
method. 
A notable amount of participation by the workers was obtained in 
two sessions of this class. As in the case of other classes there was 
much less discussion axoong the largest group which met after the lunch 
period and included most of the men workers. The word sequence in the 
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trainixig booklet was not clear to scaae of the workers; the word order 
vas suggested as an alternative. The film "Skill Counts at the Sandwich 
Countsr" was excelleut in that it demonstrated many of the work sin5>li-
ficatioxi guides as applied to the job of making sandwiches. Scsne of 
the specific tech3aiq.ues were not applicable, however, to the sandwich 
making pr-ocess actually used by the cooks in the class. lEhe workers 
appeared to be interested in the colored slides shown; the technique of 
'iising the slides in stiMilating participation of the group seemed to be 
succe3si\il. 
Class VH 
In this class ways in which work process or sequence affects work 
methods were further considered, application of ail of the work singjli-
fication guides were reviewed, and plans for the ronainder of the re-
seai'ch program were presented. The color, sound, motion picture "Damp 
Dusting** was introduced. Certain sections of the class were asked to 
watch for examples in the film of one of the following: 
1. How the use of the correct tools or eguipnent helped to 
in^rove the method of work 
2. How the work was simplified by simplifying hand and body 
motions 
3. How the work was simplified by planning the best sequence 
in advance. 
After the showing of the film, various members of the group reported on 
the above points. Duilng the discussion too, the idea was developed 
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that the method used for any one joh must "be detemined to some extent 
by its effect on other work situations with which the ^ob is related; 
specific examples were given as illustrations. At the conclusion of the 
class the purposes of the classes were summarized, and the workers were 
informed of the plans related to the research program. It was explained 
that during the next three to four weeks the author wo\xld be working in 
the kitchen and dining room to help work out some possible ways of simpli 
fying methods for a few selected work processes which had been stvidied 
before the classes began. The workers were urged to make any suggestions 
during this period, \&ich they mi^t have for simplifying or improving 
the jobs being studied. Ihey were also told that at the end of this 
period of three or four weeks, Idie author would again have interviews 
with each person as she had at the beginning of the program. 
A black and white, silent, motion picture "Deng) Sweeping" was sent 
with the film ordered for this class. Althou^ this film had been pi^-
viewed it had not been planned to use it. Since -Uie film was available, 
however, and because there had been very little about cleaning methods 
in the classes, the film was shown to five of the men workers who had 
responsibilities for care of the floors. 
Although the film Dusting" was not related to food service, 
it was apparently an appropriate film for the last class period, for 
many of the work sis^lification guides considered in previous classes 
were exen5)lified in this motion picture. The technique of assigning 
various members of the gimip a specific point to watch for during the 
viewing of the film seemed to be a good one to promote gixsup participa­
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tion. la two sessions of the class which had only six and three members 
there was considerable discussion of pertinent points. In the larger 
group of 15, which included all of the men workers, there was very limited 
participation. Some of the uxisollcited remarks made in the smaller groups 
indicated a syn^athetic vmderstanding of man^ement problems in operating 
the food service and a positive and cooperative attitude toward working 
out some of the problems in regard to work processes \daich were knovn to 
exist. 
Work Processes Studied 
The study of selected work processes was an integral part of the 
work sin^lification program. The purposes served by this phase of the 
program were as follows: 
1. To select appropriate illustrations for use in the training 
classes, observations were made of the work methods being 
used. 
2. To provide on-the-job exanqples of how a process could be 
in^jroved by the application of work sisajillfication generaliza­
tions, analyses were made of selected work processes. 
5. To provide an opportunity to deteimine the workers' reactions 
to having their work methods studied, the extent to which 
they would make suggestions for inqoroving work methods, and 
whether they would adopt and use new work methods proposed, 
work methods were analyzed and new methods were introduced. 
-9^-
There were two periods of observation and stxidy in the food service 
unit; each period consisted of selected intervals over approximately one 
month of time. The first period preceded the wrk simplification classes, 
and the second period followed the classes. Sttidies and additional ob­
servations in the food service were limited to the main food service unit. 
At the "beginning of the first period, observations were made through­
out the main food service unit in order to becaae acquainted with the 
general organization of work. Various factors ijofluenced the selection 
of work processes to be studied as a basis for developing in5)roved methods. 
Since the analyses of the work methods were made by only one person, de­
tailed analyses of hand aod body motioi^ could be made for jobs or portions 
of Jobs for only one worker at a time. This fact presented scxae limita­
tions, for many of the work processes in the kitchen were perfoimed co­
operatively by two or sjore workers at one time. In general, jobs were 
selected which were perfonaed relatively frequently. A process might be 
selected for study if either the siq)ervisors or workers indicated dis­
satisfaction with the methods xised, or if there were sraae ajjparent op­
portunity for isnprovement of the method. 
During this first period many different work processes were observed 
and recorded. Each step of the work process was recorded. A clip board 
and a decimal minute stop watch were used. The type of analyses made is 
evidenced by the subsequent reports of work processes studied. 
In the second period of observation and study in the food service 
unit, improved methods were considered for eight of the processes studied 
during the first period. These work processes are classified below accord­
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ing to the place in which the Job vas performed: 
Kitchen, general 
Cutting grapefruit in half 
Salad unit 
Slicing peeled oranges 
Cori3ag and cutting tcsnatoes for tossed salad 
Vegetable preparation unit 
Machine peeling and hand finishing potatoes 
Cooking unit 
Dicing cooked potatoes for hashed "brown potatoes 
Making ham salad saMviches 
Dessert unit 
Transporting equijaaeat and supplies 
Dining room 
Inspecting and setting up dining room tables 
In some instances, the author developed the iDipax>ved methods on the 
basis of analysis of the original methods used, whereas for some other 
processes the in5>roved methods were worked out with the workers. An im­
proved method was not developed for machine peeling and hand finishing 
potatoes because the analyses of the original method indicated a need for 
major revision of the equipment in order to make appreciable in^jrovonent 
in l^e method used. For two processes, namely, making ham salad sand­
wiches and transporting equipment and supplies, scane suggestions were 
given for improving the procedures, but an improved method was not ef­
fectuated. Ingsroved methods were developed for five of the ei^t 
""9^" 
processes. The original and iii5)rove4 methods, as presented in the sub­
sequent descriptions, were "baaed on actual observations of a cycle of the 
work as it was done by the worker on two or more occasions. 
Cutting grapefruit in half 
The grapefruit for breakfast were prepared the previous afternoon. 
One of the men eoqployees placed the boxes of grapefruit on the counter 
for the woman employee \dxo cut the grapefruit. After the grapefruit were 
cut and placed in pans thej' were taken to the walk-in refrigeirators iriaere 
they were stored until the next morning. The comparison between the 
original and in^roved method for cutting grapefruit is imtde on the basis 
of the nimber of grapefruit cut in a specified period of time. The method 
ujsed in both the original axid improved method was affected by the fact 
that the ^ oployee was left handed. 
Original method. Operation Sheet Ko. I for the original method is 
in Appendix B, aaad the workplace layout is shown in Figure 7. The box of 
grapefruit was arranged on the en5)loyee*s right with the open side at the 
top. The board on ;daich the grapefruit were cut was in front of the em­
ployee, and the pan for the cut grapefruit was to the left. The cart on 
\diich the pans of cut grapefruit were placed was also to the left. The 
en^loyee took the grapefruit with her right hand, cut with her left hand 
while she held it with her ri^t, and placed it in the pan to her left 
with her ri^t hand. This last movement necessitated crossing the ri^t 
hand over the left hand which was holding the knife. The grapefruit was 
never released by the ri^t hand during the process. The blade of the 
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French knife used was "badly worn and was not as sharp as desiiuble. 
Improved method. The following changes were incoiporated in the im-
piX)ved method; 
1. She box of grapefruit was tviraed on the side, with the attached 
top bent back over the upper side, so that the grapefruit rolled 
out onto •yie table near the work area. 
2. The pan for the cut grapefruit was placed on the cart to the 
employee's ri^t, 
5. A shai^er knife was used. 
A description of the in^jroved method is given in Appendix B, Operation 
Sheet No. II, and the revised worJ^lace layout is shown in Figure 7. 
Alternative changes were possible, but the changes indicated above semed 
the iQost desirable at tMs particular time and location. The saiue sequence 
of activities was followed in the improved as in the original meth^. 
Discussion. There was no decrease in the number of activities per 
grapefruit, but the lengths of one reach and one move were decreased coa. 
siderably by the improved method. With the pan of cut grapefruit adjacent 
to the box of grapefruit, the reach to secure "Oie grapefjruit was msach 
shorter. Having the box turned on the side allowed the grapefruit to roll 
out onto the table and therefore required a shorter move to the board. It 
was not necessary to i-uise the hand above the hei^t of the box to reach 
for the grapefruit and to bring the grapefruit to the board, as in the 
original method. The last grapefruit remaining in the box could be pulled 
closer to the work area at one time. The move from the board to the 
was about the same distance. By placing the pan for the gmpefruit on the 
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cart it was not necessary for the w«naa employee, who was relatively short, 
to lift the pan of grapefruit frc«a the 5^ inch high table and transfer it 
to the cart. A one-inch ledge at the edge of the counter did not permit 
pulling the pan onto the cart directly. The sharp French knife made the 
cutting process easier. The main advantage of the improved method was to 
make the work easier. 
There was, in addition, saae advantage from the standpoint of rate 
of productivity. Using the oidginal method an average of ahout 17 grape­
fruit were cut in a two-minute period; whereas, using the in^roved method 
an average of about 18 were cut in the same length of time. This r^re-
sents a decrease in time per grapefruit of approximately 5 per cent. 
The changes incorporated in the in^roved method represented a c<^-
posite of influences. It was known to the author that when one of the 
supervisors was perfoiaing this Job she turned the box of grapefruit on 
the side so that it would be easier to secxire the grapefruit frcm the box; 
•ttierefore, the eniployee had seen this arrangement used. Subsequent to 
the work sio^lification meetings (but before the author worked with the 
enqoloyee on the in5>roved method), the employee was observed when she had 
placed the box with the opening on the side; however, it was located on 
the left of the board. It is not known whether the worker had changed 
the position of the box as a result of a suggestion made in a work sin^jli-
fication meeting or because of directions from the supervisor. On the 
first day the author was to work with the eEoployee in the use of an im­
proved method, the same si^rvisor gave special attention to see that the 
worker was provided with a French knife that was shasp and in good con­
dition, In arranging the worl^lace layout, the engiloyee of her own accord 
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placed the pans for the cut grapefruit on the cart. During the work 
process the ec5>loyee shoved the filled pan to the hack of the cart, and 
placed an sapty one in position near her, 
Sie worker initiated some of the innovations and accepted those sug­
gested. aaie two tiaes the improved method \fSLS tried she camiented that 
it vras mach easier. It was not feasible within the limits of this study 
to detenaine if the employee would regularly use this method. It was of 
interest to note that iimaecLiately after the first time the eo^loyee was 
instructed in the use of the impTOved worIq>lace layout, she continued to 
use a layout for portioning jam into bowls which necessitated the same 
type of crossing over the work area as was noted in the original method 
of cutting grapefruit. She was willing, however, to revise this layout 
for portioning jam when the suggestion was made that she do so. 
Slicing peeled oranges 
Sliced oranges wei^ frequently prepared for fruit salad. Medium size 
Navel oranges were used. Before peeling, they were first soalced in hot 
water for about ten minutes. To peel them both eais of the peel were 
sliced off with a knife, and one cut was made down the side of the orange; 
then the peeling was pulled or stripped from the orange in one or two 
pieces. After being peeled, they were placed in a pan, covered with a 
danQ) cloth, and stored in the refrigerator until chilled. 
There were two full-time oiiployees in the salad unit. The cco5)arison 
of the original and improved method was nfflde on the basis of work done by 
worker No. 2. 
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Original method. Operation Saeet No. IH for the original method 
used to slice the peeled oranges is in Appendix B. The worlQ>lace layout 
is given in Figure 8. In the original method oranges were transferred, 
•by the left hand two or three at a time, from paa A to the slicing board 
until 12 to 15 oranges vere on the board. By slicing four times with a 
Prendi knife the oranges wers cut into five slices. Then the slices were 
grasped frcaa the board with the left hand and transferred to pan B. The 
round pan A on the left which contained the oranges was five inches deep. 
The board on which the oz^nges were sliced was placed in a large bun pan 
to collect any juice. The rectangular pan B for the sliced oranges was 
to the ri^t. 
Improved method. Two innovations were put into effect in the in^jroved 
method. 
1. One handl.i ng of the oranges was eliminated by using a shallow 
rectangular pan for the whole oranges and moving it closer 
to the work area. 
2. Drop delivery was used to transfer the sliced oranges to the 
second pan. 
The improved method is charted on (deration Sheet No. IV in Appendix B, 
and the workplace layout for the in^iroved method is shown in Figure 8. 
The worker herself eliminated the use of the pan below the bc«rd, for there 
was little juice on the board during the cutting process. A shallow rec­
tangular pen was used for tiie x^ole oi'anges, and the worker was directed 
to bring the pan as close to the board as possible. She devised the plan 
of actually placing the pan on one side of the board rather thaa adjacent 
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to it. An orange was then transported directly to a position for slicing. 
A rectangular pan was placed on a stool at the end of the work counter at 
the worker's right. To transfer the s]J.ced oranges to this pan, the worker 
scraped the orange slices off the "board into the pan with the "blade of the 
cutting knife. A coEiparisou of the results of the origiml and improYed 
methods is shown, in Tahle 2. 
Table 2. Slicing twelve peeled oranges, coiapailson of original 
and iB5>roved methods 
Activities 
Original 
method 
Improved 
method Saved 
Left hand 
derations 58 2k 51+ 
Transpoirtations 22 2k - 2 
Delays 0 0 0 
Right hand 
Operations 12 12 0 
Transportations 0 12 -12 
Delays 68 2k kh 
Time - minutes 1.62 1.1+5 .17 
Discussion. The improved method decreased the total number of ac­
tivities from l6o to 96 and decreased the time hy approximately 10 per cent. 
The worker in charge of the salad unit stated that she had used the method 
of drop delivery in some work processes before, hut had not been using it 
recently since there was not always a stool available to use for holding 
the pan. (At the time of this study a stool was available in the adjacent 
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work Both anployees in this tmit accepted and used the improved 
method during the period of the research program. 
The considerations in this study as well as in other stxidies point 
up the advantage of rectangular pans over round when arranging a ccmpact 
workplace layout. Pans of other shapes were not considered in this study. 
During the process of developing the improved method, an attempt was 
made to slice oranges on a zzachlne used for chopping and cutting 
vegetables. On the particular machine available the method was not suc­
cessful; -the oranges were ma^ed rather than sliced. 
Coring and cutting tcanatoes for tossed salad 
asall pieces of tomato were included as one of the ingredients in 
the tossed salad. These were prepared immediately before the ingredients 
for the salad were combined. The cosrgjarison of the original and improved 
method was made on the basis of work done by worker No. 2 in the salad 
unit. 
Original method. Operation ^ eet No. V for the original method is 
in Appendix B. The workplace layout is given in Figure 9. The tomatoes 
were in a pan A ^^ch contained water and was placed to the left of the 
cutting board. Using a paring knifethe stem and blocm ends of the tma-
toes were cut out and dropped into pan A, and the tomatoes were placed on 
the board. This process was continued for 10 to 15 tomatoes. Then the em­
ployee transferred her position so that she was in front of the board, and 
the tcxnatoes were cut into small pieces using a French knife. Holding the 
A small, low, movable stand could have been vised to advantage in this 
department for other work processes as well as for the process considered 
in the present stxidy. 
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tomato with the left haiad, it was sliced, and, then by cutting perpen­
dicular to the slices, it was cut into small pieces. Two methods were 
used to transfer the pieces to pan B at the tcqp left of the board. One 
was to push the pieces onto the blade of the knife and transfer them to 
the pan. If l^e tomatoes were large, the aicount of tomato was too great 
to transfer on the blade of the knife; therefore, the knife was released 
and the two hands were used to scoop up the tomato pieces and transfer 
thaa to the pan. 
Iniproved method. The innovation introduced in the in5>roved method 
was to use drop delivery to tiunsfer the pieces of tomatoes to the pan. 
The improved method is described on Operation Sheet No. VI in Appeiidix B, 
and the diagram of the worli^lace layout is shown in Figure 9. The board 
used was placed at the exid of the work counter, and a rectangular pan 
was placed on a stool by the end of the counter. After the tomatoes were 
cut into pieces, they were scraped off the board with the blade of the 
knife and dropped into the pan at the lower level. 
Discussion. The one change in procedure resulted in a per cent 
decrease in time as well as a decrease in the number of activities. The 
ccxi^rison of the two methods is shown in Table The io^roved method 
wEis accepted and used by both of the employees in l^e unit during the 
times observed throughout the renalnder of the research program. Another 
possible improvement in the over-all process would have been to wash the 
tomatoes in a at the sink and let them drain in a colander before 
bringing to the work counter. This aspect of the process was not con­
sidered in the present analysis, however, since use of the sink area by 
another worker was sometimes encountered. 
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Table 3« Coring and cutting twelve tcsnatoes for tossed salad, 
coaqparison of original and in^sroved methods 
Activities 
Original 
method 
Iiaproved 
method Saved 
Left hand 
Operations 108 96 12 
Transportations 72 60 12 
Delays 6 0 6 
Right hand 
Opei«.tions 84 61 25 
Transportations 66 60 6 
Delays 56 55 1 
Time - minutes 7.08 5.88 5.20 
Machine peeling and hand finishing potatoes 
During the period of the present research an average of 500 to 600 
pouMs of potatoes was ^lsed per day. All of these potatoes were peeled 
except once when baked potatoes were sejrved. One full-time worker was 
responsible for peeliiag and hand finishing the potatoes. She was assisted 
"by hoys, student onployees, vdio were scheduled to this work for different 
lengths of time varying from a few minutes (when a student worker had COTI-
pleted his regularly assigned ^oh) to 5.25 hours. During a one-week period 
as many as 15 to 20 students may have helped peel and finish potatoes. If 
other full-time kitchen aigjloyees had available time, they helped with 
the hand finishing of potatoes, but the proportion of time that these 
full-time employees applied to this work was very small. The number of 
enqjloyees working at this process at one time varied from one to six. 
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Orlglnal method. The layout of the work area for peeling and finish­
ing potatoes is shown in Figure 10. This layout was a coinnonly used one 
when three people were working at the ^ob. The arrangement of the pans 
and galvanized cans varied fraa one work period to the other depending 
on a variety of factors. Usually 10 to 15 hags of potatoes were delivered 
to the vegetable unit from the storeixwrn at one time. The 100 pound hags 
were delivered on a skid, which was left in Idie location indicated in 
Figure 10. VJhen three different people were working at this joh, as de­
picted in Figure 10, saployees Ho. 2 and No. 3 hand finished potatoes, 
employee Ho. 1 ran the potatoes thjreug^ the peeler and kept the two other 
workers supplied with potatoes. Employee No. 1 also finished potatoes, 
using the table as a worlq>lace. The two galvanized cans for finished 
potatoes were located on a dolly. 
A general description of the work process follows: 
Ec^jloyee Ho. 1, who during times of obseinration was a male 
student worker, cut the string on a bag of potatoes on top of 
the pile and dumped them into a pail until it was filled level 
with the tc^. The pail was then carried to the potato peeler, 
lifted to the top of the peeler, and the contents duorped into it. 
While the machine was running, the next pail of potatoes was 
secured. Five separate machine operatiozas were usvially made 
for each 100-pound bag of potatoes, 1 Vftien time studies were 
being made, the machine running tijae varied from l.pO to 2.50 
minutes with a mean of 1.66. After a load of the potatoes 
was run, the front of the machine was opened, and the potatoes 
were allowed to fall into a pan in the bottom of the adjacent 
sink. After two or three machine loads of potatoes were emptied 
into the pan, it was filled or refilled with water, lifted, and 
carried to the sink counter or table to be eyed. The wei^t of 
the pan filled with potatoes and water ranged fraa 50 to 6o 
pounds, 
^It was important for most effective operation that the quantity of 
potatoes per machine load not be excessive. The quantity of potatoes 
which was specified per machine load was one pail filled to level capacity. 
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The haodvork process followed by en^^loyees No. 2 aM No. 2 
was to reach for a potato and bring it to position for the band 
operation; scrape off or cut out any remaining potato skin, eyes, 
or blemishes; and drop the finished potato into a galvanized can 
partially filled with water. The hand equipment used was a 
vegetable peeler, with a double internal edge, of the type used 
with an oscillating motion. The end of the peeler was sometimes 
used to remove the eyes of the potato, but most of the finishing 
process was done by scraping. The direction of the scraping 
process was away from the body, and the scrapings fell in front 
of the scraping operation. Assuming that both workers were ri^t 
handed and the layout shown in Figure 10 was used, the work 
movements for eag>loyees No, 2 and No. 5 were of necessity 
different. 
The two galvanized cans, on a dolly, were rolled into the 
waUs-in x>efrigerator vhen filled with potatoes. The pans of 
scrapings were ea^jtied into a colander in the sink to drain, 
and finally the colander was es^tled into the garbage can in 
front of the sink. During the scraping and eyeing process, the 
workers sometimes stood and sometimes sat on hi^ stools. 
Based on the five time studies that ^ re made on tvo different days, sn 
average of 71.36 minutes labor time^ was used to peel and finish a lOO-pound 
bag of potatoes. This time incliiied, in addition to the work processes 
described above, time to secure needed equipment, fill the galvanized cans 
with water, and wait time for worker No. 1 during the running of the 
machine. It did not include, however, any portion of the time needed to 
clean the potato peeler, sink, and work counter after all of the peeling 
was ccxi^leted. About 73 per cent of the labor time vas used for the band 
finishing of the potatoes. The data fzm three yield studies are shown in 
Table k. These three studies were made in one day frm the same lot of 
potatoes. 
•^Ms time was based on the work time of the full-time anployee 
assisted by one or two students. If student workers not supervised by a 
full-time employee did not work as steadily as workers who were supervised, 
the labor time per bag of potatoes would be greater. If student workers 
when not supervised, ran the potatoes in the machine for a longer period 
of time than prescribed in order to decrease the amount of work involved in 
finishing the potatoes, there would be a decrease in the total amount of 
labor time, but it would also decrease the E.P. yield of potatoes. 
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Tatle U, Yields of potatoes after machine peeling and haad 
finishing 
Yield 
Ket wei^t A,P. After machine peeling After hand finishing 
(poimds) (pounds) (per cent) (pounds) (per cent) 
98.8 77.5 78.9 71.2 72.5 
98.8 80.8 82.2 Ik.o 75.5 
101.8 80,2 79.5 75.0 7^ .1 
Discussion. Upon analysis of the work process it became apparent 
that there vrere many ways in which the work methods mi^t be improved. 
The methods used by the full-time ai^loyee for finishing the potatoes were 
used as a basis for evalxiation for two reasons; one, the present research 
was concerned with full-time employees; and two, the student employees did 
not work as efficiently as the full-time worker, and it was desirable to 
study the most efficient method used. Some of the aspects of the work 
process which needed to be considered included the following: 
1. Pails of potatoes were being carried approximately 8 feet trcsa 
the bags of potatoes to the machine. 
2. Pails of potatoes, vhich weired approximately 20 pounds, 
were lifted to a height of 55 inches to be dumped into the 
machine. 
5. Pans of potatoes weighing between 50 and 60 pounds were being 
lifted from a height of 28 inches to a height of k2 inches and 
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then were carried a distance varying from 8 to 12 feet. (Pans 
of potatoes were filled with water before they were carried 
to the work area for the heaid finishing.) 
U, There was no device on or near the peeler for timing the 
length of the machine operation. 
5. When hand finishing a potato, the length of the move of the 
potato from the pan to position in front of the worker was 
about 20 to 25 inches. Likewise the move of the finished 
potato to the galvsmized can was about the same distance, as 
was also the following reach to the next potato. 
6. The number of scrapes or cuts seemed to be excessive. The 
number per potato for potatoes varied frcsa 2 to 58, as 
shown below; 
7. The size of potatoes run through the peeler at one time varied 
considerably. Sample weights were taken on two occasions, and 
the i-ange in wei^t of potatoes varied the first time from 5 to 
12 ounces and another time fr«a k to 22 ounces. 
8. The scrapings were handled twice, once to the sink to be 
drained and then to the garbage can. The colander used for 
draining the scrapings sonetimes had, to be secured trcm the 
opposite end of the kitchen. 
No. of 
scrapes 
Ho. of 
potatoes 
1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
51-ltO 
7 
20 
15 
5 
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9. By having -bvo galvanized cans on one dolly, the dolly blocked 
the traffic between the counter and the table. In addition 
when both cans were filled with potatoes and water it was 
difficvilt to move the dolly. 
10, It was not possible to sit in a ccmforfcable position at the 
table because of a shelf below the work counter. 
Saae minor simplifications would have been possible within the limits 
of the present facilities, such as moving the containers of luxfinished 
and finished potatoes nearer the worker, but it was apparent that any 
significant in^jrovement necessitated major decisions by managoaent. The 
author conferred with the Dietitian and her supervisory staff. Two dif­
ferent types of changes in facilities were discussed: one, reiaodeling 
of the present equijaaent, and two, the use of an entirely new layout. 
Since this was a new kitchen, it was not e:q)ected that the Dietitiem 
would be interested in following throu^ on the latter proposal. When 
the various possibilities were presented, however, she was willing to 
conrpletely revamp the layout if there was evidence that the efficiency 
of the entire process could be materially increased. Before making a 
major change of this type considerable study, e:^rimentation, and planning 
would be advisable. Some aspects to be considered included: 
1. Should potatoes be peeled, or should processed potatoes be 
purchased? In addition to the consideration of quality and 
cost, the need for providing work for students mi^t be a 
consideration. 
2. Should the potatoes for all of the food service units in the 
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residence halls on caii5>iis be peeled in this kitchen? 
5. Should potatoes be sorted according to size before peeling? 
If so, where could this be done? Could potatoes be purchased 
that were within a certain size range? Should potatoes of 
better quality be purchased? What variety would be best. 
What would be the best type of eqjiipment and layout for peeling 
potatoes? What would be the relative advantage of these 
facilities over the present facilities? How long wovild it 
take to pay for the new installation on the basis of the 
savings derived? Coiild the present equipment be used in a 
future installation? 
Although sOTie infonaation had been collected which provided a limited 
basis for decision, it became obvious that a thorou^ analysis of the 
factors could not be incltided within the scope of the present research. 
In so far as making a comparison of the relative efficiency of pivposed 
facilities with the present facilities, this covild be done by analyzing ' 
the two work processes and applying paredetemined times. 
The author made sotae suggestions relative to the design of equipment. 
Pertinent references were also cited (l, 19, 25, 29, ks, 55> 62, 63), but 
there were no other st^s taken during the process of the present research 
toward effectuating iirqprovements in the process of peeling potatoes. In 
view of the interest evidenced by the Dietitian in the proposeils made, 
it is expected that further consideration will be given to the problem. 
The developments of this work process study have been presented in 
scane detail for two reasons: one, to exemplify the course of events that 
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sometimes follows a study of vork toethodB, aiid tvoj to provide a Isasis 
for further study of this work process Isoth in the food service in which 
the present research was conducted and in other food service units. In 
every quantity food service operation decisions mist toe made relative to 
processing potatoes. Further research in this area would be of value. 
The full-time anployee and the student esxiployees cooperated ccoiplete-
ly in all of the analyses made in relation to the study of this process. 
Dicing cooked potatoes for hashed potatoes 
In the preliminary conferences with the Dietitian the question was 
raised of vhether there were any work processes which were particularly 
in need of study and improvement. The process ii^ch was considered to be 
especially time consuming was that of dicix3g cooked potatoes for bashed 
brown potatoes. She stated that a vay had not been found for siii^lifylng 
this process and maintaining the quality of product desired. It was the 
general opinion of the cooks and of the sitpervlsory staff that it was not 
possible to modify the method used without sacrificing the quality of the 
final product. Two electric cutters used in the kitchen been tried 
for cutting the potatoes, and had not been found satisfactory. 
Because the process was so time consuming the itaa could only be in­
cluded on the menu occasionally even tho\]^ it was popular. The peeled 
potatoes \rere usually cooked one day in advance and then cut on the day 
they were brownedj however, it was often necessary to begin cutting some 
of the potatoes a day in advance in order to get all of them cut. 
It was preferred for both the original and in^roved method that the 
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potatoes not Toe halved or quartered before they were steamed. If some 
of the potatoes were excessively large, however, they were cut to equalize 
the cooking time needed for potatoes in the same steamer basket. 
Original method. In general the m^ethod used was to take one potato 
at a time into "fee band and cut it with a paring knife into cubes or pieces 
of approximately the same size. The potatoes were first sliced down 
lengthwise in two directions, using the palm of the hand or the fingers 
and thimib as a base. ^Fhen the potatoes were sliced across against the 
thusab or the side of the hand. 
The specific method vised by eoqployee No. 1 to cut the cooked potatoes 
is described on Operation Sheet No. VII in Appendix B. The three wor3sp3Ace 
layouts xised are shown in Figure 11. Following is a description of the 
over-all methods of procedure for the five time studies reported in Table 5. 
Study 
fio. 
1. Layout A was used during the first ^ minutes. Potatoes were 
taken one by one from the steamer basket on the left. At 
3.00 minutes, when another oi^loyee began to work at the same 
job, layout B was adopted by moving the steamer basket to the 
right, and then potatoes were taken one at a time fresa it. 
At 6.6o minutes "^e procedure was varied in that five to 
eight potatoes were taken fraa. the steamer basket at one time 
and placed in the pan into vfaich the diced potatoes dropped 
as th^ were cut. Then each potato was taken frcxa the pan 
and brou^t into position to cut. Stoployees talked as they 
worked. 
2. Layout B was used, and the same procedure was followed as 
described above for this layout. Employees talked as they 
worked. 
3. Layout C was used, anployee sat on stool in front of "ttie 
counter and placed pan in her lap. (S^loyee's knees could 
not extend \inder work surface because of closed cupboard 
below.) About 25 potatoes were transferred at one time from 
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the steamer basket on the counter top to the pan in the 
worker's lap. Then each potato was taken from the pan as 
it was grasped and brou^t into position to cut. Worked alone. 
4. Same as study No. 5. 
5. Same as study Ko. 2. 
Table 5* Time to dice cooked potatoes for ha^ed "brown potatoes, 
original method, enqployee Ko. 1 
Study 
No. 
Net wei^t of cooked 
potatoes diced (pounds) 
Time 
(minutes) 
Minutes per 
pound 
1 18.75 17.00 .91 
2 16.75 13.60 .81 
3 18.12 16.95 .9^ 
k 16.62 12.75 .77 
5 16.00 11^.27 .89 
Bnployee Ko. 1 was the worker usually responsible for this menu item. 
It is of interest to con^are her rate of production with that of another 
worker, enqployee Ho. 2, who also cut each potato with a paring knife but 
used a less efficient method than en^jloyee Ho. 1. Data for employee No. 2 
are shown in Table 6. Since the coiirparison of the original and in5>roved 
method is on the basis of eo^loyee No. 1, a breakdown of the method used 
by the other worker is not given. 
Improved method. The author tried the methods lusing the electric 
cutters again only to find the e^qperience of the supervisors r^eated. 
One machine cut the potatoes too fine and tended to mash the potatoes. 
The other machine would cut a few pounds of the cooked potatoes in an 
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acceptable way, tut the "blades soon "became coated and mashed rather than 
cut the potatoes. Cutting the potatoes before they were cooked was also 
tz*ied, hut the method finally accepted was considered a superior one. 
She author discussed with the Dietitian the possi'bility of develop­
ing a cutter similar to a hutter cutter. The Dietitian recalled having 
seen a similar piece of equipment especially designed for dicing potatoes. 
She very shortly afterwaid had an opportunity to see the apparatus demon­
strated and subsequently purchased it for use in the kitchen. 
Table 6. Time to dice cooked potatoes for hashed brown potatoes, 
original method, eaqoloyee No. 2 
t
o
 
Net weight of cooked 
potatoes diced (pounds) 
Time 
(minutes) 
Minutes per 
pound 
1 19.12 57.60 1.97 
2 15.12 20.60 1.57 
5 16.12 18.1k 1.12 
The worJjplace layout for use of the new equiisuent is shown in Figure 
12. In general, the process used with the new equipment consisted of 
pushing the potatoes through two plates on which stainless steel wires 
were strung. The first plate had wires in only one direction. The second 
plate had wires in two directions. After the potatoes were pushed through 
the second plate they dropped into the pan on which the apparatus was 
placed. 
There was some question on the part of oi^loyee No. 1 as to the prac­
ticality of this newly purchased piece of eguijaient even thou^ the other 
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Gooks accepted the use of it immediately. By the time hashed brown 
potatoes were on the menu a second time, she was enthusiastic about the 
use of the equipment. In Table 7 is shown the results of time studies 
made during the use of the iarproved methodj results are presented in the 
sequence in vhich the studies were made. Preliminary studies a, b, and 
c were made during preparation of hashed browa potatoes the first time 
Table 7- Time to dice cooked potatoes for hashed brown 
potatoes, in^roved method, eji^ployee No, 1 
Study 
No. 
Wet wei^t of cooked 
potatoes diced (pounds) 
Time 
(minutes) 
Minutes per 
pound 
a 15.50 9.55 .71 
b 11^.75 9.20 .62 
c 13.25 8,45 .6k 
1 15.75 ^.75 .30 
2 17.88 5.55 .31 
3 17,25 5.50 .32 
If 15.50 6.00 .39 
5 16,00 5.35 .37 
this item was on the menu after the new method vas used. Studies one 
•Uirough five were made during the preparation of potatoes the second time 
this item was on the menu. By the time these latter studies were made 
the engiloyee had increased her skill considerably in the use of the e<3uip-
ment. 
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During the latter five studies, the enQ)loyee used three different 
techniques to grasp and cut the potatoes; more than one technique was 
BCHaetimes used daring a specific st\idy. The techniques are descri"bed in 
Operation Sheets No. VIII, IX, aad X in AppeniSix B. It was fouM that 
technique No. 3 was superior to Tsoth No. 1 and 2. A comparison of the 
three techniques is given in Table 8. 
Table 8. Dicing one cooked potato for hashed brown potatoes, 
improved method, ©i^loyee Mo. 1, comparison of 
three techniques 
Activities Ho. 1 Mo. 2 Ho. 5 
Left hand 
Operations 2 2 2 
Transportations 2 2 2 
Delays 5 10 
Bi^t hand 
Operations 5 5 2 
Transportations 2 2 2 
Delays 2 0 0 
The chief difference was the amount of time one hand was idle, which is 
indicated as delays in Table 8. To actually push the potatoes throu^ 
the lower plate a slide movement was often combined with an application 
of pressure. In sc»ae instances (as in techniques No. 1 erd 2), par­
ticularly when the potatoes were large, two movements were used for this 
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process, first an application of pressure aM then a slide movement com­
bined with an application of pressure. 
Discussion. There was a 6k per cent decrease in the time when the 
inqproved method was used. This ccmparison is based on median rates^ study 
No. 5, of the original method shown in Table 5, and study No. 5 of the 
in5)roved method shown in Table 7. Appreximately k2^ pounds of cooked 
diced potatoes were usually needed for one meal. On this basis the time 
for cutting alone could be decreased frcmi 6.30 to 2.27 hours. There were, 
of course, other st^s in the total procedure including peeling and eye­
ing of potatoes, steaming, storing in refrigerator, browning on the 
griddle top range, and serving. 
The potatoes diced with the new piece of equipment were more uniform 
in size than those cut with a knife. The eo^loyees expressed the opinion 
that the final product was imparoved. The new piece of equipment p;urchased 
for dicing potatoes was very rapidly adapted for other purposes inclxiiing 
dicing potatoes for salad, cutting cooked eggs for salads, and for slicing 
or dicing bananas. The latter process was suggested by the author, but 
the other two adaptations were made by the employees. The time needed 
for the above processes were all decreased considerably by the use of this 
piece of equipment. On one occasion the author observed two employees 
using the apparatus at the same time; one was putting eggs throu^ and the 
other potatoes. Both could be combined in the pan below since they were 
for potato salad. 
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Maklrig ham salad sandwiches 
Although the method used to mafee sandwiches was apparently a very-
efficient one, the process was selected as one of the johs to be studied. 
Some reasons for studying this particular joh included the following; 
sandwich maJcing methods have often "been greatly improved by application 
of work simplification principles; even with the efficient methods used, 
the Job was considered to be an especially time consmning onej; and since 
one of the motion pictures used in the training program was specifically 
concerned with techniques of sandwich maJcing, it was believed desirable 
to follow throu^ on this work process by analyzing the method used by 
the workers. 
It was difficult for one observer to attempt a detailed analysis of 
the over-all process. The en^iloyees dovetailed different aspects of the 
work; for example, one employee mi^t r^lenish the supply of bread for 
all three of the employees. General observations were made, however, of 
the total operation, and the specific operation of making the sandwiches 
was studied for one employee, 
A limiting factor in making time coo^arisons between methods was the 
ijofrequent repetition of any one kind of sandwich. Some of the aspects 
of sandwich makinig were alike, nevertheless, regardless of the specific 
sandwich filling. The procedure followed in studying the sandwich making 
process varied from that used in studying other work processes since only 
during the first time the process was studied were no variations introduced. 
During the other four periods some experimentation was done by introducing 
variations in the method. The menu was revised two different times at the 
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request of the author in order to have the last two periods of observa­
tion, "but these two periods were not typical of the usual circumstances 
because the nuznber of sandwiches prepared was less. It is not, therefore, 
considered feasible to make definite reconmendations in regard to an im­
proved inethod. Suggestions will be made as a basis for further stiady. 
Original method. Approximately IpOO sandwiches were made the first 
three times of observation; fewer were made the last two periods. The 
sandwiches were left whole. Usually three en^jloyees made sandwiches at 
one time, althou^ occasionally four aigjloyees wouM help with the job. 
Slices of bread were placed on a 17 x 25 inch tray. If sandwich 
bread were lised, 2h slices would fit on the tray; if regular bread were 
used, only 20 slices could be placed. Using a Ko. 20 scoop, the ham 
salad mixture for each sandwich was portioned frcM the pan adjacent to 
the tray on the right, and was placed in the middle of each slice of 
bread. Tae next process was to spread the mixture on each slice of bread. 
Then slices of bread wex^ placed on top to cos^ete each sandwich, and 
a piece of paper was placed on top of the sandwiches. The above processes 
were repeated mxtll there was a total of five layers of sandwiches on a 
tray, 100 or 120 depending on the size of the bread used. Each c<Mi5)leted 
tray of sandwiches was covered with cloths and one or two trays at a time 
were taken to the refrigerator on a movable table. 
Discussion. Based on observations of the sandwich making process 
and preferences indicated by the ai5>loyees, the following were some of 
the procedures or conditions for which iii5>rovement seemed possible: 
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1. Location of equipment. 
Often considemljle time was spent when setting up the work­
place layout to find the scoops aaad spreaders needed. Either 
a ITIBHER scraper, a pie knife, or a short, tMn spatula WELS 
used to spread the filling, d^eijding upon the preference of 
the individual worker, A sandwich spreader vas secured from 
another xinit of the food service for use in some of the ex­
perimentation done, Scxne plan for fixing the location of 
small equipment would appear to be desirable for this work 
process as well as other processes in the kitchen, 
2. Layout. 
Sandwich making opei«.tions were sometimes inhibited because 
the work area was conjeqted with such things as a case of 
canned goods or pans for butter. Sufficient available space 
for best arrangeiaent of the layout is needed, 
3. Transporting boxes of bread. 
If regular one and one fourth pound loaves of bread were used, 
about l66 loaves or nine boxes of bread were used. If one and 
three fourths pound sandwich loaves were used, about 115 loaves 
or ei^t boxes of bread were used, Inidividual boxes of bread 
were occasionally carried from a storage place approximtely 
feet frcan the work area; however, a movable table was some­
times used for this process. By using a movable table all the 
bread needed could be taken to the work area in a few trips 
and could be done by a student worker before beginning the sand­
wich preparation. In order to keep the aisles between the 
work counters clear, two boxes of bread could be placed on the 
work counter and the rentainder of the boxes at the end of the 
counter, 
4. Transferring bread to counter. 
The method used to transfer the bread from the boxes to the 
work counter varied. One determinent was the amount of space 
available at the woriqplace. If the wor3q?lace arrangement were 
such that there was sufficient space, two workers could to­
gether dvm^i an entire box of bread on the table at one time. 
5. Kind of bread. 
If the smaller loaves of bread were used, it was necesseiry 
to tear open bread wrappings more frequently since there were 
not as many slices in these loaves. In addition the slices 
of bread frcsn. the regular loaves were more irregular in shape 
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axd size than the sandwich tread, and consequently more dif­
ficult to spread evenly with the filling. The saMwich "bread 
was also to be preferred because 2k rather than 20 slices 
could be placed on the tray at one time. On one occasion seme 
of the loaves of "bread had "been crushed and as a resijlt the 
slices were irregular in shape. This condition made it more 
difficult to spread the filling. 
6. Opening "bread wrappings. 
To open a "bread wrapping a small piece of the paper was taJsen 
"between the thumb and finger aiid a strip was torn the full 
length of the wrapping. This appeared to toe a very effective 
parocedure, for it was quickly done, no tool had to be grasped 
to perfom the operation, and the wiaprping was opened the full 
length of the loaf, ^en bread was wrapped in wax paper it 
was relatively easy to tear, but on one occasion vhen the bread 
was wrapped in Cellophane it ms much more difficult to tear. 
Wax paper wrappings are to be preferred, 
7» Placing slices of bread. 
The loaves of bread were placed adjacent to the tray on the 
left. Approximately six slices were grasped in the left hand 
at one time, and the left hand held the bread near the position 
at ;^ch it was placed on the tray as the ri^t hand was used 
to place the bread on the tray. The author eicpeilmented with 
grasping several slices of bread in both hands and placing two 
slices at one tiioe. The slices of bread would often stick 
together at the crust, however, so that this aeldiod was not as 
effective as that used by the workers. One ai^loyee stated she 
could save time if she grasped a larger number of slices in her 
left haiid at one time. 
8. Containers for heels of bread. 
The procedure used to dispose of the heels of bread from each 
loaf was to toss them into two pans vfliich were located in front 
of one of the employees "but about six feet away fran the work 
area of the other two. As a result the bread sometimes fell 
outside of the pans, thereby cluttering the work area and 
necessitating picking up the bread when the work area was 
cleared. Pans could be arranged to be closer to each ai^loyee. 
9. Waste paper. 
There were no conteiners for waste paper near tiie workplaces; 
therefore, the work area would sanetimss become cluttered with 
bread papers. By having containers close to the workplaces, the 
papers could be disposed of regularly and thereby eliminate travel 
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to the waste container and also keep the work area in order. 
10. Tearing sheets of paper. 
The sheets of paper xised "between the layers of sandwiches were 
torn from a roll of paper vbldh. was placed at one end of the 
counter on \dilch the sandwiches were made. Althou^ some 
sheets of iffl.per were torn in advance, there were usually not 
enou^ for the entire sandwich making process. During the 
initial observation of one ocaployee in the latter part of the 
over-all work process, a trip was made to the roll of paper 
to tear off each sheet needed. The approximate number of 
sandwiches to be made was known in advance, and a saving in 
time and energy could be achieved by tearing all of the papers 
at one time and then placing them in a location convenient 
to each worker. 
11. Position of tray. 
The trays on \diich the sandwiches wei^ made were placed with 
the width parallel to 1316 edge of the work counter, and the 
sandwich filling was in a pan adjacent and parallel to the 
length of the tray at the ri^t. Consideration was given to 
placing the length of the tray parallel to the edge of the 
counter in order to decrease the length of the reacih during 
the spreadii^ process. When the pan of sandwich filling was 
placed behind the tx^, the process of scooping the filling 
out of the pan was at least 18 inches from the worker; this 
arrangement was not convenient. Vhea the pan of sandwidx 
filling was placed parallel to the width of the trays at the 
ri^t, the lengths of the moves to place the filling on the 
bread were increased. One amployee who WEWS relatively short 
preferred tMs latter arrangement, but the other workers pre­
ferred the original arrangement in ^ 3dch the width of the 
tray was parallel to the wozlc counter, 
12. Itotions to spread filling. 
Some experimentation was done with one employee in regard to the 
motions used for spreading the filling on the bread. As 
indicated previously, the shape of the slice of bread was to 
some extent a detezminent. In the original method, the filling 
was placed in the center of the bread. For one employee the 
two patterns of motion used most frequently to spread the 
filling were methods A and B shown in Figure 13. Another 
method was tiled by placing the filling in the upper half of the 
slice aiad then flattening and spreading with one downward motion, 
method C in Figure 1^. On the basis of the cou^arisons made, 
this latter method did not seem to be consistently qjiicker, and 
the worker and the author agreed that the filling was not spread 
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Methods 
13. Patterns of Motions Used to Spread Sandwich Filling 
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to the edge as neatly as wildi either one of the previous 
techniques. The S-shaped motion;, reconanended in the motion 
picture used in the training program, was also tried, "but -Uie 
eiz^>loyee found in this particular situation it vas necessary 
to hold the spreader in an almost horizontal position, and 
the hand often scraped the filling on the other sandwiches. 
With a different type spreader, other resialts mi^t have "been 
found. 
No definite concliisions were reached regarding the method of placing 
bread on the trays, the "best position of the trays, the technique to use 
to spread the filling, and scane of the other aspects of the work process. 
It would appear on the "tosis of observations made, however, that the points 
discussed above affected the efficiency of the work process. One pressed 
layout of the wor^lace when there are three workers is shown in Figure l4. 
The trays are arranged in two different positions to meet the preferences 
of the workers. • 
.a. 
In relation to the objectives of the present research, the most sig­
nificant aspect of the stvidies made of the sandwich making process was 
the willingness of the en^iloyees to accept changes "ttiat were suggested 
and to experiment with certain jdmses of the work. This cooperation was 
particularly noteworthy in view of the fact that it was the general con­
census of opinion among the workers that their original method was a 
good one. The employee \iho changed the position of "Uae tray did so on 
her own initiative as a direct result of the discussion in one of the 
training classes about the normal and maxiTman working areas. She stated 
that she always thought it would be better to have the length of the 
tray along the edge of the counter, and that now she had a reason for 
changing it even if the other workers preferred the original position. 
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On one occasion "the sathor set up the worlsplacQ before the work process 
was begun. Little comaent vas made to the en^jloyees alsout itj neverthe­
less, the next time many of the feat\ires of the layout set vip "by the 
author were incorporated when the workers airanged the layout. The one 
ea^iloyee with whom the author worked in experimenting on the best motions 
for spreading the filling was willing each time to try any technique 
suggested, and the other workers often tried thoa too even thou^ they 
were not asked to do so. 
In addition, the study of this process exeii5)lified the fact that 
actual on-the-job experimentation is often needed and desirable in develop­
ing ijjisproved saethods. It would also suggest that if the employees have 
saae understanding of the purpose of the tilals, the effect of unsuc­
cessful attaapts do not have an adverse influence on the job iu^irovanent 
process. Further, some on-the-job ejqperimentation provides a situation 
that will encourage suggestions from the €2^>loyees. 
fraasporting equipment and supplies 
Early in this research project the Dietitian told the author it was 
known that the bakeshop area was too small to permit the most efficient 
operation of this unit, and she indicated a desire to ireceive suggestions 
for revision of the present layout and equiisaent to facilitate the work 
processes. 
During the period of the research numerous analyses were made in tMs 
area which revealed opportunities for improving sane work processes. In 
practically every instance the inrprovemeut was dependent on a change in 
the present equipment or its location. Suggestions were given to the 
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Dietitian for possible apfplication la the future. 
An example of one analysis made in the "bakeshop is given. This 
analysis concerned the transporting of equipment and supplies. 
Original method. A layout of the bakeshop is shown in Figure 15. 
Portioning of desserts vras done on the counter top of cabinet A and the 
balier's table B. When all of the dessert was portioned fron a pan, the 
worker at table B would scrape the ransining contents of the pan into the 
garbage can and then place the pan either on the sink counter or on the 
waste can near the sink. The worker portioning desserts at cabinet A 
often followed tlie same procedure, thus necessitating a roxmd trip travel 
distance of approxiinately 28 feet to dispose of the empty pan. During 
the latter part of the period over which observations ^ rere made, a drum 
of shortening was stored at the south end of the baker's table. When 
the drum of shortening was in this location, the empty pans used at 
cabinet A were sometimes stacked on top of the dinim and the scrapings 
from several pans were aagptied into one pan. 
In addition to the above procedure, it was noted that there were 
frequent trips to the pot-washing uxiit outside the bakeshop, fThe distance 
from the bakeshop door to the pot-washing unit was approximately 20 feet. 
In addition to the trips to the pot-washing unit, it was sometimes neces­
sary to bring in or take out additional tarays or other equipment or sup­
plies, and frequently these were carried because an easily operated movable 
table or cart was not readily available. Sometimes the wei^t of the loads 
cazrried would be between 20 and 50 poiinds. 
For exaE5)le, during one two and one half hour period of observation 
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the following trips were made in and out of the "baJceshop. 
Worker No. 1 (Time worldLng in unit 2 hours and 50 minutes) 
1. Towels secured fim latmdry supply at opposite end of kitchen 
2. Miscellaneous pans and eguipnent carried to pot-washing xmit 
5> Two cake pans carried to pot-washing unit 
k. Five calce pans carried to pot-washing unit 
3* Six cake pans cazried to pot-washing unit 
6. Six trays carried fremi salad unit 
7. Five cake pans carried to pot-washing unit 
Worker No. 2 (Time working in xmit 2 hours and 50 minutes) 
1. Opened Ko. 10 cans of plums hro\ight in on a movable table 
2. Clean apron secured from laundry supply at opposite end of 
kitchen 
5. Six trays carried from salad ixoit 
Four caJce pans carried to pot-washing unit 
Worker No. 5 (Time working in unit 2 hours and 20 minutes) 
1. Two cases of opened No. 10 cans of fruit cocktail brou^t 
in on a movable table 
2. Eng)ty banana crate carried to kitchen 
5. Two cases of empty No. 10 cans carried to kitdii^n 
Ij-. Two large pans, two colanders, and some miscellaneovis equip­
ment carried to pot-washing unit 
5. Collar to mixing bowl and whip attachment carried to pot-
washing unit 
6. Six cake pans carried to pot-washing unit 
7. Seven cake pans carried to pot-washing unit 
Worker No. It- (Time working in unit 50 minutes) 
1. Stack of trays brou^t in on a movable table 
The movable tables mentioned above in the description of trips made 
in and out of the bakeshop were stainless steel tables with a top surface 
area of 2k x ^ 6 inches. When in the bakeshop, they were utilized as a 
working space or to hold supplies or equipment beii^g used. Although 
these tables were sturdy in construction, they were not easily maneuverable. 
Discussion. Both of the above desczlbed work processes, the trans­
porting of ezEpty pans within the bakeshop and the transporting of equip­
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ment and supplies 'between the "bakeshop and the kitchen, provided a 
basis for the conclusion that a small, easily moved table stationed at 
the place where the drum of shortening was located could he used to con­
siderable advantage, Eng>ty dessert pans could be stacked on it, and it 
could be xised to transport items to the pot-washing unit and to and from 
the kitchen. Its use would decrease to scane extent the number of trips, 
and the necessity for carrying relatively heavy loads would be eliminated. 
Permission was secured to move the drum of shortening to a nearby loca­
tion in the kitchen, and a small, easily maneuvered table was placed at 
the end of the baker's table.^ 
On certain occasions during the research project a small table had 
been kept in this location at -flie end of the baker's table, but it was 
not always there, and after the drum of shortening was moved into the 
space it was, of course, not possible to have the movable table. 
During the period of observations the author asked the workers in 
the unit regarding the possibility of \ising a movable table or cart to 
transpoirt more of the equipment and supplies. Two factors seemed to be 
related to the current practice: one, the workers had been instructed 
to take Ihe pots and pans to the pot-washing unit as they accimiulated so 
that the work of this unit would not come all at one time, and two, an 
easily manipulated table or cart was usually not available, and it was 
easier and quicker to carry the items than to find a cart. 
One of the small, movable tables in the food service unit was 
secured to be stationed in the bakeshop. During a period of approximately 
"^Fhe shorterdng was iised for pie dough about once a week. 
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three weeks the workers were frequently o"bserved using the siaall table. 
On two occasions at the end of approximately two weeks, however, when the 
author had planned periods of observation in the Tsakeshqp, the table 
was not there. The workers hastened to exnalain that frequently the 
table was removed from the bakeshop for use in other areas. The workers 
apparently would have used tJie table, but it appeared difficult to keep • 
it always available. 
It is believed desirable that a small, movable table be kept avail­
able in the bakeshop. This may be accomplished by specifically labeling 
one of the tables and instructing other vrorkers of this arrangement, or 
by ptirchasing a small cart or table especially for this unit. 
Inspecting and setting up dining rocmi tables 
One full-time en^jloyee was responsible for the care of the east 
dining rocHu, except the floors. The tables were arranged as shown in 
Figure 16. In the center of each table was a napkin holder, sugar shaker, 
salt and p^per shakers, and a vinegar cruet; these will hereafter be re­
ferred to as a centeipiece. It was considered very impojrtant for a satis­
factory appearance of the dining ro<Htt that the itans in the center of 
each table be in alignment with those on the other tables in the same row. 
There were U2 dining rocMH tables; all were rectangular in shape except 
nine round ones. The tables had a l/k x 1/2 inch ledge at the edge. 
The centexpiece and ledge are shown in Figure 17. The process of in­
specting and setting up the dining roaa tables efter each meal consisted 
of washing and drying the tables as needed, inspecting the centerpiece, 
Pig. 16. Arrangement of Tables in Dining Roan 
Fig. 17. Dining Roan Table aiad Centeipiece 
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aM wiping off aiid refilling the it«ns as needed. 
Original method. The eB5>loyee began inspection and set up of the 
tables in the southwest comer of the rocan. A 2^^ x 56 inch cart was used 
to transport the equipaent and supplies needed, but the cart was not easily 
maneuvered. The west row of tables was completed first, then the middle 
row and east row were done alternately as the cart was moved down the 
aisle hetween these two rows. 
The procedure followed was to roll the cart to a position about 3 
or 4 feet from the dining rom table. Taking a washing cloth in one hand 
and a drying cloth in the other, the en5>loyee washed and dried the table. 
For the rectangular tables, the entire width of the table vas wiped frcm 
one side; the table was ^  inches wide, and when reaching across the 
table, the employee ustially stood behind the chairs arranged at the table. 
The total distance from the body position to the opposite side of the 
table was approximately inches, and the worker's hei^t was five feet. 
When washing and drying the round tables whidbi had a diameter of 66 
inches, the worker walked completely aroimd the table. 
The washing motions were not done at i^e same time as the drying, 
but the two operations were usually done with different hands and without 
grasping and releasing the cloths exc^t when the worker stopped to do 
the work related to the centeipiece. The washing was with the right hand 
and the drying with the left. 
The order of work varied considerably. Some times the work related 
to the centerpiece was done dxiring the table washing and drying process, 
and sometimes it was done at the beginning or end. Likewise, the order 
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of work related to the centerpiece varied. One sequence followed, for 
exau^le, was: 
Wipe sugar shaker and place at side 
Wipe napkin holder 
Walk to cart and refill napkin holder. Retimi 
Move salt and pepper shaker and vinegar cruet 
Wash and dry table where centerpiece is to be placed 
Position centezpiece itoas and align with centerpieces on 
tables previously cc»J5)leted. 
If more than ono centerpiece item had to be refilled, freguenti^ separate 
trips to the cart were laade. Often to align the centerpieces with those 
on the other tables that had been coapleted, the worker would stoop in 
order to view the centeipiece at eye level. Occasionally when this was 
done a previous table centerpiece was found to be out of linej then the 
worker would retiom to adjust the location of the centeipiece on that 
table and subsequently those on the intervening tables. The first time 
the work process was observed, this was done two tiiaes, the second period 
of observation three times, and the third period once. Less care was 
taken to position the centerpieces on the middle row of tables because 
the centerpieces could not be viewed at one tisne since coluams obstructed 
the view. 
When the work at one table was completed, the en^jloyee returned to 
the cart. Usually the wash cloth was dropped in a pan of water and 
detergent. After the cart was moved to the next table, the wash cloth 
was wru3ag out for xxse. An additional supply of dry cloths was kept on 
the cart. 
Not infrequently tihere were changes from "Uie general pattern of work 
stated above. Occasionally the trorker vjould: 
Vfalk arouM the table to wipe off the table or to wipe the 
ledge at the edge of the table 
Wipe the upholstery on a chair 
Move a table slightlj'' 
On three occasions when the coiigjlete operation of inspection and 
set up of the dining room tables> using the original method, was observed 
the time varied from 75 lainutes to kQ minutes. Because of the many var­
iables affecting this wori: process, comparison of time using different 
work methods was not practical. 
Sane of these variables included the following: 1. If student em­
ployees who were assigned to duties in the dining 3x>caa had available time, 
they were instructed to wipe off the table; 2, the number of tables which 
was used varied frcaa one meal to the next; 3. the menu influenced the 
extent of soil on the tables; and 4. the assount of time the en^loyee had 
available to do tdie job varied. 
latproved method. The in^jroved method pressed and tried out included 
the following innovations: 
1. The cart was moved as close to each dining room table as 
possible. Since it was not easily maneuvered the route of 
the cart was kept in a strai^t line rather than brought in 
between the tables, 
2, For each table all items to be refilled or r^laced were 
returned to the cart in one trip. 
5. When the eiiployee ccsi^jleted one table, she moved to the next 
teble and washed and wiped the adjacent side of that table 
before returning to the cart. 
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4. A small mark vas painted on the tables to indicate the 
position at which the napkin holder should be located. 
5. A definite sequence of procedure was followed. 
By moving the cajrt closer to the table and by reducing the number 
of trips to the cart, the number of st^s was reduced. In order to wipe 
the tables from two sides instead of one, Idae number of st^s was increased, 
but the length of readies when washing and di^ying the tables was reduced. 
This procedure also enabled a closer inspection of the ledge around the 
edge of the table and, when needed, the ledge could be wiped easily. The 
positioning of the centeipiece was siaiplified placing a mark on the 
tables to indicate the location of the napkin holder. In order for this 
innovation to be effective, it was necessary to be sure the tables were 
in alignment. They xisually were, since the legs of the table were aligned 
according to the blocks of the floor covering, but occasionally the 
worker had to adjust the position of a table sli^tly. By having a defi­
nite sequence of procedure it was expected that the chance for canitting 
some part of the procedure would be lessened and the work would, with 
practice, beccaue more autcsaatic. 
Discussion. Following one period of observation of the original 
method, the author discussed the procedure used with the ea^tloyee. The 
worker mentioned that in order to reach the full width of the table it 
was necessazy for her to stretch. When the in^roved method was stinaiiarized 
a33d presented to the employee by the author, she stated that the sug­
gested procedure of wiping the table from two sides was made as a result 
of the eri^>loyee*s comment. 
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The opinion of tJae worker was secured in regard to most of the 
changes finally included in the improved method. In fact, "before a 
final decision was made to paint the marks on the table, plastic tape 
was placed on one row of tables to get her reaction after she had had an 
opportunity to use it for a period of time. The possibility of using 
simultaneous motions to wash and dry the tables was tried out one time 
but was considered by the worker to be more fatiguing. 
The worker appeared to be willing to adopt the in^roved method al-
thou^ she delayed somewhat in doing so because there was an increased 
amount of work to be done right after the time the improved method was 
suggested, and she did not want to take the time to leam a new method. 
There was some question on her part as to the feasibility of following 
a definite sequence of procedtire. It is recognized by the author that 
some of the variables mentioned before make variations in procedure 
froa one table to the next necessary. 
This was the only work process studied in which the sequence of 
procedure for the improved method was presented to the worker in a typed 
form. Although the proposed procedure was also e^^ilained verbally, it 
is possible that receiving the new procedure in a typed foim may have 
given the in^iression that the new method differed more from the original 
method than it did. In addition the author presented the improved method 
to the worker at a time when she was not actually doing the job. This 
timing may not have been advisable fraa the staMpoint of learning the 
process. 
Unfortunately tiiere was not sufficient time during the study for the 
worker to develop skill in the use of the improved method, for it was 
introduced very near the end of the school year. The en^loyee stated, 
however, that the inrproved method was easier. Probably the most ia^xartajat 
innovation to the worker was simplifying the positioning of the center­
piece. Use of the inrproved method probably wotuld not result in any ap­
preciable decrease in the number of steps or in the time. The use of a 
more easily operated cart would further facilitate the work process, A 
worker who is taller than the aaployee for whom the above process was 
developed may prefer to wipe the tables from one side. 
An Qi5)loyee would need to be carefully instructed if e3g)ected to 
follow the procedures described for the ii^roved method. For exaaarple, 
the use of the uiarks on the tables as a guide to positioning the center­
piece is not obvious unless saae instruction is given. This fact became 
apparent from observing the workers who did this job on the full-time 
worker's day off. 
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OOTCOMES OF THE WORK SIMPLIFICAKON 
TRAINING PBOGiU^M FOOD SSRVICE £21FL0Y£ES 
Intei^jretation of Outcomes of Situation Tests 
One of the "bases for interpreting the effect of the training program 
was the responses made "by the employees to the situation tests. After 
an explanation is made of the scoring procedure, the test scores on a 
group basis are presented eisi interpreted. Further interpretation on the 
"basis of the scores of individuals or su"b-groups of individuals is given. 
Other outcomes presented include changes in methods of work and reactions 
of the eE5>loyees. The presentation of outcomes is conclMed by a dis­
cussion of outccHnes in relation to the ptirposes of the research project; 
this disctission includes a consideration of research methodology and a 
statoaent of hypotheses. 
Procedure for scoring the situation tests 
A score sheet for each test was designed to expedite the scoring 
process and to assure consistency in scoilng. The responses which it was 
believed would be made most frequently were grouped according to type of 
suggestion and were printed on the score sheet with the score allowed 
for the suggestion. The responses made by every individual, to 
each of the four situations tests were administered,were scored using sep­
arate copies of the score sheets. When one of these responses appearing 
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on the score sheet was made, the score for the response was circled. If 
a suggestion hy an individual were made that was not included among those 
on the score sheet, it was written in a blank space and assigned a scoi^. 
A separate record was kept of such suggestions to assxire consistency in 
the assigning of scores to the additional suggestions. 
The "bases for scoring the responses of each individtial were as 
follows: 
1. Responses which indicated application of work siiaplification 
generalizations were assigned a score on the score sheet. The 
generalizations applied mi^t "be those presented in the train­
ing program or otiiei's. A respoxtse was considered to make 
application of a work sin^lification generalization if the 
suggestion could result in a saving of time and/or enei-gy. 
2. The largest scores were given for those suggestion which, 
linquestionably afforded the greatest savings in time and/or 
energy. For exai35>le, the following were scores assigned to 
responses made to situation test I, serving soup; 
Scores Suggestions 
Use larger ladle for ladling the soup 
5 Use left band to pass the howl to the person 
2 Hold bowl to the left, not directly in front 
2 Do not release handle between ladling pi-ocess 
5. A suggestion was not rejected because the person making the re­
sponse did not know some requirement of the work process. For 
example, if a person suggested a method which would simplify 
the pjTocess of eyeing potatoes "but vhich would result in 
the potatoes turning dark when standing, credit was given 
for the method suggested. 
The same procedure was used for scoring the responses of the stMent 
group and the food service en^loyees. 
Many specific decisions in regard, to the scoring procedure had to he 
made in order to assure that every test would he scored on the same basis 
Leniency was a policy. If alternative suggestions were given for a par­
ticular process, credit was given for each suggestion even though they 
might be similar. There were instances, howefver, on two of the score 
sheets when a taaximan limit was placed on the number of alternative spe­
cific suggestions that could be made about one phase of a process. This 
was done in order to avoid having very minute changes in regard to one 
process affect the total score out of proportion to its contribution to 
the total p]«3cess. Credit was allowed for a general suggestion and also 
if a specific application of the general suggestion were given. An ex-
aH5)le of a general suggestion for test I was to have the supply of bowls 
within easy reach. An exaaqple of a specific suggestion in regard to the 
same point was to have the bowls in a Lowerator to the left of the worker 
If an inefficient process were cited but the response did not include 
or infer a possible means for in^jrovement, only half of the score was 
given that would have been received had a suggestion been made to coirect 
the process. Likewise, only half credit was given for a suggestion if 
it were not fully enough developed to indicate to the jvuiges that the 
worker had a clear understanding of the idea. The number of sviggestions 
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of laerit were not s^lated to work slus^iXification ii^re talmXated at 
the bottom of the Bcore isbeet, but no sco3:*e vas assigned for tJiiese. If 
a response loade vere not pertinent or had no merits it vas circled on 
the original record of i^e responses of en iniividiia].^ but no record ym 
vsade of it on the score sheet. 
IThe general procedure described above was followed for assigning 
scores^ but individual judgaeats were often necessary for evaluating a 
particular response. The scorizig was done by the au-Uwr^ and a s^i^le 
of responses was check@l by another Judge. 'lOie scoring by the second 
Jwige was in agreement with that dons by the author. Considerable care 
isas taken to assure consistency. For exas^e, before the responses 
vere scored ^ en tests Z and II were used as a re-test^ the previous 
scoring of these tests was cooq^etely reviewed. 
Interpretation of tests» grotqg basis 
A description of the tests and their adiainistration to the workers 
and students has been given in an earlier section. A brief suiosary is 
included here for reference. She subjects of the situation tests were: 
Tests Subjects 
I Serving soup at a cafeteria, counter 
II MaMng sandwiches 
III Syeing potatoes 
IV Setting up tx%ys in the £Loor kitchen of a hospital 
The student groiq> responded to the four situation tests without emy train­
ing intervening between the tests, ^e sequence of activities related to 
the program for the workers is shown below with the time interval for 
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each. activity; 
Time interval Activity 
Four days Pre-test (testsi and U) 
Three weeks and Genearal ©"bservation and analysis of original 
foiir days methods of work 
Three weeks and 
one day Seven work simplification classes 
Four weeks Development and installation of imcproved methods 
for ei^t work processes 
Three days Post-test (tests HI and IV) 
One week Continuation of development and installation of 
in^roved methods 
Twelve weeks No contacts with employees 
Three days Re-test (tests I and H) 
There was a period of approximately 11 weeks intervening "between the ad­
ministration of the pre-test and the post-test to the eiig>loyees, and there 
were approximately 25 weeks between the time when tests I and II were 
given as a pre-test and as a re-test. 
Test scores. The objective in administering the situation tests to 
the employees was to provide one basis for determining whether the workers 
were better able to make application of work sia^ilification generalizations 
after the training program than they were before. The ability to make 
application of the generalizations was considered as evidence of under­
standing. 
A paper-and-pencil test was not appropriate as an evaluation tech­
nique for the food service employees because they varied greatly in their 
ability to e:q>ress themselves in writing. In developing the situation 
tests an attempt was made to eliminate the effect of this variable by use 
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of oral responses recorded by the author. No record was found in the 
literature of a test like those developed for use in this study. They 
were in scxae respects like a short answer test of ability to apply gen­
eralizations {3} 58)# and in other respects like an essay test. They 
varied from the us^^al types of problem solving tests, however, in that 
a motion picture was used to present the situation, and the responses of 
the workers were inade verbally. The workers were not asked to give 
reasons for their suggestions. The assuniption was made that giving a 
suggestion indicated some degree of understanding of a particular gen­
eralization. 
The test scores of the 50 students and those of the food service 
workers are shown in Tables 15 axid l6 in Appendix C. Scores for 26 
workers are showni however, all analyses of the workers' scores as a 
group are based on the scores of tha first 23 ecrployees. Workers No. 2k, 
25, and 26 did not attend the training classes. Worker No. 26 did not 
take tests III and IV. 
It is important to oi^hasize that the raw scores or mean scores for 
the various tests are not an index of the relative difficulty of the 
tests. That is, the fact that the mean scores for test I were lower than 
the mean scores for test II does not indicate that test I was more dif­
ficult. It mi^t be as difficult to secure a score of ll^ on one test as 
to secure a score of 18 on ajaother test. Hor wo\dji percentage scores for 
the different tests, based on the relation between the responses given 
and all possible responses, indicate relative difficxilty. For exaii5>le, 
8o per cent of the responses for one test may be above a certain level 
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of difficulty, whereas on the other test only 70 per cent of the responses 
may he above the same level of difficulty. Raw scores and percentage 
scores might "be used to ccmqoare perfoimance of individuals on a given 
test, however. In addition, if the relative difficulty of the different 
tests were Imown, raw scores and percentage scores might he adjusted so 
as to reflect differences in acccc^lishment among tests. 
When the present stiuSy was designed, it was believed that the test 
scores of the student gixiup could be used for determining the relative 
difficulty of the tests. After further consideiation was given to the 
problecij, the use of the student group as a basis for equating -ttie tests 
was questioned because of the aaall nusiber of students and because it 
was doubtful Aether one could aissume that the relative difficulty of ahe 
tests would be the same for the student group as for the employees. As 
a result, tests I aiid II were administered as a re-test approximate]^ six 
months after they had been given originally to provide one basis for de­
termining the effectiveness of the training program. 
If -aie assua5>tion is made, however, that these tests are similarly 
difficult for the students and the employees, some interpretation of the 
worker's scores may be Esade in relation to the scores of the students. 
A description has been given in an earlier section of how the stu­
dents were divided into two groups on the basis of previous instruction 
in work sin^lification. Half of the students, group A, took tests I and 
II first and III and IV last, vfliile the other half of the students, 
group B, took III and IV first and I and II last. Shis pirocedure was 
followed in an attaint to eliminate the effect of sequence in which tests 
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were taken on the scores for any one test. CoDipa]rf.son of the mean scores, 
shown in Table 9, sijggests that these students tended to do better on the 
two tests which were administered to them first although this difference 
laay have "been due to factors other than order in \^ch the tests were 
taken. For group A, the mean scores for tests I and H exceeded the means 
for the total group. For grov© B, the mean scores for test III exceeded 
•ttie mean for the total group, and the mean score for test IV closely 
Table 9. Mean test scores for stvidents classified according to group 
"Total Total Total 
group Test I Test II I-II Test ZH Test IV IH-IV I-n-III~IV 
A 16.00* 20.2-^ 36.27 lU.55 17.20 51.53 67.80 
B 15.67 17.60 31.27 15.53* 17.15* 52.67 65.95 
A and B 1^ .^35 13.95 55.77 1^ .95 17.17 52.10 65.87 
•Scores for tests taken first. 
approximated -Uie mean for the total group. The results of an analysis of 
the total scores for tests I and II and the total scores for tests III 
aM IV for the two giroups provided additional evidence to suggest that 
the order in which the tests were taken did make a difference in the 
test scores. On the basis of the sum of scores for all four tests, 
however, the variation between groups was almost identical to the varia­
tion among individuals (Analysis of Variance A in Appendix C). 
Scores of individaals on two tests were summed. 
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The reliability and validity of the tests were not determined, but 
correlations between the test scores of the students for the various tests 
were obtained and are listed below; 
Tests Correlations 
I and II 
I and m .097 
I and IV .0^5 
n and III O05 
II and IV .181 
in and IV .592 
There were significant correlations only between tests I and II and 
between IH and IV. Shis fact suggests that tests III and IV did not 
measure the same thing as test I and II. If familiarity with the work 
process depicted in the situation tests affected the extent to which the 
students could recognize ways of simplifying the process another inter­
pretation is possible. That is, the students were alike in their familiar­
ity with the situations portrayed in tests I and II and in HI and IVj 
their faailiarity with the situations portray^ in tests I and III, I aad 
IV, or U and HI was not as ccarparable. This latter interpretation has 
scane basis, since work processes similar to those d^icted in tests I 
and H could have been observed or experienced in the quantity food prep­
aration class by all of the students except the foiir vho had not had this 
course. Conversely, stiidents who had had quantity food service experience 
in addition to the quantity food pr^aration course may have been more 
Significant at the five per cent level. 
familiar with the work processes depicted in tests III and IV. It vas 
ksoun that Boms of the stiidents had had e:{perience in other institution 
food service units. 
In Table 10 is shown the estimated possible maxirmffn score for each 
of the four tests, the mean scores for the students and for the e335)loyees 
with the range and standard deviation of these scores, The mean scores 
are likewise depicted in the bar chart shown in Pig\ire 18. 
Table 10. Estimated mximiTO test scores, and xsean scores of 
the students and employees with range and standard 
deviation of scores 
Scores Test I Test H Test HI Test IV Test I Test U 
Estimated maximum 55. 72. 50. 7i^. 
Students - Mean lJ^.85 18.95 11^.95 17.17 
Range 7-21 12-28 8-22 9-30 
Standaord 
deviation 3.81 4.58 3.13 k.76 
En^loyees- Mean 7.96 12.55 11.87 10.39 13.61 16.65 
Bange 2-19 2-26 h-2k 2-22 7-19 5-3^^ 
Standard 
deviation 5.10 6.81 k,7h 5.07 
(Pre-test) (Post-test) (Re-test) 
The fact that the hi^est scores of neither the students nor the 
workers approa<^ed the estimated laaxinnint scores, indicates that the tests 
were sufficiently difficult to measure the ugper level of the individuals' 
ability. The fact that on tests I, H, and IV one or two of the workers 
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received scores of two siiggests that these tests taay have Taeen too dif­
ficult to measure the lower limits of ability adequately. 
By reference to Table 10 and Figure 18 it will he noted that the 
workers' mean score was hi^er for test III -Khan for test IV, whereas 
the students made a hi^er mean score for test IV. IThis relationship 
suggests the question of the extent to which familiarity with the TOrk 
process affected the workers' ability to make suggestions for simplifying 
the work processes. Most of the stxidents were pTObably equally familiar 
or unfamiliar with the two processes. Itost of the workers were, however, 
very f&miliar with the work process in test IH, ^ eing potatoes, but 
were unfamiliar with the work process in test IV, setting up trays in 
the floor kitchen of a hospital. In fact, they probably had more fre­
quent direct contact with the work process in test IH than those in 
either tests I or II, Eyeing potatoes was done in the kitchen every day. 
Serving soup, test I, and making sandwiches, test II, were only done 
periodically, and tiiere was in general less opportunity to have par­
ticipated in or obsearved these work processes. One mi^t even attjdbute 
the higher mean score, in relation to the students' mean score, to the 
fact "ttiat eyeing potatoes may have been a more familiar process to the 
workers than sez-ving soup. 
As mi^t be expected, for each test the standard deviation for the 
workers' scores was greater than for the students. The g3X>up of employees 
was less homogeneous than the student group in reject to age, past ex­
perience, educational level, and sex. Doubtless an in^jortant factor in 
the hcanogeneity of the student group was that most of them had had the 
same courses during the previous seven quarters of college work. Seven 
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of idae 25 workers were men, whereas 29 of the 30 stiuients were women. 
When the workers were making responses to the tests, it was obvious 
that they often reacted in terms of their past associations. The sug­
gestions given "by them for changing the work processes were frequently 
based directly on the way the worker bad done the process or had observed 
it being done. For exaii5>le, after observing the processes of serving 
soup and making sandwiches, a worker suggested the use of a conveyor 
belt for both purposes. Other suggestions he made, too, seemed to be 
related to the eagperiences he had had or observed when working in a 
canning factory and a dairy, Recognition of the fact that past associa­
tions seemed to have a direct bearing on the responses made, raises 1die 
question as to whether the tests did measxire ability to apply general­
izations. It mi^t have been a measure of ability to transfer a method 
to a different process without an awareness of the generalization. 
In order for an analysis of variance between scores on different 
tests to have meaning it would be necessarj' for the scores to be equated 
as to difficulty. The data collected do not provide a basis for waifiwg 
conclusions in regard to the relative difficulty of these tests. Pro-
ceaiing on the assun^tion, however, that tests I and II together were 
reasonably coo5)arable in difficulty to tests HI and IV together, it was 
found that there was not a significant difference between the total pre­
test scores and the total post-test scores of the workers. One might 
conclude that no gain res\ilted from the training program. There was, 
however, a highly significant difference between the pre-test and the re-
test scores, and there was also a highly significant difference between 
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the post-test scores and the re-test scores (Analysis of Variance B, C, 
and D in Apopendix C). In ooth instances the re-test scores were greater. 
Possible exgplanations of these results are confoxinded, "but one 
inteiparetation mi^t be that the post-test, tests III and IV, were actxial-
ly more difficult than the pre-test, tests I and II, rather than being 
comparable in difficulty as tentatively assumed above. The hypothesis 
that tests III and IV together were more difficult for this group than 
I acd II is scsaeidiat in accord with the interpretations made of the coz^ 
relations between tests based on the students' scores. 
In order to acc^t the significantly hi^er level of the re-test 
scores over the pre-test scores as being due to the training program, 
one must believe that the gain was not due to the fact that tests I and 
II were being administered for the second time. Approximately a six-months 
period elapsed between the aduslnistjation of the pre-test and the re-test, 
and the workers had not been informed during this period of possible a:^-
sponses to these tests. Shortly after the pre-test was given, there may 
in a few instances have been some discussion among the workers of possible 
suggestions for sJjigjlifying tJie work processes, but the workers did not 
know before the administration of the re-test that the tests they had com­
pleted were to be repeated. It would seem reasonable to believe, there­
fore, that the increase in scores was due, in part at least, to the t3ra.in-
ing program. 
Another possible basis for determining \Axether the workers benefited 
frcmx the training pixsgram is to coii5>are the differences between the total 
scores for tests I and II and the total scores for tests HI and IV of 
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workers with the corresponding differences for the stMents. Such a com­
parison is based on the assumption that the tests were equally difficult 
for the workers and students. These differences are shown in Table I7 
in Appendix C. The mean difference between the scores was -I.67 for the 
students and I.96 for the workers. That is, the total scores of the 
students on tests III and IV cosabined were on the average I.67 less than 
the total scores for tests I and IIj the total scores of the workers were 
1,96 higher. The variance of the differences for the students was 73.68 
and for the workers 91.04. The variances were assumed to be con^iarable 
and were pooled to make a t-test. The difference between the means was 
not found to be significant. This comparison did not, therefore, provide 
evidence that the workers benefited by the training program. 
Age, ejsierience rating, verbalization ranking, educational level, 
and sex. Cco^jarisons were made between the age, e^qierience rating, ver­
balization ranking, education level, and sex of the employees amd their 
total pre-test scores and also with their total post-test scores. The 
age of the workers was determined from the personnel records. Information 
about work experience and education was secured durin^g the first indi­
vidual conference with each worker. The age, experience rating, verbaliza­
tion rankings, and education ratings for each en^loyee are given in Table 
IS in Appendix C. 
Since work singjlification is essentially a problem solving process, 
it was conjectured that workers \ilao had had the most e2q>erience in maMng 
decisions, planning their work, and supervising the work of others should 
evidence the greatest ability in recognizing ways of simplifying work. 
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An experience rating was calculated on the basis of the type and 
number of Jobs held and the length of time in each job. Jobs were rated 
according to the following classification. 
Rating Esgterience 
1 Work very routine requiring practically no planning 
by worker. No decisions necessary except specific 
method for performing own aamal work. Never re­
sponsible for supervising the work of others. 
2 Partially responsible for planning own work. Making 
decisions a minor part of work. May supervise the 
work of one or more people. 
5 Rei^nsible for planning own work. Making decisions 
an inqportant part of work. May supervise the work 
of one or more people. 
For exaa^le, the job of farmer, when it included full responsibility for 
management of the farm, was given a rating of three; likewise, the job 
of honemaker, \^en it incliided full responsibility for manageaent of 1die 
home, was given a three rating. An exas^le of a job that was given a 
rating of one was janitor. 
Only jobs held for a year or more were considered. If a job had been 
held l-lf years the rating was multiplied by one, 5-1^ years it was multi­
plied by two, and if held 15 or taore years the rating was multiplied by 
three. Thus, by analysis of a worker's experience a total experience 
rating was derived. Such an analysis obviously was very rough, but there 
was interest in determining if there were any evidence of a possible re­
lation between past experience and ability to make application of work 
simplification generalizations. 
During the administration of the situation tests, the question of 
whether or not workers yiho verbalized most freely and easily were at an 
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advantage in taJting the tests. In order to have some evidence in this 
regard, the author, the Dietitian;, and a supervisor aranked the employees 
in relation to verbalization. This terra «as used as meaning "the amount 
vdiich a vorker talks." The vorker considered to be most verbal was given 
a ranking of one. The three judges' estimates of rank of verbalization 
were not significantly different (Analysis of Variance E in Appendix C)j 
hence, the sm of the rankings was used as a basis for conqoarison with 
the total pre-test and total post-test scores. 
Correlations between test scores and age, experience ratings, and 
verbalization rankings are shown in Table 11. Hone of the correlations 
was significant. Since there were only 25 in the gixmp, a correlation 
Table 11. Correlations between test scores and age, experience 
ratings, and verbalisation rankings 
E2{perience Verbalization 
Scores Age ratings irankings 
Total pre-test 1 .
 H
 
.196 -.119 
Total post-test -.580 .127 -.124 
would have to have been .Uo4 to be significant at the five per cent level. 
The correlation between the total post-test scores and age had a negative 
value which approached this level of significance. The correlation between 
the total pre-test scores and age was likewise negative. The fact that 
they vere both negative suggests that the older workers tended to be less 
able to make application of work simplification generalizations than the 
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ycmnger workers if the tests were valid measures of this ability. The 
correlations for experience ratings and. verbalization rankings were so 
low that there is no evidence of a relationship with test scores. 
The fact that there were not significant correlations between test 
scores and age, experience ratings, and verbalization rankings gives 
some substantiation to the assumption that the relative difficulty of 
the tests was similar for the students and the workers. 
The educational level of each worker was rat«i according to the fol­
lowing classification: 
Rating Education 
1 Catpleted any grade, one throu^ eighty or equivalent 
education 
2 Con5>leted any grade, nine through twelve, or 
equivalent education 
5 Completed schooling above the twelfth grade, or 
equivalent education 
In Table 12 the mesm pre-test and post-test scores are given for male 
and female workers of different educational levels. The female workers 
made hi^er scores than the male workers in both the pre-test and post-
test. All the 4ohs rajairiag "Uie greatest ability and skill were held 
by women workers. One mi^t espect that workers who could perfoim the 
jobs requiring the hi^er degree of ability and skill would excel in a 
test of this type over the workers who were employed for Jobs requiring 
less skill. 
The mean scores of the twelve workers with an education rating of 
one was sli^tly lower than the mean scores of the nine workers with an 
education rating of two, but six of the male workers were included in 
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the fisrst classification. There were only two workers, "both women, who 
had an education rating of three. The mean scores for these tvo woi'kers 
were not as hi^ as for women workers who had an education rating of two 
or one. Other factors than formal education wuld appear to have af­
fected the scores. The number of workers was small, and the range of 
scores •sd.thin a classification was largej there is not sufficient evi­
dence to draw any conclusion in regard to the relationship "between edu­
cation rating and test scores. 
Table 12, Mean pre-test and post-test scores, classified 
according to sex and education rating 
Education Ifumber of Mean pre-test Mean post-test 
Sex rating employees score score 
M l  6  1 1 . 0  1 5 . 8  
P 6 24.0 26.8 
Total 12 17.5 21.5 
M 2 1 IT.O 10.0 
F 8 2k,9 26.1 
Total 9 2k.O 2J+.5 
M 3 0 
F 2 20.5 18.5 
Interpretation of tests, individuals or suh-groups of individuals 
Some interpretations of outcomes can be made on the basis of indi­
viduals or sub-groups of individuals. Except for one paragraph con­
cerning the workers who did not attend the training classes, the fol­
lowing interpretations are made in i^gard to individuals or sub-groups 
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among the 25 workers who attended the training classes. 
Employees \riio participated in or had direct contact vitfa work 
process studies. One may question whether the 13 workers, who par­
ticipated in or had direct contact with the eight studies of work 
processes conducted in the kitchen and dining room, made hi^er test 
scores than the workers who were not concemed with these studies. 
These workers will "be referred to as the participation group, emd the 
remaining 10 workers as the non-participation group. The mean test 
scores for the participation and the non-participation groups are shown 
in Tahle 13. 
Tahle 13, Mean test scores for the participation and non-paxticipation 
groiqjs of Qi5)loyees 
Pre-test Post-test Re-test 
Kuaiber of Test Test Test Test Test Test 
Group eiig)loyees I H in IV 1 II 
Participation 13 8.62 lli-.69 U.7T 12.U6 13.77 I9.23 
Kon-participation 10 7*10 9«30 8.10 7»70 13»^ 13.30 
Total workers 23 7,96 12.35 II.87 10.39 13.61 I6.65 
The participation group's mean scores were higher than the non-
participation group's mean scores for each test. The differences between 
the means for each test were as follows: 
Pre-test Post-test Re-test 
Test I 1.52 Test IH 6.67 Test I .37 
Test n 5.39 Test IV If.76 Test II 5.95 
It should be realized that the participation group included all of the 
15 main kitchen cooks except one, whereas the non-participation group in­
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cluded the seven male workers who held the jobs demanding relatively 
little skill. This fact rather than participation in -ttie work process 
studies may account for the appreciable difference between the mean scores 
of the two groups. A canparison of the scores for the pre-test, given 
before any of the work process st^ldies had been initiated, substantiates 
this inteipretation. Because of the differences between the two groups 
other than the fact that •tiiey did or did not participate in work p2X>cess 
studies, it is not possible on the basis of this comparison to substantiate 
emy statement in regard to the effect of particii^tion on the perfoimnce 
of the workers on the tests. 
During the work singplification classes and work process studies, a 
record was k^t of comments and siiggestions made by the en^loyees. When 
the ccaments and suggestions made by the two groups were compared, it was 
evident that there were very few coBsnents made by the non-participation 
group, whereas many of the participating gixnip made several suggestions. 
Here again, however, the possible reasons axe confounded. One could cer­
tainly not conclude that this difference was due to participation. Rea­
sons noted in the previous paragrax^ in regard to the test scores of 
these groups may apply here. Other contributing factojre may include the 
following: First, sane of the workers in the participating group who 
made the most suggestions were \isually in one of l^e classes in which 
there were only a few workers, and as previously noted, there were often 
more contributions frm the workers in the smaller classes. Second, most 
of the examples used in the classes were directly related to production 
and service of food which was the work, to some extent, of all of the 
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participation group, "(diereas seven of the non-participating group worked 
&s a pot vasher, dish washer, or porter. Third, the author had more out-
of-class contacts with the participating group; hence there was more 
opportunity for her to receive suggestions informally. 
Employees* familiarity with content of tests. One may ask vdiether 
employees who were very familiar with the work process depicted in a given 
situation test did relatively tetter on that test than on other tests or 
"better than other workers on the same test, iii5)loyees No. 17^ aad I9 
often made sandwiches in ojiantity, the work process shown in test II. 
It is interesting to note in Table lU that two of the workers' scores for 
Table llf. Test scores of three employees familiar with the work process 
in test II 
Employees* Pre-test Post-test Re< •test 
number Test I Test n Test HI Test IV Test I Test II 
5 10 9* 16 16 Ik 3^ 
17 6* 11* 15 17 17 19 
19 6* 13 16 10* 15 17 
Mean for 25 
eiz^loyees 7.96 12.35 11.87 10.59 15.61 16.65 
•Below the mean 
test II, when taken as a pre-test, were below -Uie mjeaa for the total group, 
and the other score was only sli^tly above the mean. The scores for the 
23 workers varied from 2 to 26. All three of the scores for test II on 
the re-test exceeded the mean, althou^ two were only slightly above. 
It will be recalled that one of the exaarples in the training class and 
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one of the work processes studied was that of sandwich making, which was 
the job depicted in test H. These workers had participated in tois study, 
and worker No. 5 was unusiially enthxxsiastic ahout some of the changes 
introduced diiring the process of the study, la fact, after one of the 
classes she initiated one of the changes in the work process. She made 
the hi^est score in the grxaup when test II was given as a re-test. Her 
gain of 25 was the greatest gain made "by any worker "between a test on the 
pre-test and the same test on the re-test. One reason for her enthusiasm 
was the fact that seme of the recommendations made in the classes siib-
stantiated her preconceived ideas a"bout the work process. 
Employee Ko, 2 was responsible for the job d^icted in test HI, 
eyeing potatoes, and she made her hi^est score on this test. Her scores 
on the tests were as follows: 
Test 
Employee* s 
score 
Mean 
score 
Pre-test I If 7.96 
II 7 12.55 
Post-test in 16 11,37 
IV 9 10,59 
Re-test I 15 15.61 
n 9 16.65 
On all other tests except III worker No, 2 had scores below the mean. 
This was 3rather surprising, for she excelled in making siiggestions of 
merit both in the classes and in the kitchen. She seemed to be very 
interested in in^roving her methods of work in any way she could. 
Workers Ho. 17^ aixi 19, whose scores are shown in Table ll^, 
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sometimes perfoimed the joh presented in test III. Their scores on test 
III exceeded the mean and were con^jai^'ble to tb.e score made by worker 
No. 2. Two workers imde scores hi^er on test III than any of the four 
workers x«ho performed the job depicted in the test. 
These particular cases are not in accoid regax^ding whether or not 
close familiarity with a task is an advantage or disadvantage to seeing 
ways in which a task may be simplified. Perhaps a worker can make nrare 
suggestions if techniques observed vaiy from those which she has ex­
perienced, It may be that the habits of work established may inhibit 
thinking of alternative methods. The increasai score of worker Ko. 5 
for test II does suggest, however, that a worker may leaim a great deal 
when application of generalizations are made to a situation in wh3.ch she 
is actually concerned. 
liteployees in relation to total distribution of scores. An analysis 
was made to determine which workers made the highest total scores when 
their six test scores were coaiibined. Following is a distribution of the 
total scores of the 25 workers: 
Classification 
of scores 
Number of 
ggployees 
100 - 109 
90 - 99 
8 0 - 8 9  
70 - 79 
6 0 - 6 9  
5 
5 
2 
5 
50 - 59 
liO - !f9 
50 - 39 
5 
k 
1 
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The distriTDution is bincraial ic. character. Of the Qualities studied, 
the one vhich was coraaon to the three esaployees, Ko, 1^, 8, and 18^ who 
had the three highest totsJ. scores, was their verbalization rankings, 
19, 9, and l6. (The limits of the racge of con^josite verbalization 
rankings for all 25 wrkers was 5 throij^^ 70. The one considered least 
verbal had a ranking of 70.) The wcaaen workers in the lowest th3?ee 
classifications. No. 10, 3i and 2, had ccanposite verbalization rankir^s 
of ifl, 58, and kh respectively. The sliill required was approxiinatelj' 
ccas^ parable for the jobs held by these three workers aoi the three ^.-ho 
had the highest scores. 
Even though there was not a significant correlation between the 
verbsJLization rankings and the test scores, as shown in an earlier sec­
tion, the consideration of these paxticuleu: cases suggests the pos­
sibility of soae i-elationship that may need further investi^tion in tiie 
future. 
The three women cited in iiie first classifications of scores and 
also the three in the i5iree lowest classifications had participated in 
or had contact with the work process studies. Two of these workers, 
Ho. 18 in the first classification and No. 2 in the sixth classification, 
were among the four workers judged by the author to make the gareatest 
contributions to group discussions in the training classes. 
Eisployees* attitude. The attitude of the workers at the time they 
took the tests was believed to have affected the responses they made, 
Ea^iloyee No. vas the only worker vho apparently objected to taking the 
pre-test. His scores on this test were relatively low, four and seven. 
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He seemed to be ecme^itoat uncooperative -when talcing the post-testj his 
scores were likewise low for this test, four aod six. He was much more 
cooperative \&en taking the re-test, and the increases in scores over 
his previous scores for the same tests were 11 and 5. Workers Ho. 9 and 
13 were disgruntled during the administration of the post-test, and their 
attitudes may have had an adverse affect on the scores of their tests. 
Observation of these two workers in other sitxiations iodicatai that 
the negative attitudes e^qpressed were not peculiar to the test situation. 
Employees who did not attend training classes. There were three 
workers to whan some or aU of the tests were administered, but TI^O did 
not attend the classes. Personal data were secured for two of these 
workers. Worker No. 2h was a college graduate and had had considerable 
work experience, parfcicxilarly in the work process depicted in test II, 
His score on all tests exceeded the mean of the entire group, and for 
test II, when given as a pre-test, and test IV exceeded those of axiy 
other worker. When tests I and H were administered as a re-test, he 
increased his score for test I by six points but made no increase in his 
score for test II. When workeisKo. 25 and 26 took test I for the second 
time, worker No. 25 increased her score by one point, but worker No. 26 
made the same score. When test II was taken for the second time, workers 
No. 25 and 26 had a lower score than previously, five and three points 
lower respectively. The m^ai gains for tests I and H \&en taken by 
the group of workers \idio had attended the training classes were 5.6 and 
U.5 respectively. In general these three workers did not appear to do 
as well on the re-test as the workers who attended the work sin^jlificali on 
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classes J this would give scsae additional evidence to suggest that the 
workers benefited from the classes. 
Changes in Methods of VJork 
The ei^t work process studies indicated that some progress was made 
in iii5)roving work methods dui-ing the work simplification program. De­
scriptions of these studies were given in an earlier section. Workers' 
suggestions, whenever practical, were incorporated into the ingsroved 
methods developed. For scaae work processes the in^jroved method resulted 
in a decrease in labor timej in many instances, however, the Tna.i-n 
achievement of the in5)roved method was to make the work easier for the 
worker. Three of the studies did not restilt in is^roved methods being 
effectuated, "but suggestions were made of possible ws^s for ii!5)roving 
the methods used. 
In instances where the improved method resulted in a decrease in 
labor time, tiie labor cost could be decreased for 1die particular work 
process. It mast be remembered, however, that the decrease in the work 
time for one operation does aaot result in a decrease in actual labor 
cost unless the paid labor time is decreased or unless a gimter volume 
of work is achieved wilii the same labor. 
In the present research attention was paid particularly to the 
classes of changes^ which workers could make to inqprove methods of work 
that are deteimined by them. Although several of the work process 
stTJdies made vere chiefly concerned with changes in hand and body motions, 
^See Mundel's classification of changes on page 52. 
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the results of observations en^jhasized some of the major detexroinents of 
the efficiency of the total opearationj, namely: the individual menu items, 
the cc«nbination of menu items, the over-all organization of "Uie work, the 
scheduling of the workers, the provision of foods and supplies in adequate 
amounts and at the times needed, the provision of the best quality of a 
food in relation to a particular use, the provision and location of large 
a33d small equipment, and the layout of individual vorKplaces and the 
entire food service unit. One exaniple of the importance of eqaijaaent 
and layout of the work area was provided by the study made of machine 
peeling and haM finishing potatoes. This study, likewise, exeii^lified 
the effect of quality or kind of food. It is believed that major iii5)rove-
ments could be made in this process by changing the physical facilities 
and the type of potatoes xised. Anoldier exaB^>le observed was the disrup­
tion of work activities in instances when the foods to be used in the 
preparation of a meal were not available at the time needed. 
Some work sin^jlification programs for esnployees in mass production 
repetitive industry include consideration of all classes of changes and 
sosie type of formal suggestion system. A notable example of such a pro­
gram is that in effect at the Maytag Con^jany (57) • A con^rehensive pro­
gram of this type mi^t be developed for food service employees j the 
approach, however, would probably be somewhat different than that iised 
in a r^titive industry. 
The anticipated follow-up of the work siiig)lification training program 
for workers, as exen5)lified in the present research, is that there will 
be a continuing program of work siu^ificatlon and that the person re­
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sponsible for methods ii^rovement will work •^•rith the individ-ual workers 
in luaMng any changes which affect their -work. It should he remembered 
th8.t the primary objective of work si3i5)lification training for workers 
is not to develop skill in is^roving methods, but rather to p3Xivide an 
understanding and develop attitiides which will facilitate the •proeeBs 
of methods improvement. 
Reactions of Eli5)loyees 
The workers vho were affected by the work process stxidies gave ex­
cellent cooperation to the author duilng the periods that the work methods 
were being analyzed and iagjroved methods developed. In addition^, the 
workers viho were asked to adopt new work methods, reconaaended as a resvilt 
of these studies, were observed using the methods during the latter part 
of the research project. Individual instances are described in aa 
earlier section. It would be valuable to determine to what extent these 
methods continued to be used after the conclusion of the project. 
On the basis of the data obtained, it is not known to what extent 
the cooperation extended by the workers was a result of the work sin^jli-
fication classes and procedures used during the training program. In the 
opinion of the author, good morale existed among the workers, and the 
workers were, in general, capable and conscientious. They appeared to 
have considerable pride in their work, lojalty to the institution, and 
respect for the supervisory staff and top management. 
These opinions in regjard to the group of 25 workers were corroborated 
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by the five supervisors' ratings of the vorkers. Twenty vrorkers were 
rated as 'beiag pleasant, cooperative, and dependable. Most of the super­
visors indicated the qjoantity and quality of "ciie work done by all but 
three of the workers as satisfactory. Only one worker was known to be 
dissatisfied ixi hei* work. Only four of the 23 vere considered not suffi­
ciently ingenious to meet emergencies; conversely, many of the other 
workers not only were able to meet emergencies, but often made good sug­
gestions for iir5)roving work. Twenty-me of the employees were con­
sidered by the majority of the five supervisors to expend nonnal effort 
in performing their work or were considered to work with ease. Un­
doubtedly such a group of ea^jloyees would be more likely to cooperate in 
a work simplification program idian a group in which higl; moarale did not 
exist. 
^e fact that management indicated its support of the training pro­
gram is believed to have been an iniportant influence in assuring the co­
operation of the group. Greater acccai^jlishments could probably have 
been realized, however, if there had been more active participation by 
the supervisors in the program. There was sane evidence, too, that the 
STipervisory group did not clearly understand all of the objectives of 
the program, for exan^jle, that one of the objectives was to stimulate 
ecQDloyees to make suggestions for improving work methods. This unaware-
ness was perhaps due to the fact that this objective was not made clear. 
If this were the case it would ceii^inly need to be corrected in any 
subsequent program patterned according to the present program. It is 
very probable that the four group conferences held witti the supervisors 
ccfpy of the rating scale is in Appendix A. 
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were insufficient to provide the necessary "backgrouxid of information for 
the program. 
Suggestions 
One of the objectives of the training stimuiate em­
ployees to make suggestioios for inrprovijag work methods. En^jloyees did 
raaJce sriggestions, both in the classes and daring the work process studies. 
The e^erience iii the present research was similar to that in Hiidsoii's 
(IT) study in that workers frequently niade suggestions in regard to the 
eguipaeat and other facilities. IThe siigtiestioxis of this nature made in 
the present study, however, evidenced azx •understanding and appreciation 
of maoageaient's problems in providing facilities. 
Hudson repoxijed that laar^'- of the individuals with whan he worked 
in the n'orsing service of a hospital believed their work was xinique in 
respect to work planning and execution and that they had worked out as 
good methods as could reasonably be e>^ected. IThis attitude was not 
apparent in the present study to an^- degree; in fact, some workers often 
made such ccmaaents as "There is always a better way." 
Evaluation of the program 
At the ei5d of the individual conference at which the post-test was 
administered, each taaployee was asked if he ha4 made any changes in the 
way he did his work since he attended the seven classes on work siiiipli-
fication. If the woz'ker said that he had, he was asked to describe the 
changes. 
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Eleven of the workers gave one or joore specific exaagjles of changes 
in their methods of work. In the imjori-ty of cases the changes were 
those recommended as a result of the work process studies. One qualifi^ 
her statement by saying that the methods were not new to her, that she 
had used the methods previously. 
Of the rsnaiiaing 12, one en^loyee did not cite any specific change 
that she had made as a result of the classes, hut the author knew from 
contacts with her in the kitchen that she had tried to work out iu^roved 
techniques of doing her vorkj this was true even before the work simpli­
fication program was "begun. Another enqoloyee said she had made no 
changes; she was the one, however, with \ih.aa. the study of the method of 
cutting grapefruit was done. The worker was reminded of this change, 
and she concvirred Idiat she had changed that method. Ten employees re­
ported that they had not made any change in their work methods. 
The workers were also asked to evaluate the seven work siiaplification 
classes. They were xirg^ to give their frank opinion regardless of what 
it was. Four were very enthusisistic about the classes and stated that 
they were worthvdiile. Following are Idae comments of two of these workers; 
I really enjoyed those pictures. They were worth^daile. 
I missed them eufter we didn*t get to go. I looked forward 
to thaa. It was gpod to see how things were in other 
kitchens. 
Was awakened to lots of things, as that we make unnecessary 
st^s. Showed that we could do the same job with less 
effort. Learned things from the films. I was doing some 
of the things "ttiat were on the film. I have tried to 
better it myself. A person doesn't get so tired. 
It is of interest to know that the worker g]aoted first was one who had 
made no change in her work as a result of the classes. In the opinion 
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of the author the classes were a source of entertainment rather than 
instruction to this en5)loyee. This is laelieved to have been true for 
some of the other workers as well. 
Fourteen additional workers indicated that they thought the classes 
were interesting and "beneficial. An exan^ple of a ccament made by one of 
these ai^loyees was as follows: 
I believe they were beneficial to a worker. You can see 
the way other people ijave done, A person working likes 
to find out how he can do the quickest and easiest. 
Five of these workers* ccnmuents did not denote as much enthxisiasm as those 
of the other nine^ but in general their reactions to the classes were 
favorable. 
Two of the workera gave no definite opinion in regard to the classes, 
and three said that the classes were of no value to them. Two of this 
latter group were eiig)loyees have been described previously as having 
a negative attitude throughout the conference at which the post-test was 
administered. 
Discussion of Outcomes and Problaos in Relation to 
the Purposes of the Research Project 
Selection, development, and use of visual materials 
One of the four puiposes of the research, as given in the Introduc­
tion, was to select appropriate available vistial materials and to develop 
additional visvial material for training food service employees in work 
simplification. Very few visual materials idaich were suitable for in­
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clusion in the program were found to be available. Evaluations of those 
selected are included in the description of Visual Materials and the 
Work Sin5>lification Coiarses. Colored slides and an illustrated booklet 
were developed and used. 
The motion pictiires and the colored slides facilitated the pre­
sentation of information and would seem to have aided learning although 
the design of the research problem did not afford any objective evidence 
in regard to the latter point. Certainly the motion pictures and 
colored slides engendered the interest of the group. In addition, xise 
of these visual materials is believed to have decreased the time needed 
to present information in the classes. In the opinion of the author, 
it wouM not have been possible to have had as clear conmnxnication in 
the classes without the use of these visual materials unless actual 
dononstrations or other visual means were used. 
To what extent the illustrated booklet developed was effective in 
promoting learning is not known. The booklet seemed to be a valuable aid 
in the conduction of the classes, but it did not appear to be ets im­
portant as the motion pictures or colored slides in aiding the process 
of communication between the trainer and the workers. A chalk board or 
sinqole posters could possibly be \ised as effectively as such a booklet, 
A second purpose of this research was to plan and try out work 
sinqplification training for a group of food service eng)loyees using the 
visxial materials selected and developed. The use of visual materials in 
a work sin^lification training program rQ>resents one approauih to this 
type of training. Those materials \xsed in this research, except for one 
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of the motion pictures, are appropriate for inclusion in classes similar 
to the ones conducted in the present study. Slides of the type developed 
could be made lay an amateur photographer in any food service organization. 
The photography is quite time consuming; hence, it would "be advan­
tageous if visual materials needed could be purchs^ed or secured on loan 
for use in a training program, Bas«i on the expedience of this sttidy 
and other work sin5>lification prograans reported in the literature, the 
use of colored slides or blade and white prints to depict work situations 
before and after iii5>rovement of work methods may be ejqjected to prmote 
interest in any work singjlification program.^ 
Two problans that may be encountered in the tise of visual materials 
as en^lc^ed in the present research should be recognized. One has to do 
with the equipment and facilities necessary to use visual materials. For 
motion pictures and colored slides a screen, appropriate projectori;. and 
^In addition to the use of such visual materials for a work singjli-
fication trainiiig progzm in a specific food service organisation, they 
may be en^loyed for teaching students preparing to beccHne dietitians or 
food service managers, for vocational food service classes, and in short-
courses aiui refresher training offered for food service workers. It is 
expected that the motion pictures developed of work situations in quantity 
food service will also be of use for purposes other than testing as they 
were used in the present research. They may be ai^loyed in various ways 
in work sinqplification training for stvjdents preparing for food service 
work or for food service supervisors or en5)loyeeB. They could serve to 
present work situations for analysis on a process chart or an operation 
sheet, or they could be presented as a basis for discussion of work methods 
and possible ways of sis^lifying them. Since the work methods d^icted 
are inefficient, it might be desix^ble to film the same work processes 
with in^roved work methods so that the two methods may be contrasted. 
Additional visual materials need to be developed for training food 
service workers in the area of work simplification and in other areas such 
aa quantity cookery and the use and care of equipment. It is believed 
that the use of such visual materials will facilitate training both by 
developing and holding the interest of the trainees and aiding the process 
of ccffiffiiunication between the trainer and trainees* 
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a suitable room are needed. Standardization of the type of visuaJ. 
inaterials used simplifies the problem of equipment and facilities. In 
this research a l6 mm. motion picture projector aaad a slide projector 
for 2x2 slides vrsre txsed. Advance planning is necessary to assvire 
having the necessary' equipment and facilities. It vrould seem advisable 
for the person conducting the training classes to leam hov to operate 
the projectors so that it would not be necessary to secure the services 
of an operator each time a pixijector is used. 
A secord. problem encountered, regardless of whether visual materials 
are used, is that of scheduling classes. In many food service organiza­
tions it is difficult to schedule classes at a time when laost of the 
workers can attend. In the present research project, a special effort 
was made to include all of the 23 workers in each of the seven classes; 
it was necessary, therefore, to repeat each class three times. The 
number of workers per class varied ftrcxn. one, in one instance, throu^ l6. 
Probably the optimuni nuiaber of workers per class fraii the standpoint of 
group participation is 10 through 15 j althou^ groups as large as 25 
could be used. In the present program the best group discussions oc­
curred in small groups of ei^t or less in which most of the employees 
\/ere food production workers. It is Mt known whether the participation 
was due to the fact that most of the material presented was related to 
food production, that the groups were hanogeneous in regard to type of 
work, that tha groups were relatively small, or to the individual inter­
ests and abilities of the workers. 
It is believed that if those responsible for the organization of 
t^e work and the planning of work schedules were also responsible for 
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the tmining classes, adjustments coxildL be made so that all o^loyees 
could attend classes at one time. If there is a large number of em­
ployees, however, it would "be preferable to repeat the classes in order 
to keep the groups relatively small to facilitate group discussion. In 
school or college food service the solution may be to concentrate class 
training at the beginning of the school year and dtaring school vacation 
periods. An attempt to meet the scheduling problems involved should be 
made since it would seem that group training can be more economical of 
time aM in SOTie ways more effective for certain types of training 
than doing all of the training on an individual beisis even thou^ scsne 
individual training is necessary. 
Since spaced learning is generally conceded to be more effective 
than massed learning, it would seem desirable to esctend the classes over 
a spam of at least a few weeks. In the present program the seven classes 
were conducted over a period of three and one half weeks. It may be 
equally as effective to extend this number of classes over a seven week 
period. In either case peiriodic follow-up or refresher classes over a 
longer period of time would be desirable to reinforce the learning. If 
class training is concentrated during vacation periods, as in school or 
college food service, it may be necessary to present the infoimation in 
classes during a period of two or three days. A follow-up to such con­
centrated training should be made by continual application of work 
simplification generalizations in the work situations and by subsequent 
refresher classes. 
The length of a training class for food service workers should prob­
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ably not "be shorter than 50 minutes, as used in the present program, or 
longer tlian one hour. A mininaun of 30 minutes is needed to develop an 
idea and allow sane opportunity for group discussion. A class longer 
than this may be more difficult to fit into the employees' schedules. 
Since food service workers are not accustcsned to sitting for long periods, 
any single class should probably not extend over an hour, and a class of 
this length should include some participation on the part of the workers. 
If a class period is 50 minutes long, motion pictures or filmstrips 
should preferably not be longer than 15 minutes in order to have adequate 
time for interpretation and discussion before and after the film pre­
sentation. Two of the motion pictures used in the present program were 
much too long for most effective use in a 50-minute class. As indicated 
in an earlier section, one of these films was considered iiiappropriate 
in content as well as in length. Use of the colored slides was very 
effective in communicating ideas and stimulating group participation be­
cause it was possible to discuss the points presented between the showing 
of the slides. 
The author is of the opinion that, considering the scope of infoima-
tion presented and the visual materials tised, the classes would have been 
more effective if there had been additional class time. Seven minute 
classes or 10 classes of 30 minutes would seem to have been more satis­
factory. 
Visual materials directly related to work in a food service unit are 
probably most effective in facilitating learning. In the present research 
some pictures not directly related to food service were vised, however, 
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and were considered quite effective. Tw) of these films were "Motion 
Stxidy Principles" and "Daa?> Dusting."^ Both were too long for "best use 
in a 50-minute period, but each film clearly presented certain work 
slDQ>lification generalizations and their application. 
An alternative visual approa<di to training food service engjloyees 
in work simplification is the use of demonstration. Trainees in Vander 
Meer's (68, p. 89) experiment rated "teacher dmonstrations and actxial 
work on the machines" superior to motion pictures in helpfulness in 
learning. In addition, the author has observed work sinrplification gen­
eralizations very effectively taught by the use of demonstration. Certain 
problems in the use of this technique are apparent. First, considerable 
time is necessary to prepare the properties needed for such demonstra­
tions; second, special skill is needed in order to perform demonstrations 
effectively; and third, the scope of activities that can be demonstrated 
is more limited than that which can be presented by the use of visual 
materials such as motion pictures or colored slides. 
Research methodology 
A third puxpose of the present research project was to provide a 
basis for recommending methods of research for similar studies. In order 
to make recommendations it is necessary to review Boms of the problems 
involved in evaluating training procedures and then to consider the 
specific problems encountered in the present project. 
Relatively little research has been done to determine the effective-
^A list of motion pictures is in Appendix A. 
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ness of different training procedures, ajod few techniques have been 
developed for evaiiiating outcomes. In most instances where evaluation 
has "been attec5)ted, objective results were available as one basis for 
evaluation. For exazaple^ one criterion lised by Vander Meer (68) was 
the length of time 3:^quired to do a specific lathe operation. McGehee 
and Livingstone (3I, 32) evaluated a training prograa on the basis of 
the percentage redaction in waste which res\ilted. The effectiveness of 
using a filmstrip in a school situation has been cois^iared by administer­
ing ^nritten tests before and after presentation of information to t\K> 
gjToups, ojae of which received the information from a filmstrip and one 
frcaa printed material Another type of evidence which has 
sometimes been used is opinions of the trainees or trainers regardiaag 
the effectiveness of the methods, but the reliability and validity of 
this type of evidence may be questioned. The opinions of the workers 
in regard to the effectiveness of the classes were solicited in the present 
study as one type of evidence to be used in interpreting the outccsne al­
though the limitations of such evidence were recognized. 
In some circumstances it is desirable to measure results such as 
attitudes and iirsderstanding. In the present research, in addition to 
certain other methods which weire used to collect information to determine 
outcomes, an attempt was made to develop tests •sdiich would give objective 
evidence of the workers' understanding of work sio^lification generaliza­
tions. The assumption was made that in order to achieve the objectives 
of work sii:5)lification training for employees^ it was necessary to in-
^See objectives of work simplification training for en^oyees in 
the Introduction. 
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crease the workers' understanding of work simplification generalizations.^ 
In order to determine the effectiveness of the training program in increas­
ing the understanding, situation tests were developed. One consideration 
in planning the tests and their administration was to eliminate the effect 
of any differences among the group in alsility to read and to express ideas 
in written form; hence, the situations were presented hy notion pictures, 
and the responses made by the workers were given orally. 
The results of these tests were not needed to deteimine other expected 
outcomes of the training,^ "but for piuposes of the present research it 
was considered desirable to have sme evidence of whether there was in­
creased understanding as well as the other outcomes. If increased ijnder-
standing of work sin5>lification did not parallel the acccairplishment of 
the other objectives, one mi^t hypothesize that the achievement of the 
other objectives resulted only from the additional attention paid to the 
group or that the conditions, relative to liie en^jloyees, defined as ob­
jectives for the program existed before the program was begun. 
In the process of the research ceirtaln problems arose relative to 
the vise of the situation tests. Two problems encountered were the simount 
of time necessary to administer the tests and to score the responses. 
Descriptions of the administration of the tests and the procedtire for 
scoring have been given in earlier sections. Another problem encountered 
•45iis assun^ion may be questioned, but in order to determine the 
validity of the assumption in some future study it would be necessary to 
develop some means for evaluating understanding. Any progress made in the 
present research in that respect, therefore, mi^t be applied to determin­
ing the validity of the assumption. 
%ee objectives of work siii5)lification training for employees in the 
Introduction. 
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vas that of not knowing the relative difficvilty of the tests for the 
particxilar group of workers. An attQi5>t was inade to determine the dif­
ficulty "by administering the tests to a gixjup of students did not 
receive any instruction between the tests. As the research progressed 
it was recognized that the group of students was too small to maJse any 
conclusions and, in addition, that the relative difficulty of the tests 
for a student group mi^t not he the same as for the group of food service 
workers. On the "basis of these problems it appears that the situation 
tests developed were not entirely satisfactory as instruments of evalua­
tion. 
It seeias that further investigation should he made in another study 
of using motion pictures as a technique for presenting a test situation 
in circumstances where the individual's ability to read makes presenta­
tion of test situations in printed fona in^jractical. The oral response 
tecbnique would also seem to warrant furtiier consideration in circumstaices 
^ere the individual's ability to egress ideas in writing may bias the 
results. In order to make the tests more satisfactory, the relative 
difficulty of the tests would need to be determined and the techniques 
for administering and scoring siaplified. The validity and reliability 
of the tests should likewise be deteitained. 
With the eicperience of this research project as background, it is 
of interest to consider how the four situation tests developed might be 
further perfected. One c<M!5>lexity in the ;ise of the tests was due to 
the fact that alternative responses for improvement of iaie work methods 
are possible and that one response may be more valuable than the other 
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ia relation to the possible resulting savings in time and/or energy. 
One person may make a suggestion which would decrease time and/or energy 
by 20 per cent ^riaereas another suggestion in regard to the same point may 
decrease time and/or energy by 50 per cent. Mother problem became 
apparent too in the administration of the tests; that is, that once a 
person gave a suggestion which in his opinion was the best suggestion, 
he seemed less likely to give alternative suggestions ^jhich were in his 
opinion less desirable. 
One step toward -Uie solution of these problems of administering and 
scoring the tests mi^t be to require the individual to choose from the 
suggestions which he made in relation to a particular point the one he 
considered best. By determining in advance the relative merit of pos­
sible suggestions, scores could "be assigned to the various suggestions 
given in relation to their merit. In the scoilng procediire used in the 
present study, there was an atteng>t to determine the merit of suggestions 
made regarding the application of work simplification generalizations; 
however, scores were givaa for alternative suggestions.^ 
If the responses were scored on the basis of the relative merit of 
the suggestions, the scores 3;«ceived on each test would r^resent the 
relative value of the suggestions in terms of time and/or energy to be 
saved but would not necessarily reflect relative difficulty. It might 
be easier for a worker to give a suggestion on one test which decreased 
the time and/or energy by 50 per cent than to give another suggestion 
\jhich would decrease the time and/or energy by only 10 per cent; that is, 
^ee the section Procedure for Scoring the Situation Tests. 
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some very desirable solution may be easier for the worker to propose than 
sane less desirable. To determine the relative difficulty of the tests, 
they would need to be administered to a large nuEtoer of individuals com­
parable to the group for whoa the test was to be used as an instrument 
of evalmtion, Then the number of times each possible suggestion was 
given could be used as a basis for establishing the relative difficulty. 
An alternative plan for using the tests to detertaine the results of 
training would be possible if a larger number of employees were available 
in one institution or in siiailar institutions. With this plan it would 
not be Jiecessary to determine the relative difficulty of the tests in 
advance of their vise as an evaluation instrument, for the infoimtion 
wovild be afforded as a result of the design of -Uie eii^eriment. Assume 
there are only two tests, Tj, and Tg (tests I and II way be considered 
and tests HI and IV, Tg), Group A, the control group, would not receive 
training between the administration of the tests; group B, the experimental 
group, W3uld receive training between the administration of tests. Both 
grox^s A and B would be divided into four sub-groups at randan euid the 
tests woxald be aitoinistered as indicated below: 
Gjroup A (Control) Group B (Experimental) 
Pre-tests Post-tests Pre-tests Post-tests 
mm T T 
"'X89~ 
The coutfol group and the ex^erimenteil group would need to "be comparable. 
The size of the groups and sub-groups needed in order to seciu"e reasonably 
reliable results would need to be determined. Cai^e should be taken that 
worlcers do not leam of the content of the tests in advance of their adf 
ministration. Work pi-ocess studies would need to be made in both groups 
to determine the extent to which wrkers were receptive to analysis of 
their jobsj to raethods proposed, and to adoption and use of methods pre­
scribed. As in the present researdij it would be preferable if the sesme 
person could conduct all of the classes and if the same person or persons 
could make all of the process studies. 
In the above proposals soae pi'oblems still exist. Oae is that it is 
not known yfaat the effect of a worker's familiarity with the work process 
d^ictad in a test might be. Does familiarity iniaibit the worker's re­
sponses if the meldiods which he knowc. are similar to those which are de­
picted, or does it Inhibit response if the methoas he knows are different 
than those d^icted? If a worker is ccffl^jletely unfamiliar with the work 
process, is he at an advantage or disadvantage on the test? One possible 
solution to this probleai might be to present hypothetical work situations 
not related to food ser\rLce or work situations with which none of the 
workers woiild be feaniliar. 
A practical problea that would arise is securing a large enough 
number of workers, for among workers froa different food service units 
there would be many variables \^ch might cause variation in responses. 
S<Hne of these variables include the following: 
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/ttnong work groups - tlie type and. volume of food service, 
facilities and equipnient, inethods of 
supervision, the morale of the groupand 
the work load. 
Mong individxials - the sex, age, iatelJlgence, kind and 
ai20unt of e:xpsriencs, traijiiBg, edu­
cational level, habits of verbalization, 
interests, attit^lde3, personality, and 
present ^•rork of the ec^loyees. 
Based on analysis of the group of 25 workers in the present research, 
the evidence did not support the hypothesis tloat there vas a relationship 
"betTifeen age, e:q>erience, hs-hits of verlaalization, or educatiorial level 
of the exployess and the resxjlts on the situation tests, Taut the e-^/idence 
did suggest that sex ana/or present -vfork may have "been factors related. 
Consideration of the data on the "basis of sub-groups or individuals 
suggests that halsits of verbalisation may have been rei^ated to the re-
sxilts on the tests. The difference in sex was confounded with present 
work, "but it was believed that present work was more likelj- to be related 
to resTolts on the situation tests than sex. iHxe giNoup of workers in the 
present study was too small to draw conclasions in regard to the affect 
of any of these variables. 
The aost ccarprehensive recommendation found in the litea*ature in 
regard to methodology for determining the effectiveness of training methods 
was that given by Eyaa. He outlined the following procedia-es (60, p. 
299-300): 
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1. Detemlnation of the best isethod of perfonaing the workj that 
iSj fiadins out in detail is to be learned. . . . 
2. Deteamination of the seejaence in which the aspects of the 
Job are to be taught, ignoring the traditional method of 
teadsingj BM. coz^idering experimental infozmation ^ ^ch 
ssl^t have a bearing i^n l^e ease of leaming the mter-
ials in various ordez^ aod in various ctethods of 8ub> 
dividing the Job. 
3. Braving up a detailed teachio^ ^-i^d practice plaa. This 
plan voold contain: 
(a) J3escriptions of the instructor's technique in intro­
ducing the vorker to each phase of the job. 
(b) Sdbeduling the practice sessions, including their 
duration aM spacing, and the type of practice ^ ^ch 
is to be carried on during eadi sessioia if possible. 
4. Ei^llcit provisions for aotivatisig a^id developing 
interest. . . . 
5. Selection of a suitable la^sure of proficiency'. . . . 
6. Provision of a <K)ntzol gzxjuQ? to be trained by former methods, 
or by other oethods under cmsideration. control group 
of wrkers ^ iculd be as nearly identic^O. with the esperi-
iBsntal grai^> as possible in each of the following qualifi­
cations: 
(a) age> 
(b) aptitude for the vork, 
ic) interest and asibitions, 
(d) education and previous experience. 
(Fre<|ttently, cxstched pairs of individuals, one in each group, 
provide for oore reliable results. In any case the assurance 
with 'uhidi conclxislons asm be drawa vill dep^ad upon the size 
of both the eJsperiiBsntal aoi control groups.) 
7. Statistical analysis to este^lish t^e differences in achieve-
aient resulting from the e3g[>eriiiiental and control {oetdiods. 
8. Analysis of the types of error, points of special difficulty, 
ajsd bottlenecks \^ch appear in the perfosmance of the trainees 
during training under each nethod. . . . 
Hyan ea^ihasized that the px^c^rem outliaed above is ideal and that it \jould 
probably never be possible to foUov exactly. 
Many of tdie pirocedures recoomended by were Allowed in the present 
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researcb. A comparison between Ryan's points of procedure and. those in 
the present research is given below: 
1. Consideration was given to \jfaat work simplification generaliza­
tions needed to be taught food service en^jloyees. 
2. Consideration was given to the sequence of presentation, and 
the method of presentation was developed on the basis of 
findings in the litera.ture and known techniques that were con­
sidered to be effective. 
3. The teaching plan for the xrark simplification classes -was de­
veloped, and the work process studies were arranged to ex-
engjlify the application of work sio^lification generalizations. 
If. Incentives for learning for the group of eo^jloyees were taken 
into consideration. 
5. Various means were used to measure outccaies, such as observa­
tion of the receptiveness and cooperation of the workers, 
record of suggestions aiad conanents of the workers, the 
workers' subjective evaluations of the program, the work 
process studies triad,e, and the results of the situation tests. 
6. The present study was escploratory in nature; it was beyond 
the limitations of the study to have a control group. In­
formation was collected about the experimental group, however, 
as a basis for interpreting seme of the outcomes. The situa­
tion tests used as one means of evaluation were administer^ 
to a group of students as well as the workers in the belief 
that the sttidents' scores mi^t be used to indicate the 
relative difficulty of the tests. The number of workers 
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in the ejiperimental grcjup vas too small to maJse reliable 
interpretations of resxilts. 
7. Statistical analyses were made of the data available. 
8. Analyses were made for sub-groups and individuals. Un-
e3g>ected develqpaients were recorded. 
Kyan's (6o) suggestion of matched pairs of individuals between the eicper-
imental and control groups provides another approach to the design of 
the e^qperiment. 
A limitation of the present research was that only work processes 
whidi could be analyzed by one observer could be used as a basis for 
process studies. Since many of the work processes were dovetailed among 
several workers and were often not in r^etitive cycles, they could not 
be recorded as a basis for analysis and improvenent. It would, there­
fore, seem desirable to bave more than one researdier available when needed 
for analysis of certain work processes or to take motion pictures of these 
processes and make the analyses frcm the pictures. 
It was evident from the present research that sufficient time must 
be allowed for observation aM analysis to observe work activities in a 
variety of combinations. What appeared to be a desirable change in one 
work situation was sometimes found to be in^ractical because of conditions 
resiilting from different menu combinations to be produced and served or 
different voliimes of paroduction. Orientation to the entire cycle of work 
activities, from the opening of the food service in the morning until 
closing at night, was foui»i to be a valuable background for analysis of 
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specific work processes. 
A limitation of the present research was that not all the workers 
Ti^o attended the classes participated in or had direct contact with work 
process studies. Althou^ it was not possible to conclude on the basis 
of evidence from the present prt)ject that this factor made a difference 
in regard to the effect of the training progi-am. on the wrker, it is 
"believed tiiat the learning of each worker will be more effective if 
application of work sinc^lifi cation generalizations is made to a work 
process with which he is concerned. In addition the installation of 
an in^jroved method is necessary in order to determine the worker's reac­
tions to the process of analysis and his receptiveness to methods pre­
scribed, It would, therefore, be recommended that, in any investigation 
similar to the present research, process studies be conducted which will 
affect all of the %rorkers. 
When the work simplification classes are being used to train workers 
in other than a research investigation, ways of improving work methods 
should be developed, but the need for including every worker and the 
need for precise analyses are not as inrportant. 
In regard to management research methodology, one may stmrnarize as 
follows: To deteiTDine the effect of any treatment such as a method of 
training, other factors being constant, the results will be more reliable 
if the individuals selected to receive the treatment are as homogeneous, 
in regard to any factors which might possibly influence the results, as 
can be obtained; results will also be more reliable if a group, as nearly 
comparable as possible, which does not receive the treatment, is used as 
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a controli and otdier factors being constant, the larger the reseaxch 
group, the laore r^iable vill be the results. In order to have a 
valid eiqperiiae&t there should be randjOBizatiem of assignment of treats 
tsents. In the case of an experiment designed to evaluate the effect 
of training, the ea^eriaiental unit, to ^ Mch the treatment is assigned, 
vould probably need to be a group of ec^ployees rather than individual 
\^rkers. Another q.uallfication in the design of the e::^riffient is that 
it should affozti reasonable precision and there should be evidence as 
to how precise the estimates or conclusions axe, Xa so far as possible 
there ^ uld be cootrol of or oeasmment of all variables existing 
within or asnng the experissental units. These conditions are applicable 
to any area of research, emd should be heM as a goal in social science 
resear<& even though the problems of identifV^ing, elioinating, con­
trolling, and aeasuriiig variables oftei appears to be tmsuzraountable. 
Proposed assunsytloaas and hypotheses reaardlng training of agployees 
Another pm^se of the present research ma to formulate hypotheses 
r^arding the training of food service e&^oyees and ^cifically in 
regard to the use of visual materials for teaching principles of vork 
sinsilifieation. Proposals in regard to research methodology are in­
cluded in the psreceding section. 
On the basis of esiperiences and recoBxsendations r^oirted in the 
literature and the e:«periences and outccxoes of the present reses^ch, 
certain generalizations in regsurd to training ajipear to be acc^ed. 
It seems appropriate, Hisvefove, to propose such gCTieralizations as 
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basic assumptions. Other generalizations, which need further investi­
gation before acceptance are foimulated as horpotheses. When reference 
is made in the assumptions or hypotheses to a work simplification 
training program for employees, it is assumed that the pirogram has the 
objectives which are given in the Introduction. 
Assumptions: 
1. A training program designed to change the skills, 
attitudes, and/or interests of employees is more suc­
cessful in achieving such changes if it has the support 
of top management and the active support of the levels of 
management to whom the employees axe directly responsible. 
2. A tiuining program is more effective if the representatives 
of management to whan the employees axe directly responsible 
participate in the administration of the training program. 
5« A professional teacher from outside of the organization 
may be used to advantage in a training program for au-
ployees, but management should have responsibility for 
the training program. 
k. A training program is more effective if management repre­
sentatives to whcaa the aoployees are directly responsible 
have a thorou^ understanding of the skills, attitudes, 
and/or interests proposed to be developed in the training 
program for the ea^kloyees. 
5. A training program is more successful if designed to ful­
fill a need. 
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6. If the need for training is not recognised "by the employees 
a training program is more effective if it provides for 
developing a recognition of need. 
7. The objectives of training are more likely to be achieved 
if interpreted to the eo^tloyees in terms of their personal 
incentives for learning. 
8. Visual nsaterials developed for use in a training program are 
most effective if they are so executed that the ideas intended 
to be conveyed are clearly and forcefully presented. 
9. Visual materials are most effective if they are designed to 
convey a specific idea or ideas ^ if basic principles of 
color and/or design are applied, and if conditions or elements 
which distract frcau the intended purpose are eliminated or 
minimized. 
10. By the use of classes, training may be provided that would 
not or perhaps could not be accomplished by individxial on-
the-job training. Class training is purposed to supplement, 
not r^lace, individual training. For food service employees 
to receive part of their training in gzvxip meetings or classes, 
careful advance planning is necessary. 
11. En5>loyees are more likely to accept and cooperate in an ex­
perimental or training program if the program is so intro­
duced that the ingjortance of the workers* participation is 
recognized and the workers' security is not challenged. 
12. A work sin^lification program is most effective if one person 
on the management staff within an organization or division of 
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the organization provides leadership for singplifying work 
methods and all menibers of maaaganent and labor support the 
program. 
15. In a work simplification program, the services of a specialist 
in work sinqolification or methods improvement may be used to 
advantage to analyze work methods and help develop in^sroved 
methods. The support of all manbers of management and la'bor 
is necessary for effective utilization of such a specialist. 
111-. A work simplification training program for onployees is ef­
fective only if managonent is willing to give objective con­
sideration to the suggestions of ea^>loyees. 
Hypotheses: 
1. If such visual materials as appropriate motion pictures and 
colored slides are available for training food service em­
ployees in work sin^lificationj their use is more economical 
of the trainer's time and is as effective as actual demonstra­
tion to teach work simplification. 
2. The proper use of appropriate visual materials in work simpli­
fication classes for food service en^iioyees facilitates com­
munication between the trainer and the Gorpioyees, decreases the 
time necessar;^' for training, and helps to gain and hold the 
interests of the engiloyees in the training program. 
5. The use of visual materials to depict work situations before 
and after improvement of work methods promotes interest in a 
work simplification program. 
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k. Visual materials used in work sinqplification training for 
food service oaployees are most effective if they illustrate 
the application of \rork siurplification generalizations in 
the types of work \dd.ch are perfonned in a food service 
operation. 
5. Work simplification training for food service employees is 
effective with workers who have low morale as well as with 
workers vho have high morale, 
6. A work simplification training program for food service 
oi^loyees is one means of contributing to harmonious manage-
ment-lahor relations. 
7. Pirovision in a training program of an understanding of work 
sis^lification hy food service saployees is one means for 
contributing to harBK>nious manag(^ent-lahor relations because 
it provides workers with additional understanding of majoagement 
problems and it provides a meaas hereby ec^loyees may con­
tribute to management decisions which affect the az^loyees* 
work. 
6. By work siniplification training food service en^loyees beccme 
more receptive to analysis of their jobs, to work methods 
proposed by management, and to adoption and use of the methods 
prescribed. 
9. By acquirizig an xinderstanding of work sinqalification in a 
training program, food service en^jloyees become more receptive 
to analysis of their jobs, to work methods proi>osed by manage­
ment, and to adoption and use of the methods prescribed. 
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10. Work siii:5)lification training classes for onployees are most 
effective if the classes are spaced over a reasonable period 
of time rather tixaQ concentrated within a very short period. 
Follow-up or refresher classes after the original training 
classes reinforce the learning. 
11. Work sin^liflcation classes for food service employees are 
more effective if supplemented by the engjloyees' participation 
in or contact with actual simplification of work methods on 
the job. 
12. Ii!5)roved methods adopted by en^loyees as the result of a work 
sin5)lification training program for food service employees 
will continue to be used \uitil a better method is developed. 
15. Many employees who participate in work simplification train­
ing make sane usable suggestions for improving work methods 
and will improve scaae methods of work determined by them. 
14. Sviggestions made by employees in regard to simplifying work 
methods are most often related to changes in xhe equipment 
or other physical facilities. VJork simplification training 
provides a basis for employeeE to evaliiate the practicality 
of such suggestions from the standpoint of effect on other 
work procedtires and economic feasibility. 
15. The suggestions which a worker makes for simplifying the 
methods used in a specific work situs-tioii are associated to 
some extent ^Jith the work procedui-es in vdiich he has par­
ticipated or which he has observed. 
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SUMMABY 
The purposes of the research were: 1. To select appropriate 
available visual materials and to develop additional visual materials 
for training food service employees in work sin^jlification; 2. To plan 
and try out work simplification training for a group of food service 
en^loyees iising the visual materials selected and developed; 5. To 
secure information relative to the outcomes of the training program 
in order to foamilate hypotheses regarding the training of employees 
and specifically in regard to the use of visual materials for teaching 
work simplification; and To provide a basis for recommending methods 
of research for similar studies. 
A first step toward the acconrplishment of these purposes was to 
define the objectives of work simplification training for employees as; 
1. To provide an understanding of work sin^jlification \toch will make 
the workers receptive to analysis of their jobs, to methods proposed 
by management, and to adoption and use of the methods prescribed; 2. To 
improve management-labor relations and increase the interest of em­
ployees in their work; 5. To stiimilate eag)loyees to make suggestions 
for in^jroving work methods; if. To assist the workers to iu^rove those 
methods of work which are determined by them; 5. To lower costs; and 
6. To give impetus to a continuing program of work simplification. 
With recognition of these objectives the work simplification gen­
eralizations, on which the training program was based, were formulated. 
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These generalizations, viiich were stated, as guides to worii simplification 
for food service workers are as follows; 
A. Tools, equipment, and workplace 
1. Use the available equipment that is best for the ^ob 
2. Keep tools, equipment, storage and workplace in good 
vrorking order 
3. Have equipment and supplies within easy reach at the 
place where they are used. 
B. Hand aod body motiozis 
1. Let both hands do useful work at the saae t^Jue, when 
possible 
2. Perform work in a rhythmic way - use smooth, continuous, 
cxirved motions 
3. Use the fewest, shortest, and simplest motions 
If, Maintain a ccMnfortable working position, and bring the 
work you are doing right in front of you if possible 
C. Work process or sequence 
1, Arrange work areas to eliminate unnecessary walking or 
reaching 
2. Eliminate or cmbine parts of a Job, if possible 
5. Plan the order and time of work for best results 
k. Standardize procedures to eliminate need for repeated 
decisions. 
A review was made of visual materials to determine those which might 
be appropriate for use in the training program. Five motion pictiores 
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were selected; only one of the films, however, met all of the criteria 
which had been set up for selecting the visual materials. A small 
Iwoklet, which related work sin^ilification to homemakers' tasks^ was 
also selected. 
The visual materials developed for use in the closes included 
colored slides emd an illustrated booklet. One gixjup of I9 colored slides 
depicted the procedure followed to simplify a food service job. The 
remainder of the 67 slides portiuyed specific ways in which the various 
guides to work sin^ilification could be applied to quantity food pro­
duction and service. The illustrated booklet was designed to aid in 
introducing the plan for the work siioplification classes, in presenting 
the guides to work siis^lification, and in pz'oviding continuity from one 
class to the next. 
As a basis for determining the workers' understanding of work 
simplification, situation tests were developed to be administered to the 
employees before and after the training program. In these tests work 
situations were presented, aM the employees were asked to make sug­
gestions for siE^lifying lixe methods used. Since the workers varied in 
their ability to read and write, the situations were presented by means 
of motion pictures, and the suggestions made by the workers for simplify­
ing the methods were made orally. The situations wex-e planned so that 
there would be possibilities for ic^jroving the methods used by applica­
tion of the guides to work simplification. The subjects of the tests 
were as follows: 
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Tests Subjects 
I Serving soup at a cafeteria counter 
II MaMng sandwiches 
III Eyeing potatoes 
IV Setting up trays in the floor 
kitchen of a hospited 
The four tests were administered to a group of 50 college students 
without any training or instruction intervening between the tests. It 
was believed that the test scores of the student group could be used for 
determining the relative difficulty of the tests, but as the investiga­
tion progressed, the use of the student group as a basis for equating 
the tests was questioned because of the snail number of students and 
because it was doubtful whether the relative difficulty of the tests was 
the same for the students and ai^lc^ees. 
The work sinqplification training for food service employees was con­
ducted in the aien*s residence hall on The Iowa State College campus. Be­
fore the program was begun, three conferences were held with the Dietitian 
and food service supervisors and an intrxsductory meeting was held with 
the full-time eoiployees. 
Following this introductory meeting individual interviews were held 
with each full-time anployee at which time the pre-test, tests I and II, 
were administered and certain data about each eBg>loyee were collected. 
The post-test, tests III and IV, were administered in individual inter­
views four weeks after the conclusion of the training classes. At these 
latter interviews the employees were asked to evaluate the work siir5)li-
fication program. Tests I and II were administered as a re-test approx­
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imately six months after they had been given as a pre-test. 
For three and one half weeks many of the work processes used 
the aaployees were observed and recorded in order to select apprcnoriate 
illustrations for \ise in the training classes. Other purposes of these 
observations and subsequent analyses and improvements were to provide 
on-the-job exaa^iles of how a process could be ingiroved by the applica­
tion of work simplification generalizations and to detemine the 
eoaployees' reactions to having their work methods studied, the extent 
to ;daich the airployees would make suggestions for ic^iroving work 
methods, and whether they would adopt and use new work methods later 
proposed. 
Seven work simplification classes were conducted for the employees 
during a period of slightly over three weeks. The visual materials 
previously selected and developed were used in these classes. It was 
necessary to repeat each class three times in order to make it possible 
for 25 of the workers to attend. 
Following these classes, during a period of five weeks, there was 
further study of work methods in the kitchen and dining rocxa. In5)roved 
methods were developed and installed for several work processes. In 
some instances inrprovements were not effectuated althou^ possibilities 
for improvements were considered. 
There was a variety of outcomes resulting frcsa the training program. 
Progress was made in ingoroving work methods. Engployees yiho participated 
in or had direct contact with work process studies gave excellent co­
operation when work methods were being analyzed and improved methods 
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developed. Sn5>loyees who were asked to adopt new work methods did so, 
at least during the times olDserved. It is not known, however, to what 
extent the excellent cooperation of the workers was the direct result of 
the training classes and the procedures used during the training progjram. 
Support of the program "by the managonent is believed to have "been an im­
portant influence in assuilng the cooperation of the workers. Greater 
accoii5>lishment could prolsably have "been realized if there had been more 
active participation by the supervisors in tdae program. Ezoployees made 
suggestions for improving work methods both in the classes and during 
the work process studies. The workers also evidenced an understanding 
of the viewpoint of managaaent. Of the 25 workers, 18 indicated that 
they believed the work simplification classes had been beneficial for 
them. 
The conduction of the seven classes provided further evidence. The 
visual materials used facilitated the presentation of information in the 
classes, engendered the interest of the eoiployees, and would seem to 
have aided learning althou^ there was no specific evidence to sub­
stantiate this latter point. Even tho\i^ visxial materials directly re­
lated to food service work are probably most effective in training food 
service employees, some motion pictures concerned with aspects of work 
siH5>lification ^rtiich were not directly related to food service were used 
and seoaed to be effective. Two of the motion pictiires used in the classes 
were too long to allow for adequate interpretation and discussion within 
the 50-minute periods. The training would probably have been more ef­
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fective if there had been additional class time. Sme problems are 
recognized in the iise of certain visual materials when training food 
service employees; it is "believed, however, that these pjroblems can be 
overcome by organization smd planning. 
The situation tests developed for evaluating the employees' under­
standing of -work simplification were not entirely satisfactory as in­
struments of evaluation; however, various analyses made of the test 
scores gave scjme indication that the en5>loyees' ability to apply work 
simplification generalizations was greater following the training progim. 
There \raus not a significant correlation between the test scores and age, 
experience ratings, and verbalization rankings of the employees; however, 
there was some evidence to suggest that both age and verbalisation rank­
ings may be related to the workers' perfoimance on the situation tests. 
Further, the evidence was not sufficient to draw any conclusion in regard 
to the relation between the test scores and educational level or sex of 
1die workers. 
Althou^ it was not possible to provide unquestionable evidence that 
the eaployees who participated in or had direct contact with work process 
studies made greater progress toward the objectives for the program, than 
those who did not, there TOS some support for this belief. 
On the basis of the experiences in this research program recommenda-
tions were made regarding research methodology for similar research 
studies. 
Generalizations relate! to training and specifically to the use of 
visual materials for training food service en^oyees in work siniplifica-
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tion were formulated. Those vhicdi, on the Isasis of the present research 
and the ejq>eriences and reccmaendations reported in the literature, appear 
to be generally accepted were fomaxlated as assumptions. Fifteen gen­
eralizations which need further investigation "before acceptance were 
formulated as hypotheses. 
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Description of Motion Pictures 
Name of film; Improving the Job 
Sponsored by: U. S. Office of Education 
Secured from; Iowa State College, Visual Instruction Service (20) 
(16 ram., black and white, sound, 9 ) A supervisor in a factory-
asks one of his workmen for suggestions for preventing waste. The 
workman explains the situation to members of his faadly at home, 
and methods of lugjroving the job so as to prevent waste are con­
sidered. 
Name of film: Now I'm in Business 
Sponsored by; Blakeslee and Co. 
Secured fi^: Ideal Pictures, lkQ2 Locust Street, Ksxisas City 6, Missouri 
(16 mm., color, sound, 26 min.) The advantages of having modem, 
efficient equipment for large quantity food production are exempli­
fied. In an attai^ to help one restaurant owner improve his (iter­
ation, the story of how another restaurant owner moderxiized his 
facilities is presented. A variety of institution type equipment 
in many different kitchens is shown. 
Name of film: Motion Study Principles 
Sponsored by: University of Iowa 
Secured from: The Iowa State College, Visual Instruction Service (20) 
(16 mm., black and white, sound, 28 min.) Eleven principles of 
motion econon^ are presented with the following three applications 
to illustrate tiie principles; bolt and washer assembly, re-
fUgerator doorknob asssnbly, and folding x-ray film packing papers. 
Name of fiM: Skill Counts at the Sandwicdi Counter 
Sponsored by; Wheat Flour Institute 
Secured from; Ideal Pictures, 58 E. South Water Street, Chicago 1, Illinois 
(16 nan., color, sound, 10 min.) Recanaended procedures for making 
sandwiches to order and in quantity are given. The importance of 
having sandwich ingredients arranged close to the work area is 
emphasized. Motions and tools used are shown. Several exaniples 
are given of attractive sajadwich plate arrangements. 
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Name of film; Damp Dusting 
Sponsored by: Bell Telephone Co. 
Secured frcaa; Bell Telephone Co. 
(16 Bm.j color, souM, I9 win.) Rec<»imended ways of dusting are 
shown. En^hasis is placed on the importance of correct tools, 
methods, and planning. The methods that us©l to he followed "by a 
janitor are compared to the more efficient cleaning methods used 
today. The setting of the film is in a telephone "building. 
Name of film; Damp Swe^ing 
Sponsored by: Bell Telephone Co. 
Secured from: BeH Telejaione Co. 
(16 Dm., black and white, sound, 5 loiJa.) A method of dan© 
sweeping was demonstrated in which a da^ cloth was placed over 
the head of the sweeping tool. Different types of sweeping 
starokes were shown. 
•23s50*» 
A WORK 
SIMPLIFICATION 
PROGRAM 
in FRILEY HALL 
FOOD SERVICE 
DEPARTMENT 
IOWA 
TmiaiBg Booilslat 
WORK SIMPLIFICATION 
is improving methods of 
d o i n g  w o r k  - - - - -
finding a better way 
If you have a dollar and I have a dollar 
and we exchange 
q 
4 
We sti l l  each have just  one dollar 
Q 
BUT if you have an idea and I  have an idea 
and we exchange 
•t i' 
q 
\ 
We' 11 each have two ideas 
Q Q 
4^  A A A 
- 2 -
WORK SIMPLIFICATION PROGRAM 
Conferences 
Mavies 
Slides 
Discussion 
Sugge st ions 
Supervisor 
Re suits 
Dish 
Room 
East Dining 
Room Dining Room Kitx:hen 
o |—1 
.. 3 •• 
GUIDES TO WORK SIMPLIFICATION /. ' i th -
Tools,  equipment and v ;ork place 
Use the available equipment that  is  best  for the job 
CoAM'SCt 
Size 
Ladie 
fCtt' 
Soup 
Moving 
Keep tools,  equipment,  storage and work place 
in good "working order 
< 
Sharp Knife 
Clean 
Gfiddle 
Top 
Have equipment and supplies within easy reach 
at  the place where they are used 
) ( 
Bins Below Baker's Table 
Paper 
Towels 
Above Sink 
- 4 -
GUIDES TO WORK SIMPLIFICATION with 
Hand and Body Motions 
Let both hands do useful work at  the same time, 
when possible 
Serving 
at the 
Counter 
Portioning 
Fruit 
Perform work in a rhythmic way -  use smooth 
continuous curved motions 
Knife A W ashing a Table 
Use the fewest,  shortest ,  and simplest  motions 
Feeding the Dish Machine 
DDliilg 
Making Sandwiches 
Maintain a comfortable working posit ion and bri  
the work you are doing right in front of you, 
if  possible 
Eyeing Potatoes 
- 6 ~  
GUIDES TO WORK SIMPLIFICATION with 
Work Process or Sequence 
Arrange work areas to elinninate unnecessary 
walking or reaching 
11 
cats' :art 
DeepFat Frying 
Opening 
II 
,1 
1 Cai;iS r 1 
Eliminate or combine parts of a  job,  
if  possible 
Pot Washing 
0 
soak 
A 
Soaking Eliininates Some 
Scrubbing 
Bisciiits 
Knife 
Plan the order and t ime of work for best  results 
Cutting 
Squash Aitei- Steaming Pie Making 
Standardize procedures to eliminate need for 
repeated decisions 
Su^K^r Cook««3 
' A 
> . 1  y v  
^ X' ^ 
Standardized Recipe 
Marker 
Cutting 
Jellied 
-  IDEAS -  " IDEAS 
RATING SCALE 
Name of worker Name of job Ini 
Please check your estimate of the relative skill needed to perform satisfactorily the jo 
Considerable skill , Average skill , Little skill . 
In your opinion is the worker capable of performing a job that requires more skill? Yes , : 
Please check one of the five places on each of the rating scales below that gives your b 
the characteristic being rated. 
Disposition, 
and cooperation 
with supervisors 
and co-workers 
Quantity of 
work 
Always pleasant, 
always cooperates 
willingly 
Consistently turns 
out work at a fast 
rate 
Usually pleasant, 
usually cooperates 
Does some jobs 
quickly, others 
slowly 
Disagreeable, 
uncooperative : 
many situationi 
Does all work 
at a slow rate 
Quality of work Always eatisfactory Usually satisfactory Often unsatisfj 
Dependability Can be depended on 
to get work done 
Conscientious, but 
needs supervision 
Wastes time, n< 
close supervis: 
Ingenuity Meets emergencies, 
makes good suggestions 
for improving work 
Usually can figure 
out how to meet 
emergencies 
Does not see h< 
to meet emergei 
Job satisfaction Enjoys work, takes 
pride in work 
Matter-of-fact, 
accepts work 
without comment 
Sometimes unha] 
in work and noi 
interested 
Effort (physical 
and/or mental in 
performing work 
done) 
Works with ease Expends normal 
effort 
Expends excess; 
effort 
Please give on the back of sheet additional information about this worker that would be desir 
order to work effectively with her (or him) . 
KatiBg 

"SSI" 
FATING SCALE 
me of job Initials of supervisor 
atlve skill needed to perform satisfactorily the job in which worker is employed. 
Little skill . 
erforming a job that requires more skill? Yes , No 
n each of the rating scales below that gives your best estimate of the worker for 
Usually pleasant, 
usually cooperates 
Disagreeable, 
uncooperative in 
laany situations 
I have had too little 
opportunity to observe 
this characteristic 
Does some jobs 
quickly, others 
slowly 
Does all work 
at a slow rate 
Usually satisfactory Often unsatisfactory 
Conscientious, but 
needs supervision 
Wastes time, needs 
close supervision 
is 
Usually can figure 
out how to meet 
emergencies 
Does not see how 
to meet emergencies 
Matter-of-fact, 
accepts work 
without comment 
Sonastimes unhappy 
in work and not 
interested 
Expends normal 
effort 
Expends excessive 
effort 
sal information about this worker that would be desirable for me to know in 
im). 
MtiOQ Scale 

Personal Data 
Name Sex Research No . 
Birth place Birth date 
Physical defects 
Relatives at lova State College 
Previous employment at Iowa State College 
Name 
Preeent job Time in present job 
Hours of work Days off 
Description of duties in present job 
Work Record 
Name of job Length of time Description of work 
1 . 
2 . 
3. 
k. 
6. 
7 . 
8 . 
Total years of work 
Education completed 

6. 
7 . 
8 . 
Total years of work 
Education completed 
JEstipate of health: Poor 
Type of work preferred 
Conmente; 
Average Good 
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Condensation of the Infoimation Presented, in the Introductory Meeting 
Research is now being done in other places than the laboratory. I 
have received permission to conduct a research project in this food service 
unit. The first three to four weeks I shall "be observing and getting 
information in the kitchen and shall study one or two of the work proces­
ses in each unit of the kitchen. This will be followed by a series of 
seven meetings that you will be given time to attend in which motion 
pictures and colored slides will be usai. (Scaae description was given 
of the preparation of these materials.) We shall attea^it to maJse 
application of the ideas in the films and slides to certain work in 
the kitchen. After these meetings I shall have another period of ob­
servation in the kitchen. By making comparisons I hope to see how 
effective the meetings were. In addition I shall need to have short 
conferences with each of you to get your reactions to some motion 
pictures. It is hoped that the research project will be enjoyable to 
you and will be beneficial to this food service xtnit here and other food 
sejrvices. The success of the project is greatly dependent on your co­
operation. 
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Introductions to Situation Tests 
Test I - Serving soup at a cafeteria counter 
Before first showing of motion picture 
This is a tnotion picttire of a woman serving soup at 
a cafeteria counter. After you have seen it will 
you tell me all the possible ways you can think of 
for making this Job of serving soup easier* Just 
suppose you could make any changes you wanted to -
what would you suggest? The picture will last 
about a minute and a half. Then you tell me any 
suggestions you have. Then I'll run the sazne 
picture again to see if you have any other sug­
gestions. 
•After first showing of motion picture 
Now supposing you could make ai^ changes you wanted 
to, what suggestions do you have for making 1dais 
Job easier, 
•Before second showing of motion picture 
Now let's look at the saae film again. Perhaps 
you'll see saaething that you didn't see before. 
Test II - Making sandwiches 
This next picture is of three wcanen pireparing 
sandwiches in quantity. The ingredients they are 
using to make the sandwiches are bread, mayonnaise, 
sliced meat, and lettuce. After the sandwiches 
are made they are cut and wrapped. The picture 
will last about three minutes. After you have seen 
it will you tell me all the possible ways you can 
think of for making this job of preparing sandwiches 
in quantity easier. Jiist as before, I'll run the 
picture a second time. 
•Repeated for all four tests. 
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Test III - Eyeing potatoes 
The first picture is of a woman eyeing potatoes 
that have been run throii^ a potato peeler. After 
the potatoes are eyed, the worker drops thoa in the 
next sink. When there are enough potatoes eyed, 
she places them in a steamer basket. Then she 
carries she steamer basket to the steamer. The 
pictrire will last about a minute and a half. After 
you have seen it will you tell me all the possible 
mys you can think of for making this ^ob of eyeing 
potatoes easier. Then I'll run the same picture 
again to see if you have any other suggestions. 
Test IV - Setting up trays in the floor kitchen of a hospital 
This nejct picture is of a woman assembling hospital 
trays in the floor kitchen of a hospital (the teim 
floor kitchen was e:q)l3ined). First the worker 
looks at her list on the table to see the number 
of trays needed. Then she gets the trays and places 
thsa on a table. Then she takes the tray covers and 
places then; then the napkins and the knives, forks, 
and spoons. Finally, she places the trays on the 
tray cart. This picture will last about three 
minutes. After you have seen it will you tell me all 
the possible ^^aye you Cisn think of for mking this 
^ob of assembling trays easier. Then I'll run the 
same picture again to see if you have any other sug­
gestions . 
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Condensation of Additional Information Presented in Class I 
Work simplification is inrproving methods of doing work — finding a 
better way. Work sin^jlification is a beneficial subject for sinyone to 
consider because you can apply the ideas in your work on the job, cooking 
or keeping house at home, or if you work in a factoary or on a farm. Work 
siE5>lification programs have been carried on in all kinds of work, and it 
has been found that if any job is studied caxefully with a real question­
ing attitude a better way can be found to do it. The objective in work 
simplification is to produce the desired resiilts in the easiest, most 
economical, and safest way. The desired results will vary depending on 
the job. If the job is to prepare a food product, the desired results 
are a product of good quality prepared in a sanitary way. (Other exairrples 
were given.) The best way of doing a job may be different in different 
situations, and the best Imo-vni way of doing a job in a given situation 
may change with a change in conditions, (Exan^les were given.) I't is 
good for you to leam about work simplification. You are the one \^o is 
closest to a job, and you may have the best ideas about better methods. 
These garaup meetings are planned for an exchange of ideas. We'll 
pass the ideas on to the supervisors and work toward finding a better 
way to do some of the jobs in the kitchen and dining rooms. 
In stUKEary this is what we hope to accon^iiish in these meetings: 
1. That we'll learn some of the guides to work sin^ilification. 2. That 
we'll cane up with some ideas as to how to simplify a few of the jobs in 
the food service department, (I'll take responsibility for carrying this 
project throu^, but I want your suggestions.) 5. That from this pro­
gram you'll find ways of simplifying other things you do. 
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OPERATION SHEET ko. I 
OPERATION(^-ttlng Grapefruit in Half Date 
Origiaal Method (Left Headed Employee) Operation No. 
Part Name Sheet No. Of 
East Dining 
Operator 's Name and No. ^0^ Tihrpl^ypp | |  Made by: Mcginlev 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
hold knife 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
O^D 
<OD 
O^D 
(^D 
O^D 
(^D 
o O D  
OII^D 
O O D  
o O D  
o O D  
oi^D 
0[:)D 
Oll)D 
OC^D 
O O D  
oi:)D 
O O D  
O O D  
reanh foT" +. 
hold knife 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
CTTWtn xrrw.'nA'PmiS+. 
hold knife 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
•fcft 'hftB.rrl 
hold knife 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
T»OCf CTi 
cut with sawln^ g mo-felar 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
rrr^ Tvd'^ vni •? + 
hold knife 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
erm.T*<»'fVn1+. +.rt -non 
hoM knife 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
Left Ri^t 
hand hAnd 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
- buflQ^xc XXB116 tor x7 
grapefruit 2 minutes 
17 0 68 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
0 51 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
102 D 0 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
W
o
o
o
o
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OPERATION SHEET uo. n 
OPERATION Cutting Grapefruit in Half, Date 6/2/55 
lD5)roved Method (Left Bfejaded Employee) Operation No. 
Part Name Sheet No. Of 
East Din5jig 
Operator 's Name and No. Eranlovee Made by: 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
hoM knife p O o  ot^ D reach for grapefruit 
hold knife &!l)0 <9 D grasp grapefruit 
hold knife oi:^ D to board 
hold knife blpo fo D resrasp 
cut with sawina motia D hold grapefruit 
hold knife foo Ol^ D grapefruit to pan 
holil  kni-Pft &i:0>o (fo D release jxrapefruit 
D O o  on) D 
Suns jary for 18 grapefruit D O o  oO D Sas^le time for 18 
Left Rigjit 
D[:)o on) D grapefruit 2 minrrtes 
18 o 72 Di=>o on) D 
0 ^ 5^+ D Q o  oO D 
108 0 0 D O o  oO D 
Dc>o on) D 
D O o  oO D 
D O o  oO D 
D O o  oO D 
DC)o oO D 
D O o  oc> D 
D O o  oO D 
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OPERATION SHEET no. m 
OPERATION Slicing Peeled Oranges, Date 3/27/55 
Original Method Operation No. 
Part Name Sheet No. Of 
Salad Sirmlayae 
Operator 's Name and No. ^  ^ ^ '  Made by: McianD.ey 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
to pan A Dt^O oO P hold knife 
grasp 2 oranges Dc)> og hold knife 
to "board D ® 0  oO i) hold knife 
release 2 oraoges DC^ oO i) hold knife 
to pan A Dt^O oc) hold knife 
grasp 3 oranges DC^ on) hold knife 
to Taoard D[^0 on) hold knife 
release 3 oraoges DC^ oO hold knife 
arastJ orange on) hold knife 
to cutting -Dosition D W O  oC) hold knife 
hold oranse I^O (2(50 slice ^  times 
grasp orant^e slices oQ hold knife 
toss to pan B D(^4 on) hold knife 
D O o  o O D  
Suiaaary for 12 oraoges D O o  O O D  Seiople time for 12 
Left Ri^t 
hand hand D[l)0 oc)D oranges 1.62 minutes 
^^6 o 12 DC^O O O D  
22 0 D O o  oi:)D 
12 0 68 D O o  oii^D 
D Q o  O O D  
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OPERATION Sliciim Peeled Oreais Date "i/26/5';  
Tfni'. hs^.hf^ Operation No. 
-- • " •" 
Part Name Sheet No. Of 
Operator's Name and No. iiffijiioyesi Made by: ,  ± ftiif i iTi 1 i-J— — 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
to pa» A Dtl^O 0[I| D ecre^ oraage 
araso 
Dc^ oO' [""•ftgabtma Qii hold knife 
ta cuttlQiX D [i^O olO hold knife 
twaia oren,^e Dc^ D elio® 4 ti3m» 
Dc)o oOD 
Siaaaary for 12 oreogoi ,D0o OOD Sesple time far 12 
iAitt 
hasjd hanfi D O O  oO D oTsmges 1.^^ Bimtes 
2k 12 DC)© OOD 
21^ -» 12 D O o  oOd 
0 i) 2k D C ^ O  oOD 
Dll>0 oOD 
D O o  oOD 
Dll)0 O D 
D O o  OOD 
D O o  O D 
D c > o  oOD 
DC)0 O D 
DOo oO D 
DOo oOD 
DOo oOD 
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OPERATION SHEET KO. V 
OPERATION Coring and Cu-tting Taciatoes 
for Tossed Salad^ Original Method 
Part Name 
^ ^ , XT J KT Saled anployee Operator s Name and No. g 
Date Vl/5^ 
Operation No. 
Sheet No. 1 Of 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
grasp tocaato f rc«a 
to cuttliif^; position 
hold toiaato 
reg-rasp toaiatQ 
Ijcraatg 
transfer cored tcanato 
to rifjat bnjTd 
reaciTi for tomato 
SX&ST> tcmato 
to TOttAnp x)osition 
hold tomato together 
turn tosato 
rotate toimto 
push tomato pieces on 
hlade of laxife 
hold tooiato pieces on 
"blaae 
to tomato 
grasp tomato 
to cutting position 
hold tomato together 
as sliced 
turn tomato 
rotate toioato 
DQ 
D ® O 
D C ^  
DC) 
D O  
DC^O 
D a o  
D O  
D C ^ o  
D O  
D O  
DO 
D O  
D[I5O 
Dtio 
DO 
D[^0 
D O  
DO 
DO 
.0 
Release tcsnato 
to cutting position 
cut out st@n end 
hold paring knife 
cut other end 
receive ecred taaato 
to "board vith tcgaato 
grasp French teoife 
to cutting -position 
slice tomato 2 or 
$ tlmsB 
hold knife 
cut in small pieces 
(6 to 10 trnts) 
push knife hlade 
under tmato pieces 
transfer tomato piecfes 
on blade to pan B - dr ro 
to cutting position 
hold knife 
hold knife 
slice tomato 2 or 
^ -fciTneB 
hold knife 
cut in small pieces (6 to 10 cuts) 
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OPERATION SHEET KO. V 
OPERATION Coring and Cutting Tonuatoes Date Vl/55 
for Tossed Salad^ Original Method, cont. Operation No. 
Part Name Sheet No. 2 Of 
^ Salad Srnployee 
Operator's Name and No. g Made by: 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
idle 1^0 ®OD release knife 
vith ri^t haiui grasp 
toraato r)iaces 4OD with left hartd grasp tonato pieces 
to pan B - drop D t ^ O  O B  D to pan B - dr<^ 
to tonato D[IO 00 D to "board 
D C ^ O  OOD 
Sunsnary for 12 tcmatoei >011)0 oOD SaB5)le time for 12 
Left M^t 
hazid DOO oOD tomatoes 7,08 minuteu 
108 Q 84 D C ^ O  o O  D 
72 66 D O O  o O D  
6 D 56 D O O  o O D  
D C ^ O  o O D  
Dll)0 o O D  
DII)0 OOD 
DOO OOD 
DOO OOD 
D O o  OO D  
DOO oOD 
DOO OOD 
D O o  O O D  
D O o  OOD 
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OPERATION SHEET j,o. vi 
OPERATION Coring and Cutting Tomatoes Date 5/20/55 
for Tossed Salads Zniproved Method Operation No. 
Part Name Sheet No. 1 Of 
Operator's Name and No. E"«a«yee Made by: McKinley 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
grasp tomato from ® O D  release tomato 
±in fii+,+.-5r>g poaltitsn Droo o® D to cutting position 
hold tcaoato Dc:)> (^DD cut out stem end 
reffmsp tomato D O ^  oc) hold paring knife 
hold tomato o o j  i^pD cut other end 
t'x'ansfer cored tomato 
to right hai}d D ci^ o o© D receive cored tomato 
readi for tomato D [li O o® D to lx>axd with tcasato 
sxasp tcsaato DC))l CJFPD grasp Frendi knife 
to cuttiruz position D C D O  oro D to cutting position 
hold t(»iato together 
as sliced D[:)C A^D 
slice tcMoato 2 or 3 
times 
turn tomto DC><J OO P) hold knife 
rotate tcaaato DC); ) <$PD cut in small pieces r A r«n+.c^ 
to tomato D C D O  oro D 
scraps toiaato pieces 
off 
tir&SD tonato DC>> 
!) OCI^ D to cu-itiiig position 
to cuttin;; position Dgdo 0  hold knife 
bold tomato together 
afi sliced < P D  
slice tomato 2 or 3 
times 
tuzTx tomato hold knife 
rotate tomato D Q i  < P D  
cut in small pieces 
(5 to 8 cuts) 
to tosnato DQ^O D 
scrape t(»iato pieces 
off 
D O O  oii)D 
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OPERATION SHEET no. VI 
OPERATION Coring and Cutting Tomatoes Date 5/20/55 
for ITossed Salad^ la^roved Method, cont. Operation No. 
Part Name Sheet No. 2 
^  . . .  ,  V T  Se3^ aig)loyee 
Operator s Name and No. jj©, g Made by; McKlnlev 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
Summxy for 12 tomatoe; .DC^O o O D  Sszqple time for 12 
Left Ri^t 
hand hand DC)0 O Q D  tomatoes 5«88 minuten 
96 0 61 Dc:)o O O D  
60 60 D C ^ O  O O D  
0 £) 55 D O o  oii)D 
D O o  oi:>D 
O O o  oO D 
D O o  O O D  
Dii)o O O D  
D O O  O O D  
Dii^o oc:>D 
D[:)o o c > D  
D[:)o O C ) D  
Dii)o o c ^ D  
D Q o  O O D  
Dc:)o o c ^ D  
Dii)o O O D  
D O O  o c ^ D  
Dii^o O O D  
Dll)o oi:>D 
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OPERATION SHEET no. vn 
OPERATION Dicing One Cooked Poteto Date V8/55 
for liashed Brovn Potatoes, Origixial Method Operation No. 
Part Name Sheet No. Of 
Operator 's Name and No. Sil^ployee Ko. 1 Made by: McRinley 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
gi-asp potato Dr^p o O  P  
hold knife 
to cutting position D n o  o O .  hold knife 
hold potato p O o  <FOD cut lengthwise* 
hold potato ko° 4OD cut across** 
to potato D p o  o O  b  hold knife 
Dc)o o O  D  
Sisanary DOO o O  D  
Left Right 
hand hasA DOO o O  D  
1 O 6 D O o  o O  D  
o
 
r
 
cv
t 
DC)© o O  D  
6 0 5 D ^ o  o O  D  
D p o  o O  D  
• 
to H
 
1
 'DII)0 o O  D  ** Cut across was made 
cuts, scmetiises ^ or D O o  o O  D  against the thumb 
Cut was Qiade down D O o  o O  D  or side of hand, the 
into the palm of the D O o  o O  D  nuzniber of cuts 
hand D O o  o O  D  varied depending on 
D O o  o O  D  size of potato 
D O o  o O  D  
D O o  o O  D  
•SJT*" 
OPERATION SHEET so, vm 
OPERATION Dicing One Coolied Potato Date 5/26/55 
for liashesi Bro'^n Potatoas, Inroroved Method Operation No. 
(Tetdmique No, 
Part Name 
1) Sheet No. Of 
Operator 's Name and No.Eaployee Ko. 1 Made by: McJSJlley 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
reach for potato DC^O o Q D  reach to bottaa of 
^•asp potato 00 i.CuL6 
potato to top plate DC^O oO idle 
pressiire on potato dO)D t^pD receive potato 
i-est on injoer plate 5qo oO D potato to lower plat« 
rest on upper plate Dii>o ( p O D  pressirre on potato 
rest on upoer plate :)OO O O D  pressure and slide 
DII)0 o OD 
Shmwnsw D O O  o Od 
Left 
Vtnrw  ^
Bi^t 
VlATlfl d OO o OD 
2 O 3 d OO O O D  
2 2 DC^O o Od 
5 & 2 Dii)o o OD 
Di:>o O O D  
D O o  O O D  
Di=)0 oOD 
Dil)0 o OD 
D O O  o OD 
D O O  o OD 
D O O  o OD 
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OPERATION SHEET NO. IX 
OPERATION Dicing One Cooked Potato Date 5/26/55 
for Basiled Broun Potatoes, In^roired Method Operation No. 
(TeduxLgue Ho. 2) 
Part Name Sheet No. Of 
Operator 's Name and No. Baployee Ho. 1 Made by; McKLnley 
LEFT HAND RIGHT PiAND 
reach for potato DC^O 90 D pressure on potato 
grasp potato DC» D pressure aod slide 
potato to top plate D D O  Ol^  D reach to bottom of UDTser plate 
pressure on potato D l^  <0 D receive potato 
rest on upper plate C Q O  oc^  D potato to lover plat 
D O O  oO D 
^asmary D O o  oO D 
Left Ri^ t 
band band D O o  oO D 
2 0 3 Di : )o  oO D 
2 2 D O O  oO D 
1 0 0 D l l )0  on)  D 
DC>0 on)  D 
DC)© oc )  D 
DII )0  oO D 
D Q O  oO D 
D O o  on)  D 
Dl l )0  on)  D 
DC^O oc )  D 
D O O  oO D 
D O o  oO D 
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OPERATION SHEET NO. X 
OPERATION Dicijog One Cooked Potato Date 5/26/55 
for ffiished Brown Potatoes, IiagDroved Method Ope ration No. 
(Techniq>ie Ho. 5) 
Part Name Sheet No. '  Of 
Operator 's Name and No. 
i
 O
f 1 Made by: McKinley 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
reach for potato DII>0  oO D potato to lower plat? 
grasp potato DC^ <QD pressure and slide 
t)otato to top plate DC^O OO D 
reach to 'bottom of 
H-fimey •nla+.R 
pressure on potato O D receive potato 
Df::>o O D 
SuBsnary Di::>o O D 
Left Rig^t 
hfljTKi hand D O O  oO d 
2 o 2 DOO O D 
2 -• 2 dOO OOD 
0 D 0 Dl=>0 O D 
D^o O D 
D^O O O D  
DC)© O D 
DOo O D 
DQO O D 
D c > 0  O D 
D[:>o O D 
Di:>o O D 
DOO O D 
DOO O D 
-21)0-
APPENDIX C 
-22^1-
TalDle 15. Test scores of students 
Student's 
number Test I Test II Test III Test IV 
Group A 
1 19 28 13 20 
2 20 27 17 20 
5 8 17 12 14 
k 19 20 22 24 
5 17 21 16 15 
6 16 21 16 24 
7 15 17 8 15 
8 16 12 14 14 
9 17 15 11 13 
10 15 28 19 19 
11 16 18 11 14 
12 U 25 17 16 
15 17 21 15 20 
ll^ 18 17 12 18 
15 18 17 12 12 
Group B 
16 21 22 16 23 
IT 15 14 18 14 
18 17 13 13 9 
19 10 19 17 16 
20 7 15 16 12 
21 11 14 11 18 
22 8 15 16 30 
25 17 22 20 22 
2k 17 20 16 15 
25 12 16 11 17 
26 12 19 15 22 
27 18 27 13 10 
28 17 18 18 16 
29 10 17 17 12 
50 13 15 16 21 
Mean 14.85 18.93 14.93 17.17 
-21^2-
Table l6. Test scores of employees 
Engiloyee' s Pre-test Post-test Re««' test 
number Test I Test II Test in Test IV Test I Test II 
1 * 6 20 16 13 Ik 21 
2 * It 7 16 9 15 9 
3 * 8 5 12 k 15 9 
h M 4 5 k 6 15 8 
5 • 10 9 16 16 Ik 3k 
6 6 Ik 0 10 16 19 
7 * 10 15 12 12 10 13 
8 * k 25 18 22 16 21 
9 17 16 8 8 19 28 
10 • 2 k 10 2 10 9 
11 M k 10 6 9 15 13 
12 H 5 k 9 11 17 11 
15 M 6 11 6 k 8 Ik 
Ik * 19 25 16 10 17 21 
15 M 2 2 12 9 15 5 
16 15 15 12 9 12 11 
17 * 6 11 15 17 17 19 
18 * 15 20 11 16 11 27 
19 * 6 15 16 10 15 17 
20 M 5 9 10 7 7 17 
21 M 11 7 8 k 12 7 
22 * 5 17 10 12 10 16 
25 * 17 26 2k 19 19 34 
Mean 1.96 12.35 11.87 10.59 13.61 16.6: 
2k M 12 30 Ik 2k 18 30 
25 12 15 18 15 15 8 
26 8 16 - - 8 13 
M Male worker 
* Eii5>loyees who participated in or had direct contact with work process 
studies 
-2lfr3-
Tatle 17. Differences between total scores for tests I and II and 
total scores for tests III and IV for stxidents and employ&eB 
Student* s Employee's 
number Diffea^ces number Differences 
1 -11^ 1 3 
2 -10 2 U 
5 1 5 3 
U 7 1+ 1 
5 - 7 5 13 
6 5 6 - k 
7 - 7 7 1 
8 0 8 13 
9 - 8 9 -17 
10 
- 5 10 6 
11 
- 9 11 1 
12 
- 5 12 13 
15 - 5 13 - 7 
14 
- 5 U -16 
15 -11 15 17 
16 - k 16 
- 7 
17 5 17 15 
18 - 8 18 - 8 
19 U 19 7 
20 6 20 3 
21 k 21 - 6 
22 25 22 0 
25 3 23 0 
2U - 6 
25 0 
26 6 
27 -22 
28 - 1 
29 2 
30 9 
Mean - 1.67 1.96 
Bx^ 2156.67 2002.96 
s^ 75.68 91.0i^ 
. 8X.X7 t = 
-24^-
Table 18. Age, ex^ierience rating, verTaalization ranking, and education 
rating of oj^loyees 
Employee's Experience Verljalization raiiking Education 
number Age rating Judge 1 Jtadge 2 Judge p rating 
1 53 12 10 20 20 2 
2 53 12 15 14 15 2 
5 65 19 25 12 25 3 
4 M kl 9 19 25 11 1 
5 62 13 8 3 16 2 
6 70 13 2 2 1 1 
7 65 13 18 19 25 1 
8 38 10 1 6 2 1 
9 61 22 U 17 14 2 
10 60 11 22 13 6 2 
11 M 63 15 14 4 9 1 
12 M 61 14 21 21 10 1 
15 M 64 15 5 8 7 2 
14 61 12 4 10 5 2 
15 M 71 19 12 9 8 1 
16 67 15 17 22 24 3 
17 50 15 24 15 19 1 
18 53 14 7 5 4 1 
19 49 17 3 1 3 2 
20 M 66 12 13 11 18 1 
21 M 70 12 20 23 17 1 
22 21 1 25 24 21 1 
23 51 23 16 16 22 2 
2k M 41 15 9 18 12 3 
25 66 10 6 7 13 1 
26 
M l^e 
Aoalysis of Variance A 
Scores for Student Groups A and B 
SoTirce of variation Degrees of freedom Mean square 
Groups 1 56.06 
Students per group 28 57.^2 
Order 1 141.06 
Tests 1 41.68 
Reoiainder 28 33.12 
P_ 56.06 
Groups = = 0.98 
Foider = %§= 
%ests = = 1.26 
55.12 
^Significant at P = .05 
Analysis of Variance B 
Scores for En^loyees, Pre-test and Post-test 
Source of variation Degrees of freedom Mean squajre 
En5>loyees 22 74.81 
Individual tests 3 89.65 
Pre-test and post-test 1 48.79 
Eo^loyees and iisdividual 
tests 66 15<25 
®'pre-test and post-test = = 3»20 
-21+6-
Analysis of Variajace C 
Scores for Employees, Pre-test and He-test 
Source of variation Degrees of freedom Mean square 
Sc^loyees 22 91.70 
Individual tests 5 299.1+5 
Pre-test and re-test 1 570.01 
Employees and individual 
tests 66 19.65 
T?_ 570.01 
'^Pre-test and re-test = 19,6^ ~ 29 •04** 
**Signifleant at ? = .01 
Analysis of Variance D 
Scores for Bagjloyees, Post-test and Re-test 
Source of variation Degrees of freeicm Mean square 
En5>loyees 22 7i+.6l 
Individual tests 3 166.55 
Post-test and re-test 1 568.00 
Eu^Dloyees and individual 
tests 66 17.26 
^Post-test and re-test = ® 21.52** 
**Signifleant at P = .01 
